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Preface 
In the present dissertation an attempt has been made to discuss "A study of 
Laguerre polynomials and its generalizations" The dissertation comprises of six 
chapters Definitions and equations have been numbered chapterwise. 
The first chapter covers a succinct account of introduction of the Laguerre 
polynomials, q- Laguerre polynomials and some important well known results 
needed in the subsequent text. 
Chapter II deals with a study of Laguerre polynomials and generalized 
Laguerre polynomials through the k-set of Polynomial {T^{x)), a generalizafion 
of F.J.Palas. A rodrigues formula, defined and studied by S.K. Chatterjea [55-9] 
and further studied by H.B.Mittal [133].Their generating functions operational 
formulae, reccurence relations and moment problems have been given. 
The Chapter III is a study of Laguerre Polynomials of several variable, a 
generalization of S.F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables, defined and 
studied by M.A. Khan [124], M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla[122] and M.A. Khan, 
A.H. Khan and A.A. Atash [125]. Their generating functions, a finite some 
properties, transformation, integral representation and a multinomial operational 
representation have also been explained. 
The Chapter IV covers a comprehensive account of the historical origin of 
the q-Laguerre polynomials and generating functions Rodrigues type of nth q-
differential formulae, reccurence relations, orthogonality and characterizations of 
IV 
q-Laguerre polynomials have been described, The chapter also covers a survey of 
some basic properties of the roots of q-Laguerre polynomials, the q-difference 
equations satisfied by them, the limiting functions, the extreme measures and an 
applications of q-Laguerre polynomials in the discrete analogues of Bernoulli's 
problem of the free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain have been mentioned. 
The chapter V deals the calculus of operator 9 and Tk, which are given by 
W.A.Alsalam [10] and H.B.Mittal [133] respectively. Operator Tk is an extension 
of 9 .these operator are very useful in deriving and generalizing some known 
formulas involving some of the classical orthogonal polynomials. The chapter also 
deals with the operational representation of Laguerre, generalized Laguerre 
polynomials through the operator 9 and Tk, respectively. 
Chapter VI deals with the calculus of 7^  ^ ^ operator due to M.A. Khan[l 12]. 
The operator which is a q-extension of the operator given by W.A.Alsalam [10] 
and H.B.Mittal [133].which is very useful in finding the generating functions and 
the reccurence relations of the q-Laguerre polynomials. Some of the results shows 
in this chapter are q-analogues of those obtained by W.A.Alsalam [10] , 
H.B.Mittal [133] and Rainville [150]. 
CHAPTER - / 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER - 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: 
Special functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and 
Physically relevant functional equations. They have long history with immense 
literature and are known for their ambiguity and great applicability within 
Mathematics as well as outside it. These functions community arise in the areas 
of Heat Conduction, Communication Systems, Electro-Optics, Electromagnetic 
Theory, Electro-Circuit Theory, Quantum Mechanics, Non-linear Wave 
Propagation, Probability Theory and among others. Special fiinctions play an 
important role in the formalism of mathematical physics and provide a unique 
tool for developing simplified yet realistic models of physical problems. A vast 
Mathematical literature has been devoted in the theory of these functions as 
constructed in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, 
Legendre, Ramanujan and other classical authors. 
Some other developments are given by Andrews [17], Andrews et al. 
[20], Dunkel and Yuan [64], Erdrelyi et al. [65], Iwasaki et al. [89'], Rainville 
[150], Sneddon [162], Szego [169], Watson [174], etc. 
The study of special functions grew up with the calculus and is 
consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. The history of special 
functions is closely tied to the problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics 
that were solved in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the boundary value 
problems of electromagnetism and heat in the nineteenth and the eigen value 
problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth century England was the birth place of special functions. 
John Wallis at oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma 
function long before Euler reached it. Euler found most of the major properties 
1 
of the gamma function around 1730. In 1772 Euler evaluated the beta function 
integral in terms of the gamma function. Other significant developments were 
the discovery of Vandermonde's theorems in 1772 and the definition of 
Legendre Polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace 
and Legendre during 1782 - 1785. 
The golden age of special functions which was centered in the 
nineteenth century German and France, was the result of developments in both 
Mathematics and Physics. The theory of analytic functions of a complex 
variable on one hand, and on the other hand, the theories of Physics (e.g. heated 
and electromagnetism) which required solution of partial differential equations 
containing the Laplace operator. 
The discovery of elliptic function (the inverse of elliptic integrals) and 
their property of double periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Another 
major development was the theory of hypergeometric series which began in a 
systematic way (although some important results had been found by Euler and 
Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2F1 series in 1812. The 3F2 series was 
studied by Clausen (1828) and the |F| series by Kummer (1836). 
Near the end of the centur}-' Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric 
functions of two variables and Lauricella generalized them to several variables 
in 1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, 
applied mathematics in 1950. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop 
a new theory of Gauss's hypergeometric functions 2F1. Various generalizations 
of 2F1 were introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert and Meijer. 
1.2 q-FUNCTIONS THEORY: 
The study of basic hypergeometric series (also called q-hypergeometric 
series or q-series) essentially started in 1748*when Euler considered the infinite 
product (q; q);' = H V ~^''^') ^^  a generating function for p(n), the number 
k=0 
of partitions of a positive inter n into positive integers. But it was not until 
about a hundred years later that the subject acquired an independent status 
Li!)! when Heine converted a simple observation that lim • a into a (l-q) 
systematic theory of 2(1) i basic hypergeometric series parallel to the theory of 
Gaus's, 2F1 hypergeometric series. Hein's transformation formulas for ih 
series and his q-analogue of Gaus's 2F1 (1) summation formula are derived, 
along with a q-analogue of the binomial theorem, Jacobi's triple product 
identity and some formulas for q-analogues of the exponential, gamma and beta 
fianctions. 
Apart from some important work by J. Thomae and L. J. Rogers the 
subject remained somewhat dormant during the latter part of the nineteenth 
century until F. H. Jackson embarked on a life long program of developing the 
theory of basic hypergeometric series in a systematic manners, studying q-
differentiation and q-integration and deriving q-analogues of the 
hypergeometric summation and transformation formulas that were discovered 
by A. C. Dixon, J. Dougall, L. Saalchutz, F. J. W. Whipple and others. His 
work is so pervasive that it is impossible to cover all of his contributions in a 
single volume of this size, but we have tried to include many of his important 
formulas. 
In particular, a derivation of his summation formula for an ^^j series. 
During the 1930's and 1940's many important results on hypergeometric and 
basic hypergeometric series were derived by W. N. Bailey. Some 
mathematicians consider Bailey's greatest work to be the Bailey transform, but 
equally significant are his nonterminating extensions of Jackson's ^^j 
summation formula and of Watson's transformation formula connecting very-
well-poised 8<j)7 series with balanced 4^2 series. Much of the material on 
summation, transformation and expansion formulas for basic hypergeometric 
series is due to Bailey. 
D. B. Sears, L. Carlitz, W. Hahn and L. J. Slater were among the 
prominent contributors during tlie 1950's. Sears derived several transformation 
formulas for 2^2 series, balanced 4^2 series, and very-well-poised n+\^n series. 
During the 1960's R. P. Agarwal and Salter each published a book 
partially devoted to the theory of basic hypergeometric series and G. E. 
Andrews initiated his work in number theory, were he showed how useful the 
summation and transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric series are in 
the theory of partitions. Andrews gave simpler proofs of many old results, 
wrote review articles pointing out many important applications and during the 
mid 1970's, started a period of very fruitful collaboration with R. Askey. 
Thanks to these two mathematicians, basic hypergeometric series is an active 
field of research today. Since Askey's primary area of interest is orthogonal 
polynomials, q-series suddenly provided him and his co-workers with a very 
rich environment for deriving q-extensions of beta integrals and of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Gegenbauer, Legendre, Laguerre and 
Hermite. Askey and his students and collaborators who include W. A. Al-
Salam, M. E. H. Ismail, T. H. Koomwinder, W. G. Morris, D. Stanton and J. A. 
Wilson have produced a substantial amount of interesting work over the past 
fifteen years. This flurry of activity has been so infectious that many 
researchers found themselves hopelessly trapped by this alluring "q-disease", 
as it is affectionately called. 
1.3 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND THEIR 
q-ANAL OGUES 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special 
functions in general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. Some of the 
Orthogonal Polynomials and their connection with hypergeometric function 
used in this dissertation are given below: 
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS: 
Legendre Polynomia l , denoted by Pn(x) is defined by the generat ing 
relation: 
- 1 OC 
(l-2xt + t^)2 = 2 ; P„(x>" (1.3.1) 
n=0 
For 111 < 1 and | x | < 1, and we can easily obtained. 
\\ (-1)' (2xr •2k 
V^^n-k 
k=o k ! (n-2k)! 
where ?„ (x) is a polynomial of degree precisely n in x. 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Hermite Polynomials are defined by means of generating relation. 
(1.3.2) 
e x p ( 2 x t - t ^ ) = | ; H „ ( x ) -
n=o n! 
Val id for all finite x and t and we can easily obtained 
H.(x)=2; (-1)' n!(2x)' 
n-2k 
,=0 k!(n-2k)! 
HYPERGEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION: 
LAGENDRE POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols Pn(x) and is defined as: 
•n ,n + l; 
1 - x Pn(x>=2F, 
1; 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols L„ (x) and is defined as 
- n ; 
KV)= (1+4 ,Fi X 
1 + a; 
(1.3.3) 
(1.3.4) 
(1.3.5) 
(1.3.6) 
JOCOBI POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols P^ "^'^ (^x) and is defined as 
-n,l + a + P + n; 
Ft%h^^^.F, 2^1 1-X 
1 + a; 
(1.3.7) 
ULTRA SPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS: 
The special case P = a of the Jacobi Polynomial is called Ultra spherical 
Polynomial It is denoted by pf°'"^(x), and defined as 
-n,l + 2a + n; 
p ( « , a ) ( ^ ) . i ^ ^ F , 
2^\ 
1-X 
1 + a; 
HERMITE POLYNOMIAL: 
It is denoted by Hn(x) and is defined as: 
-n 1 n 
H,(x) = (2x)%F, 2 '2 2' 1 
(1.3.8) 
(1.3.9) 
q-POLYNOMIALS: 
The q-polynomials constitute a very important and interesting set of 
special functions and more specifically of orthogonal polynomials. These 
appear in several branches of the natural sciences e.g., continued fractions, 
Eulerian series, theta funcfions, elliptic functions, quantum groups and 
algebras, discrete mathematics (combinatorics, graph theory), coding theory 
and among others. 
The first mathematician who consider a family of these q-polynomials 
was Markov in 1884 but was Hahn who firstly analyzed a very general 
situation. In fact Hahn was interested to find all orthogonal polynomial 
sequences such that their q-differences, defined by the linear operator 
9f(x)= / s are orthogonal. For q -> 1, it is recovered one the 
(q-l)x 
classical characterization of the classical polynomials due to Sonine in 1887 
(rediscovered by Hahn in 1937). Thirty years latter the study of such 
polynomials has known an increasing interest. It was started by the American 
school, specially by Andrews, Askey and their coworkers. In fact it was the 
first systematic approach to these q-polynomials and it was based in the fact 
that they are basic (terminating) hypergeometric series. 
Another point of view was developed by the Russian (former soviet) 
school of mathematicians starting from a work by Nikiforov and Uvarov in 
1983. It was based on the idea that the q-polynomials are the solution of a 
second-order linear difference equation with certain properties: they called 
difference equation of hypergeometric type on non-uniform lattices. This 
scheme is usually called the Nikiforov - Uvarov scheme of q-polynomials. 
1.4 DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED: 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION: 
The gamma function is defined as 
r(z): 
j t'-'e" dt,Rl{z)> 0 
(1.4.1) 
^ ^ - ^ /?/(z)<0,z^ 0,-1,-2. 
z 
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL AND THE FACTORIAL 
FUNCTION: 
Pochhammer's symbol (A,)n is defined as 
'A.(X + lX^ + 2) (?. + n-l),ifn = l,2,3, 
[A (1.4.2) 
1 lfn = 0 
Since (!)„ = n ! , {X)n may be looked upon as a generalization of elementary 
factorial. In terms of gamma flmction, we have 
W . = ^ | i ^ , x * 0,-1,-2.. 
r(^) 
The binomial coefficient may be expressed as 
^^VM -^1) (X-n + 1)_(-!)" ( - 4 
v^y n ! 
Also, we have 
W-n = 7 r T r ' '^^i'^'^, ,^^0, ±1, ±2, 
Equation (1.4.3) also yields 
(> )^m+n = Q^)m (^ + m)n 
which, in conjunction with (1.4.5), gives 
For X- 1, we have 
\-lfnl 
{-n\ = , 0<k<n (n-k)! 
0 , k>n 
LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA : 
In view of the definition (1.4.2), we have 
W2n=2^" 
a^  
y^Jn 
(X \ 
- + -
2 2 
, n = 0,l,2. 
Jn 
(1.4.3) 
(1.4.4) 
(1.4.5) 
(1.4.6) 
(1.4.7) 
(1.4.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma 
function, viz. 
V^ r(2z) = 2'^ -' r(z) r z + — 
V 2 , 
, z^Q, -• 
1 3 
- 1 , - -(1.4.9) 
GAUSS'S MULTIPLICATION THEOREM: 
For every positive integer, we have 
j=l 
'l+]-\ 
n = 0, 1, 2, (1.4.10) 
which reduces to (1.4.8) when m = 2. 
Starting from (1.4.10) with X = mz, it can be proved that 
,0-m) mz-i ^ r j - T 
r(mz) = (27r) 2 m ^ J-J r z + ^ ^^ |, z^^O,—,-^ m = l,2,3, 
j=i 
1 -!_ 
m ' m 
(1.4.11) 
Which is known in the literature as Gauss's multiplication theorem for 
the Gamma function 
THE BETA FUNCTION: 
The Beta function B (a,(3) is a fiinction of two complex variables a and (3, 
defined by 
B(a,p) = 
J t"-' (1-tf"' dt, Rl (a)>0, Rl (p)>0 
r(a)r(p) 
Rl (a)<0, Rl (p)<0, a, p ^ - 1 , - 2 , 
r(a+p) 
(1.4.12) 
The Gamma function and the Beta function are related by the following 
relation 
B(p,q) = # ^ , p , q . 0 , - l , - 2 , 
r(p+q) 
THE ERROR FUNCTION: 
The error function erf(z) is defined for any complex number z as. 
2 ' 
(1.4.13) 
erf (z) = - ^ j exp (-t^) dt 
vZ 0 
And its complement by 
2 "^  
erf c (z) = 1 - erf (z) = -j=r f exp (-t^) dt 
vz , ^ ^ 
(1.4.14) 
(1.4.15) 
q-HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES : 
The basic hypergeometric series or q-hypergeometric series is defined as 
a, b (t)(a,b;c;q,z)= 2'l>i (a ,b ;c ;q ,z)s -,(^ 
(a;q)n (b;q)n n^ 
;q,z 
=z 
n=o (q;q)n (c;q)n (1.4.16) 
where 
(a;q)n = 
n = 0 
[( l -a)( l -aq) (l-aq""'), n = l ,2 , 
is the q-shifted factorial and it is assumed that c ?i q""" for m == 0 , 1, 
A generalized q-hypergeometric series is given by 
r<t>s (ai ,^2' a, ;b, ,b2, ,h^ ;q,z)= ^^t* 
_ v (ai;q)n(a2;q)n (ar;q)n 
a, , a 2 , . 
b, , b 2 , . .,b. q,z 
n=0 (b, ;q)n(b2;q)n (bs;q)n 
n 
n 12 (-1)" q 
1+s-r 
with 
^n^^n(n- l ) 
where q^O when r> s + l.The generalized q-hypergeometric 
series also defined as 
.^.((a.),(bj;z).2:- (Ml lH^^^n 
For negative subscripts, the q-shifted factorial is defined as 
^'-''^-"-(l-a,-%-a,'--) ( l - a r ) 
(1.4.17) 
1 ^ (- g 14 q 
k " " ; q l fe|a;q)„ (1.4.18) 
where n= 1, 2, 
q-NUMBER AND SOME USEFUL RESULTS : 
A q-number (or basic number) is denoted by [a]q and is defined as 
10 
X-q" 
q ? t l 
A q-number factorial is denoted by [n],,! and is defined by 
k=l 
Some other useful identities are defined below 
n-l 
H;n = Wn = n [« + ^ l = W [« + 4 [a + n + \] 
k=0 
[al = 1 
fe''l=«-{i-^ii-r') (i-^"^^"-) 
fe*''''i=(k)L=ri(/'l 
n(n+l-2a)/2 (,-L =(-.)• V ^ 
(9°L.=(9'"L(-?°"). 
(«"L„ =(9''l,.(f'"').,,' 
W("-*)" (?).(«).-. 
lim [«] ! = n! 
lim [a] = a 
?-*! 
BASIC BINOMIAL: 
i^-yl-^^I. 
n=0 
l - (y/x)q" 
l-(>;/x)q' 
BASIC EXPONENTIAL: 
(1.4.20) 
(1.4.21) 
(1.4.22) 
(1.4.23) 
(1.4.24) 
(1.4.25) 
(1.4.26) 
(1.4.27) 
(1.4.28) 
(1.4.29) 
(1.4.30) 
(1.4.31) 
(1.4.32) 
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CO r 1 . CO Y 
r=0 r=0 (q)r 
00 ( _ i y qr(r-l)/2 
E,(x)=(i-xL = 2 ; ^ - ^ T i — ^ ^ 
BASIC TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS: 
X 2r+l 
sinqX = —[eJix)-eJ-ix)]=X (-ly 
^ 1 r=0 lq;2r+l 
coSqX = -[eq(ix)+eq(-ix)]=|; (-ij ^ 
^ r=0 VqJ2r 
r{2r+l) 
sin,x=-L[E,(ix)-E,(-ix)] = | ; ( - l ) ' f ^ X- ' 
^ 1 =^n lq;2r+l r=0 
r(2r+l) 
cos,x = i[EjixKEj-ix)]=X (-ly^x^^ 
^ r=0 lq;2r 
where | x | < 1. 
THE q-GAMMA AND q-BETA FUNCTIONS: 
The q-gamma function is defined by 
(1-qL. r,(x)= (i-qr" 0 < q < 1,^ = 1,2,3. 
q-analogue of Legender duphcation formula 
r(2x) = (i + #- ' r . (x)r 
V 2y 
Also the q-beta function is given by 
BAx,y) = 
Li^ + y) 
BASIC BESSEL FUNCTION : 
M')= ^ x ^ " {<ll ^<t>\ \^J 5 r'; 
a+1 " 
~x^q ' 
^' J 
(1.4.33) 
(1.4.34) 
(1.4.35) 
(1.4.36) 
(1.4.37) 
(1.4.38) 
(1.4.39) 
(1.4.40) 
(1.4.41) 
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/«W= (?l f|o^, 
X 
T (1.4.42) 
THE q-DIFFERENCE AND q-INTEGRAL OPERATOR : 
Jackson [92] in 1910, first introduced this concept as the inverse operator of 
the q-difference operator. 
Viz. 
The q-integral operator was denoted by him as 
It is apparent that if f and g are differentiable then 
df limD /(x) = ^ 
q^\ dx 
f^\ 
The definite q-integrals are defined by 
]D^j[x)d{x,q)^f{x)-f{Q) 
0 
]D^j{x)d{x,q) = f{^)-f{x) 
X 
The q-integral can be defined by the relation 
]fitWqhA^-q)%'"f[xq-") 
0 "=1 
]f{t)d{t,q) = x{\-q)%-''f(xq"] 
(1.4.43) 
(1.4.44) 
(1.4.45) 
(1.4.46) 
(1.4.47) 
(1.4.48) 
(1.4.49) 
(1.4.50) 
(1.4.51) 
And so the convergence of a q-integral is determined by the convergence of the 
corresponding q-sum 
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1.5 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
DEFINITION: For a real a >-l the Laguerre polynomials are defined as: 
L["'=^^M-n;l^a;x) (1.5.1) 
Where , F, is naturally terminating and n a non negative integer . It is also called 
genreralized Laguerre or Sonine polynomial. The special case a=0 receives 
much attention and is known either as Laguerre or the simple Laguerre 
polynomial. 
The notation in (1.5.1) is quite standard with the one exception that some 
authors permit a to depend upon n other do not. We shall insist that a be 
independent of n because for the polynomial (1.5.1) so many properties which 
are valid for a independent of n (Shively[161]) to be valid for a dependent 
upon n . From (1.6.1) it follows at once that 
L*'')(,).y j H m ^ , * (1.5.2) 
From which we see that the ]J" (x) from a simple set of polynomials the 
(-1)" coefficient of x" being -'^ ——. The first few generalized Laguerre polynomials 
n\ 
are given as follows 
l"{x)^l + a-x 
i;{x) = ^{l + a\2 + a)-{2 + a)x + ^ x' 
i;{x) = Ul + a\2 + a\3 + a)-U2 + al3 + a)x + U3 + a)x'-~x' 
0 2 i 0 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
The Laguerre polynomials have the generating function 
» i{a)( \ 
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A set of other generating functions for Laguerre polynomials are defined 
by the relation 
{l-tj -A 
c; - xt 
\ + a;\-t = 1 
{c)J:W 
Where c is arbitrary (1.5.4) is a special case of a result due to Chaundy 
If c =l+a, one gets 
(1.5.4) 
/_ 
(i-/r exp 
xt 
-t 
f^  =S«^ >" (1.5.5) 
n=0 
Another generating fiinction is given as 
exp \-t) exp 
-yt 
\\-t 
A xyt l + a ( l -0 ' 
(1.5.6) 
0 + 4 
Where \t\ < 1 
BILATERAL GENRATING FUNCTION: 
The bilateral generating fiinction for Lguerre polynomials is as given below 
l^F, 
n=0 \ + a: 
y L^:\xY={i-tr--{\-t^ytr 
K c: xyt (1.5.7) l + a{\-t){{-t + yt) 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS: Laguerre polynomials satisfy the 
following recurrence relations 
PURE RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
Lr'w=Li:,'w+Lr-"(-) 
nl^:\x)^{2n-\^a-x)l':l{x)-{n-Ua)l^:^^{x) 
{n-x)l^%) = {a.n)Lt\{^)-xL^::\x) 
{l,n.a)lJ:\x) = {n.l)L^:^^xhxL'r\x) 
DIFFERENTIAL RECURRENCE RELATIONS: 
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k = 0 
THE RODRIGUES FORMULA; 
The n"' derivative formula for Laguerre polynomial is popularly known as 
Rodrigues formula and is as given below : 
jj^^\x) = ^^D"[x"'"e-'] (1.5.8) 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION: Laguerre polynomials satisfy the 
following differential equation 
xD^l^:\x)^{Ua-x)DL^:\xhnL%) = 0 (1.5.9) 
ORTHOGONALITY RELATION: For Re(a)>-1, the Laguerre 
polynomials form an orthogonal set over the interval [0,°°) with weight 
function x"e"'' . Thus 
\x"e-'l^^\x)l^"J{x)dx = 0, m7^n,m,n= 0,1,2... (1.5.10) .(a 
0 
For m=n 
ye-\L%)]dxJ-^^, n=0,l,2 (1.5.11) 
ORTONARMAL FUNCTION: 
Orthonormal function is defined as 
fs^y n\ 
1 
1 ' ^ < ^ 
e^x~^l':\x) (1.5.12) 
Y[n + a +1) 
Where xe[0,oo) andn=0,l,2 
LAGUERRE SERIES: 
The Laguerre series is given by 
Where x e [o,oo) and C„ defined as 
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^'-W^}-''L>^ 
n-0,1,2. 
RELATION WITH OTHER POLYNOMIALS AND 
FUNCTON: 
The relation of Laguerre polynomials with Bessel function, Hermite 
polynomials and Legendre polynomials are as given below 
• («) / 
//„W=2"(i+«)„S ,F 
k=0 
[n-k) {n-k-\) 
' 1 \ 1 ' _ ! 
(a + «) (a + «-l) 4 
2 2 
(1.5.14) 
(-"Ul^'W , . , ,3^ 
(1+4 
f\\ 
r 
PXA-
0+«l 
\^). 
-H^F. 
k=0 
{~n\LV{^) 
(1+4 
{n~k) {n~k-\) 
2 ~ ' 2 ' 1 
2 2 2 . 
(1.6.16) 
SOME PROPERTIES OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAL: 
For arbitrary a and p , Laguerre polynomials satisfy the following 
results: 
L^:\x) ^f(a~/3)X'^,{x) 
k=0 kl 
LT''\x^y)^YLrix)L[^\{Y) 
/t=0 
L':\xy) f^ + a)„{\-yr'/Lf{x) 
(1.5.17) 
(1.5.18) 
1.5.19 
^ {n-k)\{\ + a)k 
For arbitrary c (not zero or a negative integer) 
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LTi^) {\ + a)n^{\ + a- c),Lr(-x)L['!r'>(x) -I (1 + a) . 
Ji^^^^^W^^d-O—exp ^-.r/^ 
vl-ry 
ri") 
\-t 
1.5.20 
1.5.21 
THREOEM 1.1: If a >-l, the Laguerre polynomials have the following 
properties. 
(i) |°xV^4"^(x)x'aJr = 0, k = 0,1,2 (n-1) 
(ii) The zero's of L^"\x) are positive and distinct 
(iii) f^^^±MSM ^ (» + !)! L':!,{y)L':\x)-L':U^)L':\y) 
x-y 
(iv) If ^x''e''f\x)dx exists 
lim 0 + «)„ 
«! 
fxVY(x)Z^^(x)fl^ = 0 
THREOEM 1.2: If 1/1 <1 and a is not a negative integer then 
(1-/)"''" exp -{x + y)t 
\-t 0 ^ -a; 
xyt = Z nii^ r'w^rw^" 
/)=0 (! + «)„ 
SIMPLE LAGUERRE POLYNOMUL 
When a=0, the resuhant polynomial is denoted by Ln(x). It is called the 
simple Laguerre polynomial or just the Laguerre polynomial when no 
confusion with Z^„"'(x)is anticipated. Because Ln(x) arises frequently, we now 
give list of properties of that polynomial. 
Each of the following results, may be obtained by putting a=0 in result 
known for Lf{x) 
(i) Ln(x) = ,F,{-n;\;x) 
(ii) L„(x) ^ (-1)*^!/ 
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n=0 
(iii) ^ 'oi^(-; l ;-xO-£ 
(iv) {l-tr,F, 
Ls^r 
c: 
•xt 
-t 
fic)M^r 
•xt (V) (l-O-'exp _ l i =2;4(xK 
V1 ~ ^ y (.=0 
(vi) xL„{x)=nL„(x)-nL„_,{x) 
(vii) I „ W = C . W - 4 - , W 
(viii) L„(x)=-f^L,ix) 
(ix) «4W=(2«-i-x)4_,w-(«-i)4_2W 
(X) L„(x)^^^(x"e-) 
« ! CDC 
(xi) xZ;, (x) + (1 - x) £„ (x) + nL„ (x) = 0 
(xii) im-n)le"L„{x)LJx)dx=[ex-'{LJx)L„(x)-L„(x)L^(x)}l 
(xiii) re"''Z„(x)Z^(x)^ = 0 /w;^« 
(xiv) [e-'L„{x)Ux)dx = \ 
(xv) |°e"^x*Z„(x) fl^ = 0, /t -0,1,2, {n -1) 
(xvi) ^e-'x"L„ix)dx = i-\)"n] 
(xvii) The zeros of Ln(x) are positive and distinct 
(xviii) X 4 (^)4 (>^ ) = ("+1)(^ ->')"' k . i (>')4 W - 4 . , (^) 4 (;^ )] 
t=0 
(xix) If |°e"Y(x)Z„(x)fl^ = 0 
(xx) lim re"Y(x)Z„(x)iic = 0 
n->0 * 
^„^^H)W4W 
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(xxii) //„(x) = r«!X2^2 
k=0 
--{n-k), --{n-k-\)- J {-n),L,{x) 
{xx[n)P„{x) = T\- £ ,F3 
• / „ * = 0 
2 ' 
^{n-k), - l ( „ - ^ - l ) ; J 
4", 4(»-.); "^  
/t! 
(-")*4(^ ) 
A:! 
(xxiv) L„{xy) = Y,c„^,{\~yr-'/L,{x) 
k=0 
where c„^ , - n! 
A!(«-/t)! 
- i - t , , ^{n + k)\L„^,{x)t" ,, , (xxv) y ^ , , 7 ^ ' = (1 -r) • • exp 
n=0 4ii) 
(xxvi) (1-r) 'exp 
1-r 0^1 
xyt = X4W4(>'>" 
1.6 GENERALIZATIONS OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS: -
In 1959 F.Z Palas [140] has introduced a k - set of polynomial {r„"(x)} as a 
sequence of polynomials. The k-set of polynomials defined by the generating 
function. 
{\-tYtxv[x'{\-{\-t)'%±T^{xr (1.6.1) 
This work of Palas generalizes the results of a paper by P. Humbert [84]. This 
K-set of Palas reduces to the Laguerre type of order zero, when K= 1 
In 1963 S.K. Chatterjea [56] has defined the polynomial T^"'(x) as 
Tl,l\x)^~x~''e''D"{x"'"e-'') (1.6.2) 
n\ 
and established certain properties of Tl^\x). It is to note that generalized 
polynomials include both the polynomials set of Palas [140] and the general 
Laguerre Polynomials as a special cases. This work of S.K. Chatterjea [56] 
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generalized some properties of the Laguerre Polynomials L^"\x). Indeed when 
k-1 
Further in 1964 S.K. Chatterjea [55] defined the polynomials T^\x,p) as 
T^"\x,p) = -x-"e''' D"[x'''"e-''''] (1.6.4) 
nl 
and established certain properties of T^\x,p) . 
From this work, S.K. Chatterjea [55-56- 57-59] obtained generating flmctions, 
recurrence relations, operational Formulas and some important resuh for 
Laguerre Polynomials. Later in 1971 H.B. Mittal [133] generalized the 
Laguerre Polynomial by taking Rodrigues Formulas of T^\x) (Chatterjea [55] 
and replaced Px'' by an arbitrary polynomials P^ (x) of degree k. this set of 
polynomials defined generating function. 
(.j_^)-a-.^M.)^-p.Wl-0-.]^|^^^a)(^-)^. ( 1 .6 .5 ) 
n=0 
He established Rodrigues Formula, recurrence relations, generating function, 
moment problem and certain operational formulae for his polynomial 
set{r„"(jc)}. If Pkix)^ X then the above results reduced to those for Laguerre 
Polynomials. Further if /'^ (x) = / 'x\ then the above resuhs reduced to the 
polynomials consider by S.K. Chatterjea [55-56-57-59]. 
1.7 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES: 
The Laguerre Polynomials L^°\x) are defined as (see Rainville [150]) 
L':KX)= ^ ^ , F , ( - n ; l + ax) (1.7.1) 
Where n is a non - negative integer. 
In 1991, S.F. Ragab [163] defined Laguerre Polynomials of two variables 
L':''\x,y)as 
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lic.p) (^ ^ y^ ^ Y{n + a + \)Y{n + P + \) ^ {-yyL^:\-) (1.7.2) 
n f:^ r]r(a + n-r + l)r(/3 + r + l) 
where L^"\x) is the well known Laguerre Polynomials of one variable. 
In 1997, M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [122] extended (1.7.2)to Laguerre 
Polynomials of three variables and later to Laguerre Polynomials of m-
variables and obtained many useful results. M.A. Khan and A.K.Shukla [122] 
defined Laguerre Polynomials of three variables as follows. 
zr.->(.,.)J'-^"^^:^^^'-^^^-tgi (-«).„., x*;.'z^ 
The Laguerre Polynomials of m- variables are defined as 
fid",). . ,- , .-„-,. ,.,(-"),". ..ri'^ ^*, 
SE Z ;=i y=i m m 
non(i+«,U 
Later in 1998, M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [124] defined generating fiinctions, 
integral representation, multinomial operational representation and some 
properties for m-variables polynomials. 
1.8 q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
IN PHYSICS 
.In 1944, Jackson[93] Introduced q-Laguerre polynomials ^Z'„"'(x) and 
^L["\x,\) which were defined by means of the following relations. 
and 
A"'ix) 
,L["\x) 
i9)„ 
- 9 5 
'q-";x 
(1.8.1) 
(1.8.2) 
In 1994, Hahn [81] also discovered q-Laguerre polynomials while giving fresh 
impetus to the study of q- polynomials but he said little about this particular q-
polynomial. In 1977, Exton [68, 69] and M.A. Khan [103] took interest in the 
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field of q-Laguerre polynomials and studied their various aspects Exton [ 68, 
69] defined the Laguerre polynomials as 
C(^ ;x) = i(-i)\j^;"!f'"'\ (1.8.3) 
Exton also gave pure recurrence relation for q- Laguerre polynomials by using 
the technique of Sister Celine [157]. 
In 1987, M.A. Khan [108] obtained q- analogues of certain operational formula 
concerning q- Lagueere polynomials and further in 1990, M.A. Khan [106] 
gave Rodrigues type formulae, recurrence relations, orthogormality, and 
certain characterizations of q- Laguerre polynomials. 
In 1981, Cigler [62] studied q- Laguerre polynomial through operator method 
Cigler [62] discovered q- Laguerre polynomials. He used the umbral calculus 
of Rota [154] to study q- Laguerre polynomials which he denoted by Z,„° (x) 
and defined them as 
Cw^Z 
t=0 
n + k 
n-k 
^^q , (1.8.4) 
Cigler [62] also introduced inverse of q-Laguerre polynomials denoted them by 
the symbol l°\x). Also in 1981, Moak [138] investigated certain important 
aspects of q- Laguerre polynomials. We also deal with a survey of some basic 
properties of the root of L„ (x;q) of Moak [138], the q-difference equation 
safisfied by Ly (x;q)and L / (x ) of Cigler [62] and the limiting functions and 
the extreme measures. Most of the actual applications of the q-concept have 
occurred in the field of Pure Mathematics, particularly in number theory, 
combinational analysis, Modular equations and ellipfic integral. The main 
obstacle to their application in applied mathematics was the difficulty of actual 
numerical evaluation in all the simplest cases. With the advent of electronics 
computers this difficulty has largely vanished. 
Now q-Hypergeometric function enjoys its applications in physics and 
other fields also. Notable among there are in 
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(i) The free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain, 
(ii) The hard hexagon model in systems of rigid molecules, 
(iii) The number of subspaces in a vector space, 
(iv) Lie theory of q-Differential equations, 
(v) The elliptic theta fiinctions, 
(vi) The variable temperature in a wire carrying an electric current, 
(vii) The flow of heat in a sphere, 
(viii) An application to a statistical test of fit, 
(ix) The application of theta functions to the smoothing of Fourier series, 
(x) The operational treatment of difference equation, 
(xi) The transient response of an unterminated electrical cable, 
(xii) A statistical application of q-binomial coefficients, 
(xiii) The fluctuation spectrum of a non-linear circuit model, 
(xiv) An application to non-linear resonance theory of particles, 
(xv) q-Quantization, 
(xvi) Basic circular functions and the cosmological redshif^ . 
For a detailed discussion one is referred to a book of Exton [72]. At the 
end of the chapter we have given adetcuted account of the application of q-
Laguerre polynomials which occur in a discrete analogue of Bernoulli's 
problem of the free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain. 
1.9 A STUDY OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS THROUGH 
THE OPERATORS 9 AND T^: 
Burchnall [34] in 1953, Carlitz [41] in 1960, Chak [49] in 1956 and Gould 
and Hopper [78] in 1962 considered some differential operator which they 
used either to derive already known formulas or to obtain new ones. In 
particular, chak gave in the operational formula. 
L<°)(x) = x-"-"-'e^(x'D)''(x"V^), D = — (1.9.1) 
dx 
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As a special case of certain generalization of the Laguerre polynomials.Later 
on L. Carlitz [41] expressed the Laguerre polynomial by the operational 
representation. 
L^"\x)=ln(xD-x + a + j).I (1.9.2) 
n . j=i 
W.A, Al-Salam [10] in 1964 defined the operator 8 as 
e = x(l+xD) (1.9.3) 
By making use of operator 0, he proved that 
0"x"e"^  = x"'"e-''n! L;'(x) (1.9.4) 
and found some interesting results concerning Laguerre and other polynomials. 
H.B. Mittal [130] in 1977 defined more general operator T^  by means of the 
relation 
Tk = X (K+xD), D - - ^ (L9.5) 
dx 
which is a extension of 6. He used this operator to obtain result for generalized 
laguerre, Jacobi and other polynomials. 
Later, in a series of papers. H.B. Mittal [129,132,134] used this operator, to 
obtain operational representation, generating function for Laguerre polynomials 
1.10 A STUDY OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS THOUGH 
THE OPERATOR Tk,q,x 
In 1964, W.A. Al-Salam [10] defined and studied the properties and 
applications of the operator 6 =x (1+xD), D = — 
^ dx 
He used this operator very elegantly to drive and generalize some known 
formulae involving some of the classical orthogonal polynomials. He also gave 
a number of new results and obtained operational representation of the 
Laguerre, Jacobi, Legendre, and other polynomials. 
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H.B. Mittal [130] In 1971, generalized the operator 9 by means of the relation. 
Tk = x(K+xD),D=-f. 
dx 
where k is a constant. He used this operator to obtain result for generalized 
Laguerre, Jacobi and other polynomials. 
M.A. Khan [112] In 1992, introduced q-extension of the operator T^  by means 
the following relation 
Tk.q,. = x(l-q){[K]VxDq,,) (1.10.1) 
where k is a constant, |q|<|, [K] is a q-number and Dq x is a q- derivative respect 
to X. M.A. Khan's paper [112] is a study of a calculus for the Tkq^ x operator. 
Later in a series of papers M.A. Khan [108,115,117,121] used this operator to 
obtain operational generating formulae for q-Laguerre q-Bessel, q-Jacobi and 
other q-polynomials. 
In particular, various generating functions and reccurence relations were 
obtained for q-Laguerre polynomials. 
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CHAPTER - 2 
GENERALIZATIONS OFLAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION : 
F. Z. Palas [140] has introduced a k-set of polynomials {T^k(x)| as a 
sequence of polynomials such that Tkn(x) is of exactly degree kn, n=0,1,2,3,...; 
k is a natural number. 
The k-set of polynomials defined by the generating function 
(2.1.1) ( l - t ) - ' e x p x ^ { l - ( l - t r } = E T j x ) t " 
-' n=0 
satisfies the Rodrigues formula 
exp(x'')D"rx"exp(-x') 
Tkn(x)^ 
n! 
(2.1.2) 
His explicit formula for such polynomials is 
1 JL X mk ^m^ 
T..W = - E — Z (-1)' (kr + l)„ 
n!m=o m! r=o 
and differentiation formula is 
(2.1.3) 
V y 
This work of Palas generalizes the results of the paper by P. Humbert [84] 
concerning a set of polynomials of even degree. It may be noted that the 
polynomials set of Palas reduces to the Laguerre type of order zero, for k = 1. 
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The object of the present chapter is to display certain properties which arise 
from the generalization of the Laguerre polynomials. 
It is noted that the generalized polynomials include both the polynomials 
set of Palas and the general Laguerre polynomials as special cases. Later S. K. 
Chatterjea [56] defined the polynomial T,|"^(x) and established certain 
properties of T||"^(x). The work of S. K. Chatterjea [56] generalized some 
properties of the Laguerre polynomial V^' (x). Indeed when k = 1 
Ti"^(x) = LW(x) 
Moreover, H. B. Mittal [133] generalized the Laguerre polynomial by 
taking Rodrigue formula and replacing px'' by an arbitrary polynomial of 
degree k. 
2.2 DEFINITION OF T^ ,") (x) : 
Starting with the definition given by S. K. Chatterjea [56] 
T(^")(X) = — X-° e"' D"(x""" e-^ M (2.2.1) 
n! \ / 
where k is a natural number and [56] showed that the polynomial T^ „ (x) is of 
exactly degree kn, (n = 0, 1,2, ...) as shown below 
He noticed the result [156] 
i=0 1 •' j=0 
^^ 
u; 
z'-J D^ , zJ (2.2.2) 
and took (2.2.1) 
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s=0 \Sj n! ,=n I s I ^ ^ V / 
(n-s)!x^ (D^C"^' 1 k " 
n! £t 
^a + n^ 
s=0 
T£'(X)=Z S - r E H y 
,ki 
vn-sy i=o 1 • j=o 
^kj^ 
vs; 
/'A 
=1 ^ E (-0' . Z 
i=o 1! j=o \^jys=i 
also he used the following result 
^a + n^ 
vn- sy 
fkj' 
v s ; 
^ ^ 
J=0 y;s=0 
and finally obtained 
a + n 
vn- sy 
kj 
vSy 
0 
/"•A 
C(x)=E TTS (-1)' , Z 
=0 1! 1=0 vJ>=o 
^a + n'^  
vn-Sy 
^kj^ 
vsy 
r^r 
T;:(X)=Z - T I (-1)' 
:0 1! i=0 JJ 
a + n + kj 
n 
which is the explicit formula for T,*"' (x). 
He noticed that if a = 0, (2.2.3) reduces to 
Tr(x)=E ^ s (-0' 
i=0 1! j=0 
r^ ^n + kj^ 
UA n ; 
whichis(2.1.3).ThusT,';^(x) = T^(x). 
Again he set k = 1 in (2.2.3) and obtained the following 
r'(x)=E irZ (-ly 
i=0 1! i=0 
a + n + j 
V 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
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i=0 1! 
^a + n"^  
v n - i y 
(2.2.5) 
which is the expUcit formula for the general Laguerre polynomials L" (x), thus 
Tf"Hx) = LW(x). 
2.3 OPERATIONAL FORMULAE FOR T "^' (X) : 
S. K. Chatterjea [56] has derived the general operational formula 
' ^ d ^ 
x""D" ( x ' " " " y ) = n W~' X—+ a + kj j=i [ l^  dx y (2.3.1) 
where k = 1, 2, 3, ... and y is any sufficiently differentiable function of x. He 
suggested that the operator on the right of (2.3.1) commute only when k = 1. 
Thus (2.3.1) reduces to 
• d^ 
X-" D" (x""" e""' y) = e-'' ' 'n (xD-kx '+a + j) y, D dx 
In other words. 
X-" e"' D" (x""" e"''' y) = n (xD-kx"+a +j) y (2.3.2) 
Further, he noticed that 
^ ' r=0 
^n^ 
vfy 
j p n - r . „ « g - x p r y 
n v.r 
^ ' r=0 r! 
Then, he obtained the following 
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I x - e^ ^D" (x-" e-^ ^j = | ^ ti.'M^) ^' ^ ^2.3.3) 
From (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), he gave the following result 
f l (xD-kx^+a4-j)y = (n!)X ^ ^ ^ ( x ) D^  y (2.3.4) 
j=i r=o r. 
Further, he took y = 1 in above result 
(nOTi"^W = f l (xD-kx^+a+j).l (2.3.5) 
Again for a = 0, he obtained from (2.3.5) the following operational 
representation for the polynomials of Palas F. J. [140] 
n!TinH>^ ) = r i (xD-kx^+j).l (2.3.6) 
Lastly for k = i = 1, he got from (2.3.4) the following operational formula for 
the general Laguerre polynomials, as follows 
f l (xD-x+a+j)y = (n!)j : ^ ^ - ) W D^  y 
j=i r=o ri 
which was previously obtained by L. Carlitz [41]. 
2.4 SOME CONSEQUENCES OF OPERATIONAL FORMULAS: 
From (2.3.5), S. K. Chatterjea [56] obtained the following 
nTi")(x).(xD-kx^+a + n)TW_,)(x) (2.4.1) 
which is the differentiation formula satisfied by T,;"' (x). In particular, 
where a = 0, (2.4.1) reduces to 
nT(:)(x) = (xD-kx^+n)T(J)_,)(x) (2.4.2) 
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which is (2.1.4), on the other hand, if k = 1, (2.4.1) reduces to 
nlf"' (x) = (xD - x+a + n)T„y (x) (2.4.3) 
which is also implied by the familiar recurrences satisfied by L;' (x). Next, 
he considered the following 
(m + n)!T((t„)(x) = n (xD-kx^+a + n+jj.fl (xD-kx^+a + i).l 
j=i j=i 
(m + n)!T(j;,„)(x) = n ! n (xD-kx^+a + n+j) T^\x) 
H 
m Y 
(m + n)! Ti") (x) = m! n! fl - T . W ^^ T^C^) 
which implies that 
^m + n^ 
II r!^^(" 
x 
V m J 
niL)M=i TT^rr) WD^T,rw (2.4.4) 
where 5 = min (m, n), with the value k = 1, he found the following 
''m + n^ 
V m J 
Tlrin (x) - E ^ C r ^ (x) D^  Ti") (x) (2.4.5) 
~o r! 
which is a well known formula satisfied by the general Laguerre polynomials. 
2.5 GENERATING FUNCTION FOR T'^) (X) : 
S. K. Chatterjea [56] showed that the polynomials T^^' (x) are generated 
by 
g ( x , t ) . ( l - t r ' e x p x M l - ( l - t r =lTl:\x)t\ (2.5.1) -(•^)(^\f^ 
n=0 
From the defmition (2.2.1), he observed 
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T,^:'w=e^s 
(-l)'x''' l^ kr + a + n 
n=0 r! 
(2.5.2) 
He pointed out that (2.2.3) is a consequence of (2.5.2). Further he 
noticed the following 
g(x . t )=E 
n=0 
a" 
dt 7g(^'0) E t\^y' n=0 
and obtained the following result 
CHx)= 
n! 
5" 
dt 7g(X'0) 
Again he noted that 
8" 
di" - ( l - t r e x p x ^ ( l - ( l - t ) r = e 
t=0 
(2.5.3) 
-a-] (1 - t p ' exp 
' - X 1 
v l - t y J) Jt=0 
= n - e > ' J : ( -1) ' . . . ^kr + a + n 
~o r! n 
(2.5.4) 
J 
Thus a comparison of (2.5.3) and (2.5.4) with (2.5.2) confirms (2.5.1). 
He wrote (2.5.1), as 
(1-tr 5g(x,t) dt (a + l ) ( l - t ) -kx^ g(x,t) 
and obtained the following 
vk+l 
n=l 
( i - t r^: nt"-'T,*:Hx)= (a+ixi-t^-kx^ - I T,^ rwt" » ; 
n=0 
He performed the indicated multiplication on both sides and compared the 
coefficients oft" on both sides, 
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k+1 
Z (-1)' 
r=0 r=0 V ' J vry 
(2.5.5) 
Further he took k = 1 in (2.5.5) and obtained the following well known result 
(n + l)T„y(x)-(2n + a + l-x)Ti«)(x) + (n + a)T„y(x) = 0 (2.5.6) 
which is the well-known recursion relation satisfied by the general Laguerre 
polynomials. 
Again he deduced to (2.5.1) in the following manner 
^k^ , . , , k / k ^ 
r=0 
Z (-1)^  D«-.(x)=kx-i (-ly tlM 
V y r=l 
(2.5.7) 
v'y 
where D = 
dx 
As a special case, he took k = 1, (2.5.7) becomes 
D T2(x)-Ti«*(x)l = Ti!;(x) (2.5.8) 
which is another well-known recurrence relation satisfied by the general 
Laguerre polynomials. S. K. Chatterjea [56] pointed out that the generating 
function (2.5.1) leads to the following finite summation formula for the 
polynomials T||°'(x). 
(i-tr'expp{i-(i-trj]=(i-tr<"-«(i-tr-'expp{i-(i-tr} 
whence he obtained 
S T r ( x ) t » = ( l - t r ° - " X T < « ( x ) t " 
n=0 
(a-p)y ^(p), 
n=0 
Again, he compared the coefficient of t" on both sides and observed the 
following 
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Ti:»(x)=E ^ T < « (X) 
n=0 
(2.5.9) 
where a and P are arbitrary real numbers. 
2.6 DEFINITION OF T^J (x,p): 
S. K. Chatterjea [55] gave the following definition 
T,7(x,p) = —x-^eP" D" x"""e -px (2.6.1) 
where k is a natural number. [55] showed that the polynomial T|;"^(x,p) is of 
exactly degree kn, n = 1, 2, 3, ... .In this connection, he applied (2.2.2) on 
(2.6.1) and observed the following 
Ti"Hx,p) = i -x-" e-^ t h(D-^ X - " ) ( D ^ e-'-'M 
n! ,=n s i ^ '' 
(n-sjIx-^lD^e-""'! 1 k " - —eP" y 
n! ^ 
^n^ 
s=0 
^a + n^ 
''a + n^ 
VS; v n - s ; 
s=0 
P ,,k, 
^ n - s ; 
I ^-"1 (-ly 
/ ^ ^ / ^ , • ^ 
^ P 
=0 1! i=0 
f-A 
JJ 
z ~^"i: (-ly. z 
i=0 J • j=0 u; 
'^ a + n'^  
vn-sy 
kj 
k^j> 
vsy 
it is known that 
r-A 
I (-1)' . Z 
J=0 \}Js=0 
i-I '^ a + n^ 
vn-sy 
/u;\ kj 
= 0 
vsy 
He used (2.6.3) in (2.6.2) and finally obtained 
' ' iVa + n + kj^  
^ P T;n"^(x,p)=2;-^x^'XH 
1=0 1! j=0 u; J 
(2.6.2) 
(2.6.3) 
(2.6,4) 
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which is the explicit formula for T|["^(x,p). He gave the following particular 
case for k == 1 and p = 1 from (2.6.4) 
T „ ' " ' ( ' ' . i ) = Z - S ( - i ) ' 
1=0 1 ' j=0 [iJ 
a + n + j 
n 
i=0 1! 
''a + n^ 
v n - i y 
(2.6.5) 
which is explicit formula for the general Laguerre polynomials L'"' (X) . Thus 
Ti"){x,l) = LW(x) 
2.7 OPERATIONAL FORMULAS FOR T^^ ( x , p ) : 
For the operational formula, S. K. Chatterjea [55] used the result (2.3.1) 
and got 
X-" eP"' D" (x""" e-'"^V) = r i (xD-pkx'+a + j) y (2.7.1) 
where y is any sufficiently differentiable function of x. The operator on the 
right of (2.7.1) commute only when k = 1. 
Thus he derived the following 
D" x^^^e"""' y = X 
r=0 
/'^\ 
\^J 
j^n-r / a.n g-px U^r ^ 
n ->.'• 
D" (x-" c-^^' y) = n! xV^^^J] ^ T ^ ^ ^ (x,p) D^  y 
^ •' r=o r! 
1 x-e'-'^D" (x-" e-"^ ^ y) = t ^T^;:] (x,p) D^  y (2.7.2) 
n! \ / r=o r! ' ' 
From (2.7.1) and (2.7.2), he got 
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" x^  
n (xD-pkx^+a + j) y = n! ^ ^T(p>(x,p) D^  y (2.7.3) 
j=i r=o r • 
He set y - 1 in (2.7.3) 
n!T(:^(x,p)^n (xD-pkx^+a + j).l (2.7.4) 
Further for k = 1 and p = 1, he obtained the following from (2.7.3) 
n (xD-x + a + j) y = n! ^ ^Lt^^A) D^  y (2.7.5) 
j=i r=o r! 
which can be compared with the operational formula for the general Laguerre 
polynomials, derived by Carlitz [41]. 
In paper [78], Gould and Hopper generalized the Hermite polynomials 
by the definition 
Hj; ( x , a , p ) = (-1)" x"° e"^' D" (x" Q'''' ] (2.7.6) 
S. K. Chaterjea [55] remarked that x" H|^(x ,a ,p) yields a generalized class of 
polynomials of exactly degree kn (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) , provided that k is a natural 
number. Consequently, he wrote 
x"Hj(x,a,p) = H(?(x,p) 
Then 
H(:)(X,P) = ( -1)" X"-" eP'^ ' D" (x" e-P'^ 'l (2.7.7) 
Thus the polynomials H["^(x,p) are related to S. K. Chaterjea [55] polynomial 
by 
nt!{x,p) = (-\y n\Tir\^,v) (2.7.8) 
Further he used operational formula (2.7.4), (2.7.8) reduces to 
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(-1)" Hl::)(x,p) = n (xD-pkx^+a-n + j).l (2.7.9) 
Again he used (2.7.3) and got 
f l (xD-pkx^+a-n + j )y = 2 ( - i r ^ x ^ H[«L)(X,P) D^  Y 
(2.7.10) 
In particular, he used k = 2, p = 1 and a == 0 in (2.7.10) and obtained the 
following 
n (xD-2x^-n + j )y = S ( - i r h x ' H < ; L ) ( x , l ) D 'y 
J=l r=0 v^y 
Further, he noticed that 
Hi;L)(^'l)=>^"'^H„_,(x) 
where Hn (x) denotes the ordinary Hermite polynomials defined by 
H„(x) = (-l)"e^^D"e-^ 
He obtained the following results 
^n^ 
n (xD-2x^-n + j) y = x" X ( - i F ^' H„_,(x) D^  y 
j=l r=0 \^J 
also he noticed that 
x""n ( x D - 2 x ' - n + j) =(D-2x)" (2.7.11) 
(2.7.11) is evidently true for n = 1. Next he proved that (2.7.11) is true for n 
m. Later he assumed for n = m + 1, which yields 
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x > " ' ^ n ( x D - 2 x ' - m - l + j ) = x > ^ ' ) ( x D - 2 x ' - m ) n (xD-2x ' -m + j) 
j=i j=i 
= x-<"^')(xD-2x'-m)x"'(D-2x)" 
= x>" ' \x"^(xD-2x ' ) (D-2xf 
= (D-2x)" vm+l 
Hence the expression (2.7.11) is true for all positive integers n. thus he finally 
derived 
^n^ (D-2x)"=2: (-1)"-' ^ H._,{x)D' 
r=0 \rj 
a formula that was derived by the Burchnall [35]. 
2.8 SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE OPERATIONAL FORMULA: 
S. K. Chatterjea [55] wrote (2.7.4) as follows 
nTW(x,p) = (xD-pkx^+a + n)T(;'j_,)(x,p) (2.8.1) 
and set k= 1, andp= 1 in (2.8.1) 
nTf)(x,l) = (xD-x + a + n)Ti!j(x,l) (2.8.2) 
which is well-known for the Laguerre polynomial L'"^(X). Again in term of 
the polynomials of Gould and Hopper, (2.8.1) stands thus 
H[:)(x,p) + (xD-pkx^+a) H ^ ( x , p ) = 0 (2.8.3) 
Next he considered the following 
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(m + n)!T(;'j;,„)(x,p) = n (xD-pkx^+a + n +j) f j (xD-pkx'^+a + i).l 
j=i 1=1 
m 
= n ! n (xD-pkx^+a + n + j)T£'(x,p) 
m v"" 
= n ^ ! n ' Z ^ T £ T ) ( x , p ) D ^ T ( : ) ( x , p ) 
~o r! 
which implies that 
'^ m + n^ 
V m J 
s x^ Til„)(x,p) = Z ^T(™)(x,p)D^Ti«)(x,p) (2.8.4) 
r=0 
where 5 = min (m, n). The formula (2.8.4) readily yields the corresponding 
formula for the polynomials of Gould and Hopper 
^m^ 
r=0 
H & ( > ^ , P ) = Z (-ly . x^Hl—")(x,p)D^Hir^(x,p) (2.8.5) 
V^  ) 
2.9 GENERATING FUNCTIONS F O R T ^ ^ (x ,p ) : 
S. K. Chatterjea [55] proved the polynomials T||„ (x,p), which are 
generated by 
00 
g(x,t) = ( l - t r - ' e x p [ p x ^ ( t ) ] = X Ti"^(x.P) t" (2.9.1) 
n=0 
where u(t) = (1 - (1 -1)"*"). From the definition (2.6.1), He observed that 
T;„°'(''.P) = e'»-I (-P)' 
r=0 r! 
kr + a + n 
,kr (2.9.2) 
He noted that (2.6.4) is a consequence of (2.9.2), also he noticed that 
TL"HX,P) = a" 
n! 5t 
-. g(x,o) (2.9.3) 
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Also 
a" 
di' 
- (l-tr-exp(px^u(t)) ^eP" 
t=0 
A ^ N ^ ^ 
vl- ty yj t=0 
a" 
a' 
- ( l - t r ' e x p ( p x ^ ( t ) ) k ^ (-p)Ykr + a + n^ 
^ r 
x'^ ^ (2.9.4) 
Thus a comparison of (2.9.3) and (2.9.4) with (2.9.2) confirms (2.9.1), from the 
generating function (2.9.1), he derived the following multiplication formula 
TW(xm-,p) = TW(x,mp) (2.9.5) 
which, in terms of the polynomials of Gould and Hopper, which comes in the 
following form 
HW(xm'^p) = HW(x,mp) (2.9.6) 
which can be compared with (3.9) of [78, p.54]. He also noted from (2.9.5), the 
following 
Tr(x ,m) = C ( m x ) («), (2.9.7) 
Again he observed 
( l - t p ' e x p F p x ^ f l - O - t f }l = (l- tf-^ '( l- t)""- 'exprpx^{l-(l- t)" 
and obtained the following 
0 0 - V GO 
XTW(x,p)t"=(l-t)-(«-^)X*(x,p)t" 
n=0 n=0 
Further he compared the coefficients oft" on both sides and got the following 
Ti"Hx,p) = Z ^ < ) (x,p) (2.9.8) 
~o r! 
where a and P are arbitrary real numbers. 
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Next he noticed that 
I ; t "*" (x ,p + q)t" = (1 -.)-"-'e'^'l'-"-""'!(1 -,)-»-'e'^'l'-"-"" 
n=0 
= lT,^:^(x,p)t'"ZTj^^(x,q)t" 
ni=0 n=0 
I ; Z T W { X , P ) T ; « {x,q)t" 
n=0 m=0 
Thus he obtained the following 'doubly-additive' addition formula 
T;r"(x.P+q)=i:T<:'(x,p)T;w (x,q) 
m=0 
(2.9.9) 
and took p = q = 1 and k = 1 in (2.9.9), 
Tr^'^(x,2)=SL^;Hx)liflJx) W/'v.^ T(P) 
m=0 
(2.9.10) 
He used the result (2.9.7) and obtained the following 
Lf'*"(2x)=lL<: '(x)L' (x) 
m=0 
(2.9.11) 
which is implied by the well-known formula of the Laguerre polynomials 
ii°*"(x + y)=SL<°»(x)i£' (y) 
m=0 
(2.9.12) 
Again he returned to (2.9.1), and obtained 
k+i5g(x,t) (1-tr 
a 
(a + l)(l-t) -pkx^ g(x,t) 
whence he noticed 
CO I - ~I °° / \ 
( 1 - t f ' X nt"-'Ti«)(x,p)J(a + l)(l-tf-pkx^ X t")(x,p)t" 
n=l -'n=0 
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Further he performed the indicated multiplication on both sides and compared 
coefficients oft" on both sides, he derived the following 
k+l 
E 
r=0 
^k + 1^  S ( - i y _ (n + l-r)T£) (x,p) 
V r ) 
:(a + l)5: (-l/f^]T<(l,(x,p)-pkx^T(:)(x,p) (2.9.13) 
r=0 v ^ ; 
Again he observed 
( , _ , ) ' M = pkx'-{(l-,)'-llg(x..) 
ax 
whence he found the following 
k+l 
s 
r=0 
^kV_.„. . . . ,., i . J^^ 
1 ( - l y : DTa(x,p)=pkx"T ( - l y : t-U-'P) (2-9.14) 
vTy r=l v^y 
2.10 SOME FORMULAS FOR GENERALIZED LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS : 
From (2.8.4), S. K. Chatterjea [57] gave the following 
I: f " ^ l T £ ,(x,p)r=|; fe;iD'TW(x,p)|: T<r"*(x.p)r 
m=0 V n J r=0 r! m=0 
kn 
V^V n r x W / ^^^ .x-a-n-r-1 DX'' 
= 1 i^D'TW(x.p)(l-tr"^'-' e - ' { l - ( l - t r j 
^ ' SJ (1-t)' r! ^ ^ •'^ ' 
Now 
r(a) 
4n 
A ^ ^ X 
1-t >P 
_ T ( « ) 
kn 
v ^ ' y 
xt kn 
r=0 
^ xt ^ 
v l - t y 
^ 1 
r! 
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Thus he obtained 
Z 
m=0 
^rti + n^ 
V n J 
T.tn)(^ 'P)t^ =(l-tr"-'e^ ^ !^'-^ '-"" l^ T; ^ X ^ kn 1-t V l - L j 
(2.10.1) 
From (2.8.4), he noted that (2.10.1) is equivalent to the following formula 
^m + n^ 
V "^ J 
min(n,km) r 
T;°L,(''.P)= S ^T<«™;"{X.P)D'TW(X,P) 
r=o ri 
Further he [57] used the result (2.7.3) in the above resuh and got the following 
(m + n)!T(; : i ) (x,p) = n ( x D - p k x ^ + a - n + j).l 
j=i 
n m 
= W (xD-pkx'^+a-n + j) f l (xD-pkx' '+a + ij.l 
j=i i=i 
=:m!n (xD-pkx^+a-n + j)T£)(x,p) 
n j^r 
=m!n!nerCr'(-'P)D%tnx,p) 
r=l 
which implies that 
'^ m + n^ 
V m J 
min(n,km) r 
( - )^_^- V ^T(™)(X,P)D^T£)(X,P) 'rk(m+n)(^'P)- Li , Wi 
r=o r: 
(2.10.2) 
Further he wrote to (2.10.2) as 
n=0 
^m + n^ 
V m J 
km (xt)' 
r=0 r ! n=0 
km Zi4D'T<:»(x.p)^(..,re'^'H'")1 (2.10.3) 
r=0 r! 
But 
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T,^ ^ (^x(l + t),p) = TW(x + xt,p) = g ^ D ^ T W ( X , P ) (2.10.4) 
r=o r! 
Thus he finally obtained 
n=o V "^ y 
(2.10.5) 
Moreover, S. K. Chatterjea [59] suggested the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 : Let 
ZynLt" 'Wt"=f(t)e '3(- ' ) (2.10.6) 
n=0 
hold, where L*°'(x) is the Laguerre polynomial satisfying the differential 
equation 
xy" + (a + 1 - x) y' + ny = 0 
and Q (x, t) is a polynomial in x, Q(0, t) = 0. then 
f(t) = c(l+kt)-^"^'' 
and 
/ X k t x Qx, t = — -
^ ' 1 + kt 
where c and k are arbitrary constants. 
PROOF : To show the result he considered the following operator 
Q^ =x—^ + (a + l - x ) — + t — 
ax' ^ ^ax at 
It is easy to observe that operator Qn is an annihilator of the left member of 
(2.10.6) consequently from (2.10.6) he obtained the result 
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LEMMA 1 : The function f(t) and Q(x, t) in (2.10.6) must satisfy 
2n f ?^c\ \^ 
X r- + X 
5x' 
,aQ aQ f t ) 
+ (a + l-x)—^ + t—^ + t-4T- = 0 (2.10.7) 
^ ^5x 5t f t ^ 
if one now assumes that Q(x, t) is a polynomial in x, then (2.10.7) implies the 
following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2 : If Q(x, t) in (2.10.6) is a polynomial in x of degree m > 1, then 
m = 1, 
Now put Q(x, t) = b(t). X (2.10.8) 
Cleary from (2.10.7) and (2.10.8), the following are obtained 
b^(t)-b(t) + tb'(t) = 0 (2.10.9) 
and 
(a + l)b(t) + t - ^ = 0 (2.10.10) 
To solve (2.10.8), he obtained 
b(t) = (2.10.11) 
^ ^ 1 + kt 
where k being arbitrary constant 
Again, he followed (2.10.10) and (2.10.11) and concluded 
f(t) = c (1 + kt)"^ "^ '> (2.10.12) 
where c being arbitrary constant. Thus he found theorem (2.1). 
He observed that the well known generating function for the Laguerre 
polynomials 
CO , , 
^ L("^(x) = (l-t) '^" ' ' 'e '- ' (2.10.13) 
n=0 
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is obtained from theorem (2.1) by setting Yn= l ,c= l,k==-l. 
THEOREM 2.2 : There exists no set of constants {jn} such that 
S Yn LW(x)L(„"'(y)t" =f(t) c'^ '^ '^ ''^  (2.10.14) 
n=0 
where Q(x, y, t) is a polynomial in, say, y 
PROOF : To prove the theorem (2.2) he first considered 
i;YnfnWL(:Hy)t"=f(t)e^(^'^'') (2.10.15) 
n=0 
hold, where Q(x, y, t) is a polynomial in y, fn (x) is a polynomial of exact 
degree n, fi (x) = x. 
Then he used the theorem 2.1, result (2.10.11) and took c = 1 and got the 
following 
kiy 
f(t)e^('''''-')=(l + kt)"^""'' e ^ (2.10.16) 
where k is a fimction of x. He assumed that yi = 1 and differentiated (2.10.15) 
with respect to t and put t = 0, he obtained 
k = - x (2.10.17) 
Then he suggested that the relation (2.10.14) is possible if and only if fn(x) = x" 
indeed k = -x leads to a generating function of the form (2.10.13) thus found 
theorem (2.2). It is interesting to note that by virtue of theorem (2.2), the 
bilinear generating function due to Hardy - Hille for the Laguerre polynomials 
is not found be of the form (2.10.14) 
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2. 11 FURTHER GENERALIZATION OF LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS 
NEW DEFINITION OF THE SET 
.(a) Tr(x) 
H. B. Mittal [133] observed the form of the Rodrigues formula (2.6.1), 
(given by Chattergea [56]) and generalized (2.6.1) by replacing px'^  by an 
arbitrary polynomial of degree k. He considered polynomial Pk(x) of degree k 
in X and it defined by 
P.W = ZPsX^ (2.11.1) 
s=l 
Further he considered the k-set { T ^ ' ( X ) | of polynomials, defined by the 
generating function 
g ( x , t ) = ( l - t p ' e ' ^ W ^-^.["('-0-1] ^ I ; j ( a ) ( ^ ) n^ (2.11.2) 
n=0 
also he defined 
[n(x)7 = 
. S = l 
kv 
s=v 
(2.11.3) 
to obtain the explicit expression for the polynomials T||°^(x), defined in 
(2.11.2), he made use of the following rule [156], for the n derivative of a 
composite function 
D"[(f.g)(x)] = i (D'f)g.i 
r=0 s=0 
(-ir 
% s! (v-s)! 
where (f.g)(x) = f[g(x)], he [133] obtained the following 
g^ "^  D" [g^] 
.(a) tv(^y 0 + «)n , 1 ^^  V [ ks 
n! n! +::7l m v=l f=l s=0 m=s 
^ n ^ 
VV (^-s)! pr^O+4-vH^-
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[p.(x)T"^.^ 
Ti"\x) = \, n>l, 
(2.11.4) 
Which is the explicit expression for the polynomials T,|^ ^(^)- From 
(2.11.4) he noticed that T,*"^  (x) are polynomial in x of degree nk. 
RODRIGUES FORMULA : H. B. Mittal [133] defined Rodrigues 
formula by Maclaurins theorems and using the result (2.11.2) such that 
T£HX) = 1 
n! 
d" 
dt" 
-1(1-t)"""' e''"*'^  e"'''^ '*'"'^ ''^  
t=o 
. l e ^ ^ W g t ^ P ; ^ ^ V ( a + s + l)^ (2.11.5) 
n! v=0 s=v V! 
also 
D" ^n+cCg-Pk(x) 
00 kv 
= x"Z I ^ P i ^ ^ x ^ ( a + s + l)^ (2.11.6) 
v=0 s=v V! 
From (2.11.5) and (2.11.6), he derived the following 
1 
T<„«)(x) = —x-"e'^('''D" ^ n + a g-Pk(x) (2.11.7) 
The relation (2.11.7) is the Rodrigues formula satisfied by the polynomials 
T,^ „"^ (x) defined in (2.11.2) 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS : H. B. Mittal [133] defined the 
recurrence relation as follows. 
From (2.11.2), he observed following 
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X T£)(x)t"=(l-t)-^"-^' (1-t)-^-' e^ W^ e-'^W-H] 
n=0 
= (l-t)-*"-^*lTff(x)t" 
n=0 
Therefore 
T£'(x) = i ^ T < « (x) 
v=0 
(2.11.8) 
Further he differentiated (2.13.2) with respect to x arid obtained the following 
d 
dx 
From which, he got 
(g(x,t))= P;(x)-P; x( l - t ) - ' g(x,t) (2.11.9) 
k n 
TM(X)=P;(X)T<,°'(X)-£ £TW„,(X) 
s=l v=0 
s + v-1 
V 
sp^x^"'(2.11.10) 
Also he multiplied (2.11.9) by (1 -1)'', and equate the coefficient oft", 
r\.\ k k rv\ I . ( - I ) 'T£)W=II . i-^h^s--'^ltM 
,=0 v i y 
k k-s 
s=l i=0 
s=l i=0 
rv .\ 
^k(n- , ) ' 
VV 
k - s 
Z Z . ( - 1 ) ' S P S X - ' T S . ( X ) (2.11.11) 
V ' J 
Again, from Rodrigues formula (2.11.7), he obtained the following 
(v + l)!x«e-^WTW (x) = D - X . x^ "^ e-'^ "^^  
from which he got 
(v + 1) C ) ( x ) = xT(:)(x) + (v + l + a-xP^(x))TW(x) (2.11.12) 
He differentiated (2.11.12) m times with respect to x, and obtained 
(v + 1) D"^  T(;'i,)W = xD"^ '^ Tfc)(x) + (m + v + l + a-xPax))D"^T(:)(x) 
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m fm^ 
X D^[XP^(X)].D'"-^T£)(X) (2.11.13) 
s=l V S y 
The relation (2.11.8), (2.11.10), (2.11.11), (2.11.12) and (2.11.13) are precisely 
the recurrence relations satisfied by the polynomials T^ "^' (x) 
2.12 THE MOMENT PROBLEM : 
H. B. Mittal [133] defined the moment problem for the polynomials 
TI^' (X) . In order to define, he considered relevant weight function be x" w(x). 
where w(x) = e ^^^'^' and assumed that 
M(s,n)=J[° x^x"w(x)Tj:^(x)dx (2.12.1) 
He remarked that the values of a and P^  in (2.12.1), assuming a > -1 and 
Pk > 0, from (2.12.1) and Rodrigues formula (2.11.7) he obtained the following 
M(s,n) = l ( - i r ^s^ 
v^y 
V! s-v T^n-v x^-^D x"^" w(x)] dx (2.12.2) 
Since 
1 v-I 
n! i=o 
for all V and s. 
^s^ 
vV 
s-i T>n-l-i i! x -^' D x-w(x) ] ; = 0 
He remarked that if s = 0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1 and v = s then from (2.11.13), 
one gets M (s, n) = 0. Next for s > n and v = n, (2.12.2) becomes 
^s^ 
M(s,n) = (-1)" J[ x^ "^ e-^ '^ W dx (2.12.3) 
vny 
From above results H. B. Mittal [133] gave the following theorem. 
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THEOREM - 2.3 : The moment of {T;f"^ (x)} with respect to the weight 
function x" e'"^ "^' have values 
M(s,n): 
0 s = 0, l , . . . , n - l 
(-1)" ^ x^ "" e-'^ ^^ ^Ux s = n ,n+ l . . . 
vny 
where 
M(s ,n )=f x^""e-''^WTi")(x)dx. 
2.13. CERTAIN OPERATIONAL FORMULAE : H B Mittal 
[133] defined the following certain operational formulae as. 
Firstly he assumed that y be a differentiable function of x and 
Q„„y = x-^e'''WD"^' •^a+n+i g-p^W y-
= [xD + a-xP;(x) + (n + l)]Q„y (2.13.1) 
one gets 
Q„y = n [xD + a-xP;(x) + j ] y 
j=i 
Again, it can be easily seen that 
(2.13.2) 
D^  x""" e-'^ "^^  y' = n!x«e-^W2; ^ K ^ W ^ ^ 
and therefore he obtained 
v=0 ^ • 
(2.13.3) 
Hence 
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f l [xD-xP;(x) + a + j] y = n! ^ ^ T ^ ^ U x ) D> (2.13.4) 
j=i v=0 V! 
which is the operational representation for the polynomials 1,1"^  (x). Again, 
from (2.13.1), he obtained the following 
Q.y^x-^e'^^'^D" ^n-k ^a.k g-p,(x) y-
x""-" e'^ ^ ' ^ n (S-J)x"'^ (x""^ e-''^ W y) 
j=0 
n-l 
j=0 
= x-"- e'^ W x - [x(8-v + l ) J (x«^^ e-'^ W y) 
From (2.13.3) and above result, he got the following operational formula 
[x(5-v + l)J(x-^e-' '^Wy) 
s=0 S! 
(2.13.5) 
giving different integral values to v, one gets different operational 
representation for (2.13.5). 
By putting y = 1 in (2.13.4) he obtained the following 
n!Tj:n^) = n (xD-xP:(x) + a + j).l (2.13.6) 
j=i 
and hence 
nTW(x) = (xD-xP:(x) + a + n)T(t,)(x) (2.13.7) 
Again he sety = 1 in (2.13.5), 
n! T£ ) (X) = X-"-"-" e'^^''^[x(6-m + l)J(x«"" e-'^W) (2.13.8) 
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From (2.13.8), by giving different integral values to v, one gets different 
operational formulae for the polynomials T,|"^  (x). 
For the generating function, H. B. Mittal [133] wrote (2.13.6) as follows 
1 
.Pk(x) 
T ; : ^ ^ ) — e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n (§ + a + j )e -Pk(x) 
n! j=i 
Hence 
X TW(x)t"=e''^WX - ( 5 4 - a + l )^e -^^W(l - t r ' e^^W(l - t r e S ^-Pjx) 
n=0 n=0 n! 
and since a^ f (x) - f (ax), 
|;t")(x)t"=(i-tp'e'^ (V^L^ '^"'^  
n=0 
which is same as (2.13.2). Again he took 
^8 + a^ 
XTr^(x)t"=e'^W2; M^) 
n=0 n=0 V n J 
f g-Pkl") 
:(l + t)"e''^W ^i + if e-M^) 
Hence, 
Z T r ^ ( x ) t " = ( l + tre^^We ,%Pk(x) -Pk[x(l+t)] (2.13.9) 
n=0 
Again from (2.13.6) 
(m + n ) ! T £ - ) W = n (xD-xP^(x) + a + n + j ) n (xD-xP^(x) + a + i).l 
n i n (xD-xP:(x) + a + n + j)Ti:^(x) 
j=i 
Hence 
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// c -^
(m + n ) ! # , ( x ) = n!m!X - C : ; ' W « : ^ ( x ) (2.13.1^)/ 
=0 V 
using (2.13.10), also he considered the sum 
'^ m + n^ 
m=0 
Z Til.)(>^)t"^ = E Z ^ T(—'HxJD^ Ti")(x)t-^ 
\ '^ J 
k(m-(-n) 
(a+n+v)/ \ p . v rp(a) . 
=0 v=0 V! 
I ; M ^ D ^ T(:)(x)(l-t)-™-'e''^W e-^^C-T 
y=0 V! 
^^ P,(x)g-''k[x(l-tr'] (l_t)-«-"-'e-0-'r'«Tt'(x) 
and he obtained the following 
'^ m + n^ 
m=o I n j ' ^ ' V n y 
(2.13.11) 
Again 
n=0 
^m + n^ 
V n J 
Tfc;)(x)t"=I -e^^W 
n=o n! 
^§^a^ 
V n y 
i l l . 
n (5 + a + j)e-'^ W 
(l + t)"e'^W(n.t)Se-i^(x)T(cc)(x) 
Hence, he found the following 
/^ m + n^ 
m=0 
Z C i , ( x ) t " =(l + t r e^ W^ e-^W-)] TW(x(l + t)) (2.13.12) 
V n y 
Further, he replaced t by t/x and a by a - m in (2.13.12) and obtained an 
interesting formula 
" (-t)" (m + n)! , ^ 
i—i „ i .^n+m k(m+n) V / 
n=o ni X 
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m! 
= x-^(x-ty---c'^^%-'^^^-^r\^-t) (2.13.13) 
(x - t ) 
He suggested that if P^  (x) = x then the above result reduces to the 
Laguerre polynomial. Further, when Pk(x) = Px"^ , one gets the polynomial 
considered by Chatterjea [55] and if one also take a = 0, one get the 
polynomial considered by Palas [140]. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
LA GUERRE POL YNOMIALS OF SE VERAL 
VARIABLES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In 1991, S.F. Ragab [148] defined Laguerre polynomials of two 
variables L "^''^  (x,y) as follows: 
(^„p^ r(n + a + l)r(n+p + l) n (-yXL^Ux) 
" n! S r ! r ( a + n - r + l)r(P + r + l) 
(3.1.1) 
where L^"'(x)is the Laguerre polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(3.1.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of L*^ '''''' (x,y), 
given by Ragab 
(n!)^ S S ( a + l),(p + l),r!s! ^ ^ j,) 
Later, the same year S. K. Chatterjea (1991) [60] gave the following generating 
function for L^ '^P^  (x,y) 
n n'L'"''''(x y)t" 
y " ""' =e' oF,(-;a + l;-xt) oF,(-;p + l;-yt) (3.1.3) 
^ ( a + l)„(P + l)„ ° '^ ' ' ^oiV >^^ , ^ ; 
S. K. Chatterjea [60] pointed out that the generating relation (3.1.3) gives the 
following results 
n! 
(P + a L(-P)(X,0) = L1:)(X) (3.1.4) 
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n! 
(« + l)n 
Lr(0,y) = Lr(y) (p ) , 
which, in particular, yields 
L<r»(x,0) = LW(x) 
li:»(0,y) = L'»(y) 
using the formula 
,F,(-;c;pz) oFi(-;c';qz)=X—7-- 2^ 1 
r=on!(cj^ 
n ; l -c -n ;c ;— 
V / 
he also obtained the following result from (3.1.3) 
x^F, 
^ 
-r , -a-r ; l + P;— 
X 
Further, using y = x and employing the formula 
,F,(-;a;x) oF,(-;b;x) = 2F3 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
(3.1.7) 
(3.1.8) 
(3.1.9) 
1 1 1 1 1 
—a + —b,—a + —b—;a,b,a + b-l;4x 
2 2 2 2 2 
(3.1.10) 
He proved the following result from (3.1.3) 
M)^.,A-(^^llUP:^ Lr(x,y) (n!)^ = 3F3 
^ a+p+1 a + p + 2 
2 2 4x 
a + 1 p + 1 a + p + 1; 
(3.1.11) 
A mention of which was already made in the work of Ragab (1991) [148] 
Lastly using the following generating function of Bateman 
oF, 
^ t (x - l ) 
V 2 
\ 
oF, 
; 
f 
K 
-;P + i; 
t(x + l) 
n=0 
Pr(x,y)t" 
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(3.1.12) 
Chatterjea obtained the following result from (3.1.3) on changing -x into 
—(x-1) and-y into—(x + lj 
n! 
•L' («.P) 
r I 1 \ n p(«-p) 
- ( l -x ) , - - ( l + x) =X (a.P)(x) 
(3.1.13) 
which is particular case of the general result (3.1.9). 
In 1997, Khan M. A. and Shukla A. K. [123] defined the Laguerre 
polynomials of three variables L„'''^'(x,y,z) and Laguerre polynomials of 
several variable Lf^ "'"^ ' '""'(x,,X2, ,x„) and again in 1998 Khan M. A. 
and Shukla A. K. [122] gave same resuh on m-variable Laguerre polynomials. 
3.2 NEW GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR L(;P'(x,y): 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [122] remarked that (3.1.2) may be 
written as 
L(a.P)(x^y)^A M ^ i|;J-n;l + a,l + P;x,y] (3.2.1) 
(n!) 
where vj/j is a confluence hypergeometric function of two variables {See H. M. 
Srivastava and H. L. Manocha (1984)[163]} and is defined as 
4^ 2(a;Y,Y';x,y) = £ £ (o-u ^" y" 
-0 to k! n! (bX (b')^ 
Further, in view of the following definition of Bessel's function Jn(z), for n not 
a negative integer 
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J.w= 
' z ^ 
_ v^y 
r ( i+n) 0-^ 1 
, 2 A 
-;l + n;- (3.2.3) 
They also showed that the generating function (3.1.3) of Chatterjea [60] can be 
written as 
^ 7rr7fnT# = r(i+a)r(i+P)(ytFe'j.(2ryt)j,f2ryi) 
n=0 U + H v + Pin 
(3.2.4) 
They further gave the following new generating function for L'"''^(x,y) 
| ^ n ! ( C ) „ d r ' ( x , ) r 
c;a + l,P + l; -xt -yt 
1 - t ' l - t 
(3.2.5) 
and pointed out that if in the above generating relation, one replaces t by 
and let |c| -^ oo, one gets the generating relation (3.1.3) due to Chatterjea 1991 
[60] interesting special case of (3.2.5) were obtained as follows: 
gii4!Mi:.(,,r.^ 
n=0 0 + «)n 
l + P;l + a,l + P; 
xt yt 
t - l t - l 
(3.2.6) 
L(«'P) Cx v^ i t" 
n=0 (1+a l + a;l + a,l + P; 
xt yt 
t - l t - l 
(3.2.7) 
n=0 
They gave another generating relation of L„''^ (^^y) is as follows 
" ' W n .L(-P)(x,y)t" 
Wn(l + P)„ 
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=(i-tr F ^ T7(3) 
X : : - ; - ; 1 + a : | i - a - 1 ; - ; - ; 
[i : : - ; - ; - ; l + p;l + a; 
j t y^ xt 
(3.2.8) 
where F^ ^^  [x, y, z] denotes a general triple hypergeometric series defined by H. 
M. Srivastava and H. L. Manocha [163] (1984) as follows: 
F^^)[x,y,z] = F(^ ^ •(a)::(b);(b');(b"):(c);(c');(c"); 
.(e)::(g);(g');(g"):(h);(h');(h");''''' 
CO CO CO m n p 
m=o n=o p=o m! n! p! 
where, for convenience, 
(3.2.9) 
A(m,n,p): 
n(^,L.pn(b,Ln(b;Un(b:Un(c,ln(c;ln(c;), 
j=i H H tl H J=i j=i 
n(^,L„,n(g,Ln(g;lpn(giUn(h,ln(h;lnk), 
j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i 
(3.2.10) 
and (a) abbreviates, the array of A parameters ai, a2,...,aA, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b"), et cetera. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(2.5.9) con verges absolutely when 
1 + E + G + G" + H - A - B - B ' ' - C > 0 
1 + E + G + G' + H ' - A - B - B ' - C ' > 0 
I + E + G' + G'' + H " ' - A - B ' - B ' ' - r > 0 
(3.2.11) 
where the equalities hold, true for suitably constrained values of 
I X I, I y I a n d I z I 
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3.3 A FINITE SUM PROPERTY OF L^^Ux,y) 
Khan M. A. and Shukla A. K [122] drived the finite sum property of 
T(«.P)CX ^) 
Laguerre Polynomials of two variables " v 'J'/ using the result (3.1.3) 
together with the fact that 
e'oF, (-;l + a , -xzt ) QF, (-;l + P,-yzt) 
= e('-^>e%F,(-;l + a,-x(zt))oF,(-;l + P,-y(zt)) 
yields 
^ n!L^°'P^(xz,yz)t"_r^ ( l - z ) " t " V ^ n! L^ '^^ ^ (x,y)z"t"' 
h (a + lUP + l)„ [h> n! )[h (l + a)„(l + P)„ , 
comparing the coefficient oft" on both sides, one gets 
Lt*(X2,yz) = t / ' ( l + o.>„(l + P)„ (,_^).-« ,> Lt"(x,y) 
"• '' ' ^ n!(n-k)!(l + a ) J l + p ) / k=0 
(3.3.1) 
3.4 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR L^ '') (x, y) 
Using the definition of Beta function M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla 
[122] derived the following integral representation for U"'''^(x,y) [Rainville 
[150]]: 
0 0 
= B(a + l,p)B(y + l , 5 ) f i f ^ M ^ ^ (3.4.1) 
using the integral which is given by Erdelyi et. al. [[65], pp. 14] 
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(0+) 
2 i sin Tiz r(z) = - I (-t) e-' dt (3.4.2) 
and the fact that 
( l -x -yr^ZS t i i i ^ ^ (3.4.3) 
r=0 s=0 r ! S . 
They derived the following integral representation for V^'^' (x, y): 
4sm(a + l)nsin(|i + l) n r ( - a ) r(-|})(n !)' ^(„,)^ _ 
(o+)(o+) /- „ . , \ " 
= _ ( - u r - ' ( - v r e - " - M l + - + ^  dudv. (3.4.4) 
•" •' V u vi 
then also proved that 
— ^^V -^ = ] ] u° vP e-"-^  L^«(xu, yv)du dv 
r ( l + a + n)r( l + p + n) ^ n v ^ ; 
= ( l - x - y ) " (3.4.5) 
In 1997 M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [122] extended Laguerre 
Polynomials of two variables to Laguerre Polynomials of three variables and 
later to Laguerre Polynomials of m - variables [123] and obtained many useful 
results. 
3.5 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [122] defined Laguerre Polynomials of 
three variables L^ ''^ '^ ^ (x, y,z) as follows 
(n!) 
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n n-r n-r-s (-n) v^ \r^ 7' 
Y Y y ^ ^A+s+k X y z ^ 
r=0 s=0 k=0 " " ' r ! s ! k ! ( l + a),(l + p)3(l + Y), 
In terms of confluent hypergeometric function Tj of three variables 
defined as 
4^2^^^[a;b,,b2,b3;x,y,z] 
M 00 CO l _ j - ) l „ m n p 
= V V V V "/m+n+p X"" y" Z*" .^ ^ 2) 
".4^0^ ^ (b.l(b2X(b3)p m!n!p! 
They rewrote (3.5.1) as 
Lt'^-^(x,y,z)^^^^"^"^;^P^"<^^^Wf)[-n; 1 + a, 1 + p, 1-f y;x,y,z] 
(n!) 
(3.5.3) 
Some interesting particular cases of U"''^ '^  (x, y,z) given by them are as 
follows 
-i^L(-P'^)(x,y,0)=L<-P)(x,y) (3.5.4) 
^L^P'^)(x,0,z)=L^^)(x,z) (3.5.5) 
^L^^ ' ^U0 ,y , z )=L^Uy ,z ) (3.5.6) 
(n!f 
-Lt'P'^'(x,0,0)=LW(x) (3.5.7) 
(1 + P)n(l + Y)n 
-L(-P'^ >(0,y,0)=L?Uy) (3.5.8) i^^ ri-Ay)(a „nUT(P) (l + a)„(l + Y)n 
(1 + Cx)n(l + P)n 
L(-P-)(0,0,Z)=LW(Z) (3.5.9) 
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Results similar (3.4.1) (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) for D""^ '^ ^ (x,y,z)are as follows : 
t s r 
j j jx"(r-x)'-'y''(s-yr'z-'(t-zr'Lt'P'-'^(x,y,z)dxdydz 
0 0 0 
= B(a + l,X)B(p + l,n)B(Y + l,v>"^'sP-'^t Y+v 
(l + a)„(l + p U l + y)„ 
T (a+v,p+|j,Y+v (l + a + ^ )„(l + p + ^ )„(l + Y + v)„ U„"" '^P" '^^ "^ (^r,s,t) (3.5.10) 
(a.P.Y 
L ™ ( - = y ' Z ) - i (! + «)„(1 + P)„(ln)„ 8sin(a + l) 7tsin(p + l)7tsin(y + l)7rr(-a)r(-p)r(-y)(n !) 
(0+) (0+) (0+) 
- I I I (-u)-«-'(-vr'- '(-w)-'-' e-""*^"'/ , A ~ H / „ . \ - H ^-u-v-v 
OO 00 CO 
X y z 
1 + - + - + — 
U V W 
\" 
du dv dw. 
(3.5.11) 
and 
CO CO CO 
0 0 0 
P M^,y p - " - v - w T(a,P,Y) 
w^ w e 
ijafi.y) ^^^^ y^^ 2^^ ^^ j ^ ^ ^ 
r ( l . a . n ) r ( l . p . n ) r ( l . y + n) (^_^_y_^)n 3^ 3 ^2) 
(n!) 
3.6 GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR L^ "^ ^ > (x, y, z) 
On the lines of derivation of the generating relations for U^'^' (x, y), 
they obtained the following generating relations for L*-"''^ '" (x, y, z) 
Z 
n=0 
2 . n (nO^t 
(l + a)„(l + p)„(l + y)„ LtP'^Ux,y,z) 
= e' oF,(-;l + a,-xt) ^F, (-;l + p,-yt) QF, (-;l + y,-zt) (3.6.1) 
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In view of the definition (3.2.3) for Bessel function, they also wrote 
(3.6.1) as: 
f, (n.ft" (a.P.y) 
n=0 (l + a)„(l + p U l + Y)„ " 
(x,y,z) 
r(l + a)r(l + p)r(l + Y)(xt)2'' (yt)2 (zt)" 
X e^  J„ (27^) Jp (2Vyt)j, (24^) 
("')^ (^ "^^ " L t - ) ( , , , ) 
n?o 0+a)„0+PUin)„ 
(3.6.2) 
(l-tf ^ (3) 2 C; 1+ a; 1 + P; 1 + y; xt yt zt t -1 t -1 t - 1 (3.6.3) 
They also pointed out that if in the above one replaces t by - and let 
c 
I c I > 00 (3.6.2) one gets. Special cases of (3.6.3) as obtained by them are as 
follows, if one takes c = 1 + a, one gets 
^ (n!)'t" 
to (i + P)„(i+y)n 
L(-P'^)(x,y,z) 
= (l-t)-"-' 4>f l + a;l + a;l + P;l + y; xt yt zt 
t -1 t -1 t - 1 
if c = 1 + p 
00 ("O't" L'-'-'C-y.^) 
n=0 (l + a)n(l + Y)„ " 
= (l-t)-P-' ^, P-' VJ/(3) 1 0 1 1 n 1 x t y t zt 1 + P; l + a;l + P;l + 7; - - , - ^ , - -
t -1 t - 1 t - 1 
(3.6.4) 
(3.6.5) 
„4^  (l.a)„(l.p)/" ^^ '^ '^ ^ 
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:(i-tr-' ^? l + y; l + a;l + P;l + y;, xt yt zt 
t -1 t - l t - l 
(3.6.6) 
In view of generating function (3.6.1) the following finite sum property 
for L*„"'P'^ '(xt,yt,zt) was derived by them 
L(:P'^^(xt,yt,zt) 
-^0 (n-k)!(n.)^ ( l . a U l . p U l . y ) , ' " ^ '^^ '^ ^ '^^  " ^ 
3.7 FINITE SUM PROPERTIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS 
OFL(„"'P'^)(x,y,z): 
M. A. Khan, A. H. Khan and A. A. Atash [125] derived the finite sum 
properties and transformations of three variables Laguerre polynomials. They 
used (3.6.1) and changed -y by —(y-1) and -z by —(y + 1), also used the 
results (3.6.3) and the following result (See Rainville, [150] P. 256 (1)) 
n=0 
oFi -;l + a; 
t ( x - l ) 
oF, -;i+P: 
t(x + l) 
obtained 
(3.7.1) 
(nO^Li-P'' y) >^4(^ -y)'4(^ ^^^ 
n?o (a4- lX(p + lX(y + lX 
r « TWC^\ fn^ 
n=0 
C(x)t" (Mr ,A fk A f Pr(y)t 
.=0 (y+iUi+P): ^
 J 
(3.7.2) 
Later they compared the coefficient of t" on both sides of (3.7.2) and got 
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-(oc,P,y) x,y( l -y) , - - ( l + y) 
(a + lX(P + lX(Y + l)^  n LtUx)Pr(y) 
(n!) k=0 (a + lU(P + l),(Y + lX 
(3.7.3) 
Next, they used the result (3.1.3) of Chatterjea [[60], P. 263 (2)] in (3.6.1) and 
obtained the following 
(n!)^Lt'W(' ' ' .T('-y)40 + y) 
n=0 (a + lX(P + lX(Y + l)^  
^ - L<°>(x)t"^ 
n=o (a + l)„ 
(P.y)AAfi< ^ « pip.y.(y)t 
i^ o(l + P),(l + Y)k 
(3.7.4) 
Comparing the coefficient oft" on both sides of (3.7.4), they obtained 
(n!)^  L^:^''^\x,y,z) (n-k)!LS(x,y)(-zr 
(a + lX(P + lUy + l)^ to (a + l)„_JP + lU(y4-lXk! (3.7.5) 
Again, they employed the resuh (1.6.3) [[150], P. 201] and the following result 
= oFi(-'C;pz) oFi(-,c';qz) (3.7.6) Z-^,F, 
k=0 "' W„ 
-n,l-c-n;c';— 
PJ 
From (3.6.1) they obtained following 
\2 T(a.P,r) (nir L^:'^'\x,y,z) 
= 1 eux)(-yr (« + lX(P + On(Y + l)„ .=0 (a + l)„.^(l + PX_^ k! 2F, -k,-p-k;y + l;-yj 
(3.7.7) 
They also pointed out that if one puts z = y and use Gauss's theorem and 
Legendre duplication formula 
>F,(a,b;c;l): r ( c -a -b ) rc 
r ( c - a ) r ( c - b ) (3.7.8) 
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and 
(^L=2 2n 
V2 J nV 
1 1 
— X+ — X 
2 2 
, n = 0,1,2, ... (3.7.9) 
Jn 
In (3.7.7) one obtains the following 
- (cc.P.y) Lr'nx,y,z) = . («^  + a ( P + l)n(y + On 
(n!) 
p + Y + 2 
Jk 
P + y + 1 iM 
A e\(x) (3.7.10) 
^0 k!(l + aX_^(l + PX(l + Y),(P + Y + l), 
In view of the definition (1.5.3). They reduced (3.7.10) in the following 
form 
KMr...A_(^^lMlM^ Lr^^(x,y,y) (n'r 
P + y + 2 
Jk 
p + y + 1 iM 
A 
fo k!(n-k)!(l + aV^(l + p)Jl + yX(P + y + lX ,F, 
-n + k; 
a + 1; 
(3.7.11) 
By expanding |Fi ( ) in the series'form and adjusting the parameters, 
they arrived to the following result 
M . ) . „ , , . ^ . (^ + 0n(P + 0n(Y + 0n i^'r^{^,y,z) = (n!f 
pl:0;2 
•^0:1:3 
P+y+2 p+y+1 
-n; -; , ; 
2 2 x,4y 
:a + l;P + l,y + l,p + y + l; 
(3.7.12) 
where F(,Q.p, [x,y] is the Kampe de Feriet function of two variables defined by 
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. A;B;D 
E:G;H 
•(aJ;(bB);(di,); 
(eE);(gG);(hH); 
x,y = 1 [(^A)LJ(bB)L[(do)L X- y" 
^^o[(eH)L,J(gG)L[(hH)l m! n! 
Clearly from (3.5.3) and (3.7.12), one gets 
1:0;2 
4^(/'[-n;a + l,P + l,y + l;x,y,y]=F 
0:1;3 
-n ; - ; 
p+y+2 p+Y+1 
2 2 x,4y 
- : a + l;(3 + l,y + l,p + y + l; 
Further, in view of the definitions (3.2.1) and (3.5.3), the following finite sum 
property for IJ^-^-''^ (x, y, z) was derived by them 
- (a ,P ,y) Lr'^^(x,y,z) = 
(a+l)„(P+l)„(Y+l)„ 
(n!)' a (a + l t , ( p + l t , ( y + l U k ! - ^ ^ ' 
(3.7.15) 
3.8 FINITE SUM PROPERTIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS 
OFL(„"'P'^'^^(w,x,y,z) : 
M. A. Khan, A. H. Khan and A. A. Atash [125] considered the 
generating function of M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla ([122], p. 163 (7.4)} for m 
= 4 
- (n!)'L<„"'P- '^^ '(w,x,y,z)t" 
h (l + aX(l + p)„(l-i-yUl + 5)„ 
= e' oF,(-;l + a;-wt) oF,(-;l + P;-xt) oF,(-;y + l;-yt) oF,(-;5 + l;-zt) 
(3.8.1) 
1 , , 1 / X 
Also, they [125] changed - y in to —(z -1) and - z into —(z +1] and used the 
results (3.7.4), (3.7.1) and obtained 
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z 
n=0 
(n!)^L<-.P.Y.s) K X 1 / x' 
, - ( l - z ) , - - ( l + z) 
(l + a)„(l + P)„(l + y)„(l + 5)^  
f , T(a,p) / \ .n A /^  
^ n! Uj, ( w , x ) t I- pr(z)t^ 
Comparing the coefficient oft" on both sides of (3.8.2) 
L(a,|3,Y,6) 
(3.8.2) 
w,x,-(l-z),--(l + z) (l + a X ( l + a O + y )nO + S)n 
I I ( n - k ) ! L a ( w , x ) P r ( z ) 
Next, they used (3.6.1) in (3.8.1), and obtained the following resuh : 
(3.8.3) 
(n!)^ Lr'^'^'(w,x,y,z) I [(n-k)!]^ Ii::r)(w,x,y)(-zf 
(3.8.4) 
Further, they applied (3.7.4) and (3.7.6) to (3.8.1) and got the following 
(n!)^ L<„"'P'^ '^ >(w,x,y,z) 
= 1 (n-p)Lr/(w,x)(-y)' 
p=0 p! a+o^)n-pO+P)„-pO+y)p(i+s)pP', -p , -7-p;5 + l;-
(3.8.5) 
which for z = y, reduces to 
(n!/ Lr'^-^)(w,x,z,z) 
(i+a)^(i+p)„(in)„(i+§X 
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(n-p)! ^y+6+2) fy+5+l 
= z-
{-4zy Lrp'(w,x) 
(3.8.6) 
using w = X in (3.8.6) and they employed tiie formula ([148], P. 262 (19)) 
a + (3 + l a + p + 2 
LM)(x.x)=<l^'.il^ 
M F 
2 2 4x 
1 + a, l + P, 1 + a + P; 
(3.8.7) 
They obtained 
(n!f L^P- '^^ >(x,x,y,z) 
2 + y + 6 l + Y + 6 (-4z)^ 
(l + 4 ( l + a ( l + y U l + S)^  p^op!(n-p)!(H-y)ri + 6 U l + 6H-r) 
3F3 
-n + p 
2+a+p 1+a+p 
2 2 4x 
1 + a, 1 + p, 1 + a + P; 
(3.8.8) 
Further, by expanding 3F3 (. ) in the series form and adjusting the parameters, 
they obtained the following 
(n!)^ L^P-^'(x,x,z,z) 
0+«Ui+P)nOnUi+5X 
= F. 1:2;2 0:3;3 
2+a+P 1+a+p 2+y+5 l+y+8 
2 2 2 2 4x, 4z 
-; 1 + a, 1 + p, 1 + a + P; l + y,l + §,l + y + 5; 
(3.8.9) 
Result (3.5.1) together with the result of M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla ([122], 
163(7.1)] 
-(a,,a|,..,a„) (X,,X2,... ,X^j 
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(n!) n X' , 
n f^~ i^ z -^  I ( t t j+ l ) n "^  / , \m ^—1 ^—j L^ m m 
j=l ( n ! j r,=0 r2=0 r„=0 n v n («.+i) 
j=i j=i m+l-j 
They derived the following 
^n " i^l'^2'--'^m j ~ l 1 K^ l^ 
U (n!)" 
\|/*'"^[-n;a, +l,...,a„ +l;x,,X2...x,J 
(3.8.10) 
v|/y^[-n;l + a,l + P,l + y,l + 5;x,x,z,z] 
= R 1:2;2 0:3;3 -n 
2 + a + P 1+a + P 2 + 7 + 5 l + y + S 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 4x,4z 
; 1 + a, 1 + p, 1 + a + p; 1+7, 1+5, l + y + 5; 
(3.8.11) 
yet, they gave another results for D"'*^ '^ ' '(w,x,y,z) as follows 
L^P'^'^>(w,x,y,z) (n-r 
H)p.. Wx^[(n-p-q)!j 
p:^o(l + a)^(l + P)Jl + y)^ _^_ (^l + 5^_^p!q! LrA(y ,z ) (3.8.12) 
and 
Lr'^'«^(w,x,y,z): (l + a)„(l + P)„(l + y)^(l + 5)„ (n-r 
(-n) w''r(n-p-q)!T 
Z,, , \ / ; , ,^ \ l \ , :L?!f(x,y,z) (3.8.13) 
p=0 (l + «)pO + PLpO + YU(l + S t p ! 
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3.9 FINITE SUM PROPERTIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS 
O F L ( r - " ^ ) ( x „ x , . . . x J : 
On the same lines of derivation of a finite sum properties of 
L^„"P'^ '(w,x,y) and L*„"P''^ >(w,x,y,z), M. A. Khan, A. H. Khan and A. A. 
Atash [125] the following result for L^ ""'"^  ""''(x,,X2.., x^) 
(nlf L(„"""^ -"^ ' 1/ ^ K 
n (i+«.)„ 
. (n-r)!L(T' "•'[x,..V,lP,'"-"-'(x.) I 
r=0 
(3.9.1) 
^ | . [ ( n - r ) ! j " l i : r - H x „ x , , . . . , x , , ) K y 
r=0 
(3.9.2) 
(a,,...,Us 
X,,X2,.--,X^j^,^,X^j^jj 
xF 
1:0;2; ;2[^^""''] 
0:1; 3; -,3^^'''^"^ 
-n: 
2 + ttj + ttj 1 + a2 + a3 
2 2 
•: l + a, ;l + a2,l + a3, l + ttj +a3: 
2 + a^+a3 l + a,_,+a3 
2 ' x, ,4x,,---4x 
•;l + a. , , l + a,,l + a, , + a 2 s-1 ' ^ s ' 
, ifs = 3,5,7 (3.9.3) 
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and 
• ( a , , . . . , a s ) 
n (i+«.i 
x F 
l :2 ; - - ;2 (s/2) 
0:3;--;3'^''' 
2 + a, +aT l + a, + a . 
-n: 2 2 
2 + a3_,+a3 l + a,_,+a3 
2 2 ' 4x,,4x2,---4x3 ifs = 4,6,8 (3.9.4) 
where F"^^' (^„) [x,,---,x„] is the generalized Kampe de Feriet function of 
several variables, defined as {see Exton H. [70], P-28 (1.4.3)} 
A:B';-;B<"^ 
C:D';--;D<"' 
= F 
A:B ' ; - ;B 
C:D';- SD 
(n) 
(n) 
•(a):(b');-;(b<">); 
(c):(d');-;(d^"'); 
Z] , ' " , \ 
00 ((a)) ((b')) -((b^"^)) zT-z7 
mr,---,mn = 
.=»(WI..™.(WI,-(K')1 "'.'•••'".' 
result (3.9.3) and (3.9.4) together with the (3.8.10), yields 
V{/(s) 
-n ; a, +1, •••,o.^ +l;x,,X2,x 
, , ^ 2 » ^ 2 ' ''^(s+l)/2''^{s+l)/2 .X( 
= F 
l : 0 ; 2 ; - ; 2 [(s+l)/2] 
0:l;3;.. .;3M)/2] 
-n: -
2 + ttj + ttj 1 + a2 + a3 
2 2 
-: l + a, ;l + a2,l + a3,l + a2 +a3;---; 
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2 + a3_,+a, l + a^ _, H-a^  
2 ' 2 ' 
•;l + a,_,,l + a3,l + a3_,+a3; 
X p 4 X 2 , - - ' 4 X j ^ , ifs = 3, 5, 7 (3.9.6) 
and 
T 2 [ ri j i + c(.p • • • 5 ^ + otj; X | , X , , X j , X2, • • •, Xj/2 5 Xj/2 J 
. OS/2 
^1:2;-; 2^  
0:3;---;3 s/2 
• n : -
2 + a ,+a2 l + tti+ttj 
2 2 
-: 1 + a, ;l + a2,l + a] +a2;---; 
2 + a3_,+a3 l + a^.i+a. 
2 ' 2 ' 
Sl + a^.pl + a^j + a^.i+a,; 
4x,,4x2,•••4X3 if s = 4,6,8 (3.9.7) 
Further, they mentioned the following results 
n(l + a:)„ 
L^-°' ' (x , , . ,x , )=>' (niy 
(s-l)/2 
1 1 I V /ri+r2+...+r(s_i)/2 • j J _ 
(n Tj ... r(s-i)/2)-
-l(s+l)/2 
(s-l)/2 
rb-,r(s-i)/2=o n (l + a.), H (l + a,), r 
(s-l)/2 
n r! 
-r(s-l)/2 j ^ i J 
L (a(s+l)/2,.---,as) n-ri-r2-...-r(s_,)/2 _ ^ ( s + l ) / 2 ' - " ' ^ s if s = 3,5,7 (3.9.8) 
and 
(n!)' 
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- ' f f ' ^ , , X 
s/2 
1 
ri+r2+...+rs/2 j ( - n ) n . r , . . . . 
nx?[(n-i^-...-r;,l^!] 
E 
(«(s+2)/2,.---.as) 
-"n-r,-...-rs/2 ^(s+2)/2 '"-5X5 if s = 4,6,8 (3.9.9) 
3.10 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF m-VARIABLES : 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [124] defined Laguerre polynomials of m-
variables as follows 
T ( « l , a 2 . - . « „ ) / \ 
( -, 111 i 
J /n n n-r, n-r,-r2 j ^ , { - n ) 
Z ' V V* . . . V ^h+r-i + 
L-d La Z_i 
\XV\) ri=0 r2=0 r3=0 r„=0 
j=l 
m 
1 1 ^m+H 
r|+r2+--+r3 j=l 
j=l j=l J 
(3.10.1) 
Confluence hypergeometric function of m-variables is defined as 
vj/j [a;c,,C2,C3,---,c^;x,,X2,---,x^j 
00 CO OO (a) 
ri+r2+-+r„ 
Y 1^ Y m^ 
^1 ^m 
r,=0 r2=0 r„=0 (c, ),, (c^^^ • • "(c J^ _^  r! F, 
Using (3.10.2), they wrote (3.10.1) as 
(3.10.2) 
m 
n ('+«,), 
ij/p[-n;l + a,,l + a2,---,l + a^;x,,X2,---,x^] (3.10.3) 
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and generating function for (3.7.2) is as follows 
z 
n=0 
m 
n (n-«,)„ L<;'----"^)(x„x„-,xJ = e^n oF,[-;l + a^;-x,t] 
(3.10.4) 
They used definition (3.2.3) for Bessel function, and wrote (3.7.4) as 
"= (n!) t" , 
I 4-^—li:—'(x„x„-,xj 
m m _ /n III 
=nr(i+a,)nKr e'ni,(2M 
j=i j=i j=i 
(3.10.5) 
Another generating formula for (3.7.2) obtained by them is as given below 
g (^ITHIIL':—".•(x„x......xj 
n=0 
n (!+«,)„ 
j=l 
={^-r€ (m) c;l + a,,l + a2,---,l + a^; x,t x t^ x^t t -1 t -1 t - 1 (3.10.6) 
In (3.10.6), they replaced t by — and let | c | -> oo, they obtained (3.7.5). 
c 
again he remarked that properties similar to (3.3.1), (3.4.1), (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) 
easily follows. 
3.11 GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR L(;''"^'-'""*(X,,X2,---,XJ; 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [124] suggested that the Laguerre 
polynomials of m-variables (3.10.1) can be written as 
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L<: ' ° - • °" ' ' (x„x , , . ,x„ ) 
j=i 
^ttj+n^^ 
V n ; 
vj;p[-n;l + a|,l + a2,---,l + a„;x,,X2,---,x„] (3.11.1) 
Also they derived the following generating function 
1 t" "1 X 
Z , , , _ ,L<r^ - - ° -Hx„x„ - , x J - - = e ' n oF,(-;l + a,;-x^t) 
n=0 n 
^ttj+n^ 
V n y 
n! j=i 
In terms of Bessel's function they wrote (3.11.2) as 
(3.11.2) 
n=0 n 
^ •L(:----"')(X„X,,.,XJ-'" 
^ttj+n^ 
V n J 
n! 
I l l III _ / - ) m , , 
n r(i+a,)n K ) ' ' e 'nj . ,2V^ (3.11.3) 
j=i j=i j=i 
Yet another generating function for (3.10.1), they gave as 
n=0 n ttj +n 
V n J 
n! 
= ( l - t ) - > ^ ' (m) c;l + aj,-",l + a„ ; x,t Xmt 
t - 1 t - 1 
(3.11.4) 
Again in (3.11.4), they replaced t by — and let | c | -> co, they 
c 
obtained (3.11.2). Also they remarked that the above generating function can 
also be obtained from a known result [163, P. 490, Problem (iii) as special or 
limit cases]. 
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3.12 A FINITE SUM PROPERTY: 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [124] obtained the following finite sum 
property of Laguerre Polynomials of m - variables L^"'"-' '""'(x,,X2,.--,x,^) as 
follows 
fr. ^ « ^ m ^ a j + n 
^n^ 
\^) 
V n J k=0 n 
^a.+k^ 
V k ; 
( l -zrz^4- '"^ ' - ' " -Hx„x„. . . ,xJ 
(3.12.1) 
To show above resuh they used (3.11.2) together with the fact 
e ' n oF, ( - ; l + aj; -XjZt) = e( '-^) 'e^n oF, (-; 1 + a ;^ -x,(zt)) 
j=i • j=i 
Yields 
n=0 n 
^ L( ; -^ ""')(x,z,x,z,...,x,z)-^ 
^ t t j+n^ 
V n J 
n ! 
( l-z)" t" 
v"-° " ' / n=0 n 
^t t j+n^ 
V n ; 
L<:---"'H>^.x,...x J z"t" 
n ! 
t Comparing the coefficient of — on both sides, they obtained (3.12.1). 
n! 
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3.13 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
Using the definition of Beta flmction, they derive the following integral 
representation for U"''" '^ •"™ (^x,,X2,X3,...,x )^ 
0 0 J=l 
I - I n X p ( U H - ^ J r i ^ n ' ' " ^ - " " ' H > ^ . ^ 2 . . . x J d x , . . d x 
n (i+«.i 
nB(a,+i,p,)n t «j+Pj tL m+l-j m 
j=i 
T(ai+Pb"2+P2 "m+Pm)/'|- t t ) 
(3.13.1) 
using the integral (3.4.2) which is given by Erdelyi etc. [[65], (1953), Vol. I pp. 
14] and the fact that 
I ' ' ' ' t " *1 V • • • 
(1-X„-X2,...,-X^)"=X Y. - S 
n n~r, n-ri-r2...-in,-i ( - n ) ^ ^ ^ "L , 
, , , 1 1 ^rn+H 
r,=0 T2=0 r„=0 h- h~--''m' J=l 
They derived following integral representation for L;' °™^  (X|,X2,...,x^) 
L^:—-)(x„x„...,xj 
m ^t t j+n^ 
V n y 
(0+) (0+) (0 
111 111 2'"n sin(«^+i)nrK) 
j=i j=i 
I i-inHr'.e-'—-' 
» 00 00 J - l 
' l + ^ + ^ + . . . + i ^ ' 
V " l ^ 2 u 
du, du2...du^ (3.13.2) 
m J 
and 
00 00 00 
J I - 1 n ^? e>>^"^^-^"">L(:'"---™Hx,u„X2U2,-,x„uJ du,du2-du„ 
0 0 0 j=l 
111 111 
n r(i+a,)n ^t t j+n^ 
V n J 
( l - x „ - X 2 , - , - x J " (3.13.3) 
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3.14 MULTINOMIAL OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATION: 
With the fact 
r ( i + x - ^ ) dx 
where X and )i are arbitrary real numbers 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [124] wrote the multinomial expansion for 
m m+1 m+l m+1 
j=l j=I j=l j=2 
as 
m m+l m+1 m+1 
j=l j=l j=i j=2 
j#m j ; ' m - l ; 
n n-ri n~r^ Xj r^ ,., (-n) (-l) 
= y y y - 151^1^1+'•m-^-_-
r,=0 r2=0 r„=0 
r,+ r2+.,.+ rm 
r I r r 
X D""'" ' D"" ' '^ D"~^^ ]3"-''m pri+f^Z+'+rm 
X| X2 X3 ••• Xjn X^_i (3.14.1) 
where D .^ =-—, j = l,2,.... 
J dX: 
Operating (3.14.1) on -^ e """ '^fl ^ r " f' they obtain the following 
operational representation of (3.10.1): 
m m+1 m+1 m+1 
n^+riDx^n ^+-+n^ 
J=l J=l J=l J=2 
Y j?im j * m - l y 
;e-^-'n j^ 
:(n!re--n<^L(:'«--™)(x„x„...,xJ 
J=l 
(3.14.2) 
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CHAPTER - 4 
q-LA GUERRE POL YNOMIALS AND ITS 
APPLICA TIONS IN PHYSICS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Wigert [172] in 1923 and Szego [168] in 1926 introduced the 
polynomials 
f„\ 
H„(x) = H„(x,q) = 2; 
r=0 vO 
x^  (4.1.1) 
q 
and 
n An^ 
G„(x) = G„(x,q) = 2 
r=0 
q^ (^ "")x^  (4.1.2) 
v'-A 
Much work has since then been done on these polynomials by a number 
of Mathematicians. In particular, Carlitz [36 - 40] in 1955 - 1958 has studied 
them as polynomials related to theta functions and Al-Salam [7] in 1957 
extended the polynomials (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) to more general q-polynomials. 
In 1944, Jackson [93] introduced q-analogues of Laguerre polynomials 
and Hahn [81] in 1949, gave a fresh impetus to the study of q-polynomials. 
q-Laguerre polynomials were also discovered by Hahn [81] but he said little 
about them. Fresh interest in the field of q-Laguerre polynomials was revised 
by Cigler [62], Exton [68, 69], M. A. Khan [103 - 108] and Moak [136, 138]. 
In his Doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Lucknow in 1977, 
M. A. Khan [103] devoted two of its chapters to the study of q-Laguerre 
polynomials where discussed them at length. 
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In the same year Exton [68, 69] published two papers on q-Laguerre 
polynomials. Moak [136] in 1979 submitted his Ph.D. Thesis on q-Gamma 
function and q-Laguerre polynomials at the University of Wisconsin. In 1981 
two papers on q-Laguerre polynomials came out, one by Cigler [62] and the 
other by Moak [138], two more papers on q-Laguerre polynomials were 
published by M. A. Khan [104 - 105] in 1983. later in 1987 M. A. Khan [108] 
published yet another paper on there polynomials. 
The present chapter also deals with a survey of some basic properties of 
the root of D"^(x;q) of Moak [138] the q-difference equation satisfied by 
Ly (x;q) and Ly (x) of Cigler [62] and the limiting functions and the extreme 
measures. Most of the actual applications of the q-concept have occurred in the 
field of Pure Mathematics, particularly in number theory, combinational 
analysis, Modular equations and elliptic integral. The main obstacle to their 
application in applied mathematics was the difficulty of actual numerical 
evaluation in all the simplest cases. With the advent of electronics computers 
this difficulty has largely vanished. 
Now q-Hypergeometric function enjoy its applications in physics and 
other fields also. Notable among there are in 
(i) The free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain, 
(ii) The hard hexagon model in systems of rigid molecules, 
(iii) The number of subspaces in a vector space, 
(iv) Lie theory of q-Differential equations, 
(v) The elliptic theta functions, 
(vi) The variable temperature in a wire carrying an electric current, 
(vii) The flow ofheat in a sphere, 
(viii) An application to a statistical test of fit, 
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(ix) The application of thieta functions to the smoothing of Fourier series, 
(x) The operational treatment of difference equation, 
(xi) The transient response of an unterminated electrical cable, 
(xii) A fluctuation application of q-binomial coefficients, 
(xiii) The fiinction spectrum of a non-linear circuit model, 
(xiv) An application to non-linear resonance theory of particles, 
(xv) q-Quantization, 
(xvi) Basic circular functions and the cosmological redshift. 
For a detailed discussion one is referred to a book of Exton [72]. At the 
end of the chapter we have given adetcuted account of the application of q-
Laguerre polynomials which occur in a discrete analogue of Bernoulli's 
problem of the free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain. 
4.2 DEFINITION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES : 
For n, a non-negative integer, two q-analogues of Laguerre polynomials 
(cf. Jackson [93]) are defined as 
Cl",!) in A q " ; X q ( - ) . y (4.2.1) 
and 
q ; X (4.2.2) 
From (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) it follows that 
\k k(k-n) 
' " * '^  ^' "^S (qX (qU in. (4.2.3) 
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and 
,L'.->(x)=(q<'-') t (-")" q 
k k(k-2n-l)/2 
'=' (q)k(q)n-kU ,('+«) 
(4.2.4) 
The following observations are of M. A. Khan [106] 
(i) The q-Laguerre polynomials (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) connected with each 
other by the following relations 
q " \ L W ( x ) = ^ L W ( W ^ - " ^ l ) , P = - (4.2.5) 
(ii) The q-Bessel polynomials J(q; c, n; x) due to Abdi [1] and the q-
Laguerre polynomials qU/(x,l) and qD °^'^ (x) are connected by the following 
relations 
f(q;c.n;x) = x - ( q ' ) j q r ' " " " ' , L ' r > 
f 2+a+n \ 
,1 
X 
(4.2.6) 
J 
where 1 + a = - c - 2n 
in. 
,2+a+n ^ 
q;-a-2n, n;--
(4.2.7) 
and 
,Lt'(x) 
/ q ( l + « ) \ n(3n+l-2a)/2 
_ _V /n T 
/2n 
\ 
q;-a-2n, n;— 
X 
(4.2.8) 
where the q-Bessel polynomials of Abdi are defined as 
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k r 
J(q; c, n; x) = A _ k ^^ j,^  [q-n^q-n . _ . 1 (42.9) 
(q)n ^ 
(iii) The polynomials Hn(x) of Wigert [172] and Gn(x) of Szego [168] are 
limiting cases of q-Laguerre polynomials qLy(x) and qLy(x,l) respectively 
and are given by the following relations 
and 
lim (qX ^LW(-X,1) = G„(X) (4.2.11) 
Exton [68] used the notation L^° (^q;x) for his q-analogue of the Laguerre 
polynomials and he defined them as 
k=o [K]![n-k]! [1 + a]^ 
It may be remarked that u"'(q;x) of Exton is essentially (4.2.1) and is given 
by the relation 
Ll"Hq;x)= ,L(:)((l-q)xq"-M) (4.2.13) 
Moak [138] used the notation Ly(x;q) for q-Laguerre polynomials and 
defined them as 
(q;q)n =^0 (q ; q \ (q ;q \ 
where (a; q)n - (1 - a) (1 - aq)... (1 - aq""'). 
It may be remarked that (4.2.14) and (4.2.1) are connected by the relation 
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Li"'(x;q)= ,LW((l-q)xq"-M) (4.2.15) 
From (4.2.13) and (4.2.15), it turns out that L^"^(q;x) of Exton and L^"'(x;q) 
of Moak are related by 
LW(x;q) = L(")(q;xq«-') (4.2.16) 
Cigler [62] discovered q-Laguerre polynomials while investigating operator 
methods for q-identities. He used the umbral calculus of Rota [154] to study q-
Laguerre polynomials. Which, he denoted by Ly (x) and defined them as 
cw=z 
k=0 
n + a 
n - k 
Hi q(^ -^) (_i)^  , . 
[k] (4.2.17) 
For a = - l ,he wrote L„(x) = Ly'(x). 
One can easily verify that the q-Laguerre polynomials Ly (x) of Cigler are 
connected to the q-Laguerre polynomials L;"^(q;x) of Exton and D/(x;q)of 
Moak by means of the following relations 
L^ n"H>^ ) = H!Lt"'(q;xq'^") (4.2.18) 
and 
Lt"'(x) = [n]!LW(xq^;q) (4.2.19) 
Cigler [62] also introduced inverse of q-Laguerre polynomials denoting them 
by the symbol v^'(x). He defined these polynomials by means of the 
following relations 
e ' ( x ) = - r - I 2 
n +an 
k=0 
n + a 
n - k 
[n]! n-k 2 k , .k 
[k]! {-ly x (4.2.20) 
also for a = - 1 , he wrote 
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(4.2.21) 
where (8p)(x) = p(qx) and D stands for q-differential operator Dq x. 
It may be pointed out here that (y (x) can be obtained from Ly (x) by 
1 
replacing q by —. Cigler also gave following relation 
q 
/:)(x) = ((l-D)s-'f^„(x) (4.2.22) 
4.3 GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
From (4.2.3), M. A. Khan [104] obtained the following generating 
relations for the q-Laguerre polynomials (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) 
eq(t) o<t>, 
- ;-xt 
q ; q n=0 (n. ^L(;)(xq'-,l) (4.3.1) 
E,(tq)„*, [-;q'~;-xt] = Z-jl—-,L(:>(x) (4.3.2) 
n=0 
Relations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) can alternatively be written as 
(q)Jxtr M'^)'^(') = t T^ A\-r\l) (4.3.3) 
n=o (q I 
and 
(ql ( x t r .K (2V^) Eq (qt). S - ^ qli^ ) (x) (4.3.4) 
n=0 (q 
Similarly, he obtained 
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Eq(tq) o(t>i 
- ;-xt 
(l+a) 
q^  '; q n=0 
.n n(n+l)/2 
' .Ii:'(x,l) in. (4.3.5) 
and 
'q(0 O't'l 
- ; - x t 
,q^""'; q 
= l;n^.l inHW-^) (4.3.6) 
Further, for an arbitrary c, M. A. Khan [104] obtained the following Boas and 
Buck type generating relation for the polynomials (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) 
1 
(i- 'X iH'l 
q^; 
-xt 
= Z ^ , L ^ ' K " . l ) (4.3.7) 
n=0 
( 1 - t l l*!*! 
-Xt 
q ; [i-tq=; 
(l+a) 
q^ >; q 
= zSt,L^'(W"1 (".8) 
n=0 
For c = 1 + a, (4.3.7) and (4.3.8) reduce to 
(1-t) OYO 
5 
-Xt 
;i-tq'-] 
q^  
= i;t"^LW(xq('^"\l) (4.3.9) 
n=0 
and 
(1-0, a+1 
f 
V 
xtq 
1-tq'"" 
A 
J 
= i ; t\Lt^(xq(*^"^) (4.3.10) 
n=0 
Further 
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(1--X ivi 
n'^ -H ' 
_q(-) 
1 -
> 
X 
fq] 
J J. 
q 
n=0 
(4.3.11) 
O - l ITl 
q^;q(""); 
1-
I T H ^ . L ^ H X ) (4.3.12) 
n=0 q I 
For c = 1 + a, (4.3.11) and (4.3.12) yield 
1 
(1-t) 
a+l 
xq 
1- ^ q ^ 
Zt\L^^(xJ) 
n=0 
v v j ; 
(4.3.1,3) 
(1-t) a+l 
f 
V 
1 -
x 
fq] 
\ 
J 
Z t" ,L^Hx) 
n=0 
(4.3.14) 
But letting c -> co in (4.3.11) and (4.3.12), he obtained 
e^(t) 0^ 1 
.q 
1 -
x 
J J. 
q 
-
t" 
~ 1J / l+a\ L^:^(x,l) (4.3.15) 
and 
SqWo^l - • n'"""-' q 5 
1 -
X 
J). 
= Z 7 : ^ , L ' : ' ( x ) (4.3.16) 
n=0 in 
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Further 
2T2 
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q - , q-^ 
q^ q^'^"' 
2<t>2 
q% q^ 
(4.3.17) 
[q ,q ,qj "=0 q^ ^ q j_^  
(4.3.18) 
M. A. Khan [104] remarked that generating relations, similar to (4.3.17) and 
(4.3.18) can be written for L^^ "^  (x) also. 
Exton [68] obtained the following generating relations for his q-
analogue Lf/(q;x) of Laguerre polynomials similar to (4.3.1), (4.3.7) and 
(4.3.9) 
Z 
n=0 
C(q;x) , , 
[1+4 t"=E^(t)o^, 
; -xt( l -q- ' ) ' 
1 + a; q 
(4.3.19) 
where Eq(t)-eq((l-q)x) 
[1 + 4 ^ ' ^0 [l + a]^ [k]! (l-q^t)' 
(4.3.20) 
n=0 
if c = 1 + a, then it reduces to 
SC(q;x)t" 
n=0 ( i - t ) 1+a 
^ -Xt ^ 
l-q'"«t 
(4.3.21) 
where E _, (x) is the usual Eq (-x (1 - q)). 
Cigler [62] obtained the following generating function for his q-
Laguerre polynomials Ly (x) 
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(-1)' q k „k^+ak ^ k ^k X Z y J^M z" f — 
h [n]! kt^o [k]!(l-z)(l-qz)„.( l-q-«.z) 
From which the following special cases follows 
(4.3.22) 
iW^-I (-1)' q*'- ' x' z' 
n=0 [n]! k^o [k]!(l-z)(l-qz)...(l-q^-'z) 
(4.3.23) 
n=0 
Lr(x) z" 1 
q"(°"') [n]! 
Ln(x)„„ 
1— 
/ V ^ 
X ^ \ ^ z" (4.3.24) 
n=0 [n] 
4.4 RODRIGUES TYPE OF n"" q-DIFFERENTIAL FORMULA 
FOR LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
In his paper M. A. Khan [104] gave the following n'*' q-differential 
formulae: 
,li: '((l-q)xq"M) = ^ ^ : ^ i l M l ^ D ; J X » - e,(-x(l-q))} 
(4.4.1) 
(«) 
,L'„ 
(l-q)xq™-' J x'° •=,((1-1)") , . . ( . , . 
[ l - ( l - q ) x ] ' J - [„]! D;{x°"E,((l-q)x)j 
(4.4.2) 
C'((i-q)x) 
x-° e,((l-q)x)q" 
[„]! 
-n(n-l)+na 
Dp"x{x"^"Eq((l-q)x)} (4.4.3) 
where p • 
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These are n"^  q-differential formulae for j|L^"^((l-q)x") and may be 
regarded as q-analogues of Rodrigues formula for classical Laguerre 
polynomials. 
In fact, letting q ^ 1, (4.4.1) and (4.4.3) both reduce to the Rodrigues 
formula for the classical Laguerre polynomials, M. A. Khan [104] gave yet 
another q-differential formula for l}^' (x) given below. 
(«) 
. L ^ n 
(l-q)x 
VL q 
1 
x-°E,(-(l-q)x)q 
[n]! 
-n(n-l) 'na 
D;,x{>^"^"e,(-(l-q)x)} (4.4.4) 
Cigler [59] obtained the following Rodrigues type formula for his q-Laguerre 
polynomials L^n (x) 
K'M-
x"e(-x) D"x"e(-x)x", a > - l 
where e(-x) = eq(-x(l-q)) and the operator D is q-differential 
operator Dq x(-)-
4.5 RECURRENCE RELATIONS: 
M. A. Khan [104] gave the following recurrence relations for q-
Laguerre polynomials qU"^(x,l) and qU"'(x) 
(q -q - - )^L( : ) (x , l ) 
= (l + q - q " - - q « - - - x q - ^ ) ,L(:i,(xq,l)-(l-q"-) ,LW (xq^l)(4.5.1) 
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,L<r'(x,l)= (q-"-q- l + xq"-')^Lt' U ^ 
V ^ / 
-(q-q-").Lt'.[^,l|(q"-l) 
(4.5.2) 
.li:^'(x,l) = | { q ' - " - q - - x ) ^LtrHx,l)-(q'-"-q'-) / : !"^[ ;^ , l |{ l-q"^ 
Ll" (^x,l) = 
_{,L(r"(xq,l)-,L':f(x,l) 
(4.5.3) 
(4.5.4) 
^x ^ 
Ll"'{x,l) = -
(i-r")A'' -.1 -(i-q'^ "),L(:;;nx,i) 
v^ y 
,„w n {0-q"°^"-xq"") A ' H x . l ) - ( l - q " " ) , e f (xq,l)} 
xq 
,(.,, ,, {(x^q--q'-"),LtUx,l) + (q-"-q"),li:_Ux,l)} 
x(l-q)D,,L(:'(x,l)=^L<:^(x,l)-,L(:)(xq,l) 
(l-q)D,,L(: '(x,l) = -q('-"\L(r.r)(xq,l) 
Comparing (4.5.8) and (4.5.9), one gets 
,Li"^(x,l)=,L(")(xq,l)-xq('-"\LtrHxq,l) 
Similarlyfor qL(")(x)he gave the following recurrence relations 
(4.5.5) 
(4.5.6) 
(4.5.7) 
(4.5.8) 
(4.5.9) 
(4.5.10) 
Lr(x) = (q^--q^—+q'--q^-"+q^-^")/:)(x) + (q ^ ^"-"-q'^ ^"),LaW} 
(4.5.11) 
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(a)...x ((q"-"-q""-q""+q-"-q"""x) ^LtUx) + (q^-q-") .L^ (x) 
.C(x)-
(4.5.12) 
,(.,(. {(q-"-q-'^xq-"-) ,lir'Hx).(l-q-) ^LtH4 (4.5,3. 
,L'°'(x) = q ' " ,Lt*"(x)+,L(r"(x) (4.5.14) 
,,.„ , {(l-q-),Lr)(x)-q-(l-q'"),Ltf(x)} 
i^n (x ; (4.5.15) 
'' " X 
x(l-q)D,rfHx)=qli:*(x)-,L(:)(xq) (4.5.17) 
0-q)D,/ :Hx) = -q-^Ltf(x) (4.5.18) 
Comparing (4.5.17) and (4.5.18), one gets 
,Ll"^(x)=,Lt)(xq)-xq-"/„«J,(x) (4.5.19) 
Exton [68] also gave a pure recurrence relation for his q-Laguerre 
polynomials (4.2.12) by using the technique of Sister Celine [157]. 
It is given below ; 
[njLW (q;x) = {[n] + ql^-'] -q^'-^x} L^, ( q ;x ) -q l^ - JL^ (q;x) (4.5.20) 
This expression reduces to the well known recurrence relation for the 
generalized Laguerre polynomials if q -> 1. 
Further, Moak [138] gave the following three term recurrence relations 
for the q-Laguerre polynomials (4.2.14). 
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(l-q") ^ (l-q"^°^') 
(l-q)q^"-« (l-q)q 2n+a+l Lt'(^;q) 
(l-q"-) 
(i-q)q^ ^ C U x ; q ) , n>o 
(4.5.21) 
For q -> 1 it reduces to the following three-term recurrence relation for the 
ordinary Laguerre polynomials 
<"^(x) = -(n + l)L^:Ux) + (2n + a + l )Lr (x ) - (n + a ) e U x ) . 
Cigler [62] gave the following recurrence relation for his q-analogue V^' (x) 
of Laguerre polynomials. 
LtUx) = ((q + l)[n] + [a + l]q"-q^"-^'x)LW(x)-qH["-]LtUx) (4.5^^^^ 
4.6 ORTHOGONALITY: 
M. A. Khan [105] proved that the q-Laguerre polynomials 
qLy(x) and qL'"Mxq",lj satisfy respectively the following three-term 
recurrence relations 
,k (x)= ^^ ^ 
(4.6.1) 
and 
, H . . . . { (xq^- '^q- '^q- ' -q- l ) ,L^'(xqM).q(l-q-) ,Lt',(xq"-M)} 
(4.6.2) 
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and there by concluded that the q-Laguerre polynomials qD"^(x) and 
qD"Mxq",l] are orthogonal. He also pointed out that the q-Laguerre 
polynomials qD"^(x,l) and qD"^(xq") are not orthogonal. He also derived the 
following orthogonality relation satisfied by ^D"' (x) W, 
£ ,L^^(x)^L(:)(x)dM/(x) = 0, m?!:n 
and 
£ ,Lf'(x),Ll^ 'W#(x)^  
( ( l+a) \ 1 (l+a) 
m = n 
(4.6.3) 
where VJ;(X) is a step function with jumps -^^  ^ at the point x 
Ul 
.1+k q'^^(k = 0,1,2,...) 
Moak [138] gave the orthogonality relations for the q-Laguerre 
polynomials (4.2.14) in the form of the following theorems 
THEOREM 4 . 1 : For a > - l 
[ LW(x;q)L(:)(x;q) (-0-q)-;qI •dx = < 
m ? i n 
(a + l)[(::^(q->;q)^ 
,(-«) (q;q)n q" 
, m = n 
(4.6.4) 
By normalizing the measure so that the total mass is one, he also obtained the 
following result 
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[ L(«)(x;q)Lt'(x;q) , ( - « ) 
(-( l -q)x;q) | ( -a) | (a + l) -dx = ^ 
0 
(q°";q)„ 
(q;q)n q"' 
m^^n 
m = n 
(4.6.5) 
Using Ramanujan's sum 
I; M.,>-*'"''H-^^ feq)J-;q 
k=-« i^-'^l (^'q). x;q (b;qL 
/q ^ 
- ; q 
(4.6.6) 
Moak [138] obtained yet another orthogonality relation for (4.2.14) given in the 
form of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2 : 
I li«)(cq^q)L(:)(cq^q) 
ka+k 
k=-oo (-c( l -q)q\q)^A 
where 
A = E 
,ka-k 
k=-oo (-c(l-q)q'=;q)^ 
('^"H 
m 9^  n 
q"(q;q)n 
0 , m = n 
(4.6.7) 
(-cq"^'(l-q);ql 
cq"(l-q) ;q (q;q). 
^(i-q) 
;q ( -c ( l -q) ;q l 
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REMARKS : The sum can be regarded as an integral with respect to a 
,ka-k 
discrete measure with mass -. ^ . A at cq*^ . The normalization 
(-c{l-q)q';q)_ 
factor A is put in so that the measure has total mass one. 
This theorem implies that the moment problem 
r xMv|/ X = ^ , = A k ^ n = 0,I,2, ... (4.6.8) 
* (1-q) 
has many solutions dv|/(x), in other words, the moment problem (4.6.8) is 
indeterminate, without using the concept of q-integrals, Cigler [62] applied the 
terminology of linear functionals to show that q-Laguerre polynomials L^ " (x) 
(4.2.17) are orthogonal with respect to a certain inner product. For this he 
denoted the linear functional by L which is defined by 
Lp = p(0) 
He obtained the orthogonality of U"^  (x) in the form of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3 : For a > 0, the sequence of q-Laguerre polynomials 
U°^  (x) is orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
(PMP2) = L - - ^ P , ( X ) . P , ( X ) . . . (4.6.9) 
( 8 - D ) 
where D s D^  .^  and (sp)(x) = p(qx). 
In fact, he proved that 
(-0" [a+k]! 
L ^ ^ T ^ S r ^ ' i r W ^ ^ ' ,, ^ L(e-D) \n-k- l 
(e - D I (a+l)k+ 
^ q ^^ H^-
X n 
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Therefore, for k < n, the orthogonahty relation (x\L^"^(x)) = 0 is fiilfilled. 
For k = n, it gives 
x-.Ly(x)).(-'n"M"-"i' 
(a+l)n+n' r l 
From there it follows that 
L '^(x).Lf)(x)) = I # 1 ^ 6 
nk [a]! q" 
For k > n, he derived 
x'.Lt'(x))= (-')>^4'M' . ( . ; u k-n+n (k+l I 
(a+l)k+| 
q '^^  [a]! [n-k]! 
As an application, Cigler [62] proved that the following duplication 
formula holds. 
LtHax) = I n + a 
n - k 
[n] 
a^P„.,(U)L("Hx) [k]! 
where P„(x,y) = (x -y ) (x-qy) ... (x-q""' y) . 
Seeing the tremendous and renewed interest in orthogonal q-
polynomials both new and old, particularly among them the q-krawtchowk, the 
q-Meixner and the q-Laguerre (or what Chichara [52] calls generalized Stieltjes 
- Wigert polynomials) Al-Salam and Ismail [15], 1983, observed that there sets 
are all of the form |FJq",x) | , they are all orthogonal although the polynomial 
sets {F„(X)| are not themselves orthogonal. They posed a problem that 
whether there were orthogonal polynomial sets (OPS) (Pp (x)} such that the 
corresponding set |p„ (q"'x)| is also an OPS and gave a complete answer in 
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the symmetric case obtaining a q-analogue of the Tchebicheff polynomials. 
They gave the following characterization theorem for all symmetric orthogonal 
polynomial sets (OPS) {Pn(x)| which have the property that |p„(q",x)| is 
also an OPS. 
THEOREM 4.4 : A necessary and sufficient condition for a symmetric OPS 
{Pn(x)} to be orthogonal and |p„(q",x)j to be also an OPS is that {Pn(x)} 
satisfies the recurrence 
P„(x) = xP„_,(x)-X„P„_,(x) n>2 
Po(x) = l, P,(x) = cx c^O 
(4.6.10) 
where X2 is an arbitrary positive number and A,n = q for n > 3 
4.7 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF q-LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS : 
M. A. Khan [106] defined two basic integral involving the q-Laguerre 
polynomials in term of generalized basic hypergeometric function as follows 
1 (rr^{t^"0-qtL.ii:Hxt)d(t;q) 
(A(^')M 2^2 
q >q ;x 
„\+a „a+b 
q .1 . 
(i-q) 
| t - ' ( l -q tV , ,LW(x[l-q't])d(t;q) 
2Y2 
q ,q ,x 
„l+a „a+b 
q .q 
(4.7.1) 
(4.7.2) 
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In the left hand side of (4.8.1), writing the series for ^Ly (x) and 
interchanging orders of summation and q-integration valid for RI(a) > 0, 
RI(b) > 0 and using the well-known result (Hahn [79]). 
1 A (q) (q" ' ) 
^ ^ . - . ( . - H - , d ( . , ) = i ^ (4.7.3, 
He obtained the required result (4.7.1) after some simplification. The proof of 
(4.7.2) is similar to that of (4.7.1). 
In particular when a + 1 = a, (4.7.1) yields 
j—^i t"{l-q.V, /«)(x,)d(,q) = - p L A / - ) ( , ) (4.7.4) 
Further, if b = 1 and a is replaced by a - 1, (4.7.4) becomes 
[« + n ] ^ " ^ L ^ ' H x t ) d ( t ; q ) = / : ^ ( x ) (4.7.5) 
In fact, (4.7.4) and (4.7.5) provide basic integral representation for qU"'(x). 
Similarly as particular cases of (4.7.2), he obtained by putting b = 1 + a 
^ j E , - ' ( l - q , X , I < : l ( x [ l - q ' ™ . . ] ) d ( t ; q ) 
(q) fq'^'^"^") 
= 22MZ ^ I '^^ ^Vx^ r4 7 6) 
(q'--)Jq^)^ 
Further, he took a = 1 and replaced a by a - 1, and obtained following 
[«+"] i (i-vt, ,iir"(4'-i°'])''(<;i)= /^ 'w (4.7.7) 
Relations (4.7.6) and (4.7.7) are also basic integral representations for 
^ L^ ;^  (x). Similar resuhs hold for ^^"^ (x, l) also. 
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Next he used the following result due to Abdi [2]. 
j ^ f E^(qsx)x-' A [q< "^^ ';q< "^';xt]d(s;q) 
= s"'(qX., „^,i (am) c (bn) q^  ,q ;q^ , (4.7.8) 
Yet another integral representation for qL*„''^ (x), he gave by the following 
relation. 
(1-q) i E,(qt)t^<f. 
q"" ; xt 
q ,q ;q. 
d( t ;q )= -7yY^ .LWW (4.7.9) 
Also Khan, M. A. [106] defined the following q-integral formula involving the 
q-Laguerre polynomials qLy(x). 
I &J{xt) / : ) ( [ l -xq-P] tq- ) x"(l-qx)p d(x;q) 
'^ m + n'^  
V m ; 
r j a + m + l ) r j p + n + l) („,p,,). . 
r J a + P + ra + n + 2) " "^ ^ ^^ 
The left hand side is equal to 
(ql(l)„ « SS (q),(q),(q'"Uq'*^), 
{ x'~{l-xq)„„d(x;,) 
( q ' " U q ' " ) „ ( i - q ) ^ • (q-1>^-) ,(qL„(q)„, '" 'q 
(lL(q), ^ - (q),(q),(q'"l(q'*») (q) 
r+k+a+p+1 
{^LMJ'-<i\f f (^"WV'i' 
(ql(q),(ql*, « f:i (q).(q),(,-'*')^ ^^ 
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'^ m + n^ 
V m j^ 
\ /m+n \ ^ ^ 'J ^ 'J 
( l L . r , ( a + P + ni+n+2) Z j=0 (1),(q"'"),(^'™1, 
'^ m + n^ 
V m y 
r ra + m + 1) r ( p + n + l) 
• 2 ) 
Which is the right hand side of (4.7.9). This complete the proof of which is a q-
analogue of a formula due to Feldhiem [3]. For n = 0, formula (4.7.9) becomes 
which is the q-analogue of a formula due to Koybetlizntz [6]. 
4.8 RELATION BETWEEN L^"^  (x;q) AND L^ ""'^  (x;q): 
Moak [138] established the following relationships between L;'(x;q) 
andL(r')(x;q) 
^^::^(.,,y.,-(}^ t f#%i^ r'(x;q) (4.8.1) 
Lr(x;q)-Sq'Lr(^;q) k T («) I (4.8.2) 
k=0 
(x-y)I r^  'i'(q;q)kr(a  T ( « ) 
(^"^•^^)k 
Lr(x;q)Lr(y;q) 
i+a+l 
.(a) L^i,(y;q)L^^(x;q)-L^:^(y;q)L^:i(x;q) («), (a) ( l-q)(q- ' ;q)^q-
xL^')(x;q)L(«)(y;q)-yLW(y;q)Llr'(x;qy , (q-q)n (4.8.3) 
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Lr'(^;q) = q""K"^(> ;^q)-Ltt(x;q)' (4.8.4) 
{1-^"^")TM) 
(1-q) Lr(x;q) 
0-q) q"^"x- O-q) Ll„"'(x;q) (4.8.5) 
xL> r(x;q) = i ^ ^ q — • L i : ) ( x ; q ) - i ^ 
xL(rHx;q) = (l-q") xq -
(1-q) 
(4.8.6) 
(] — n""*"" \ 
L^H>^;q)+-^^q~"'"LtUx;q) 
U-q) 
L(«)(x;q)-L(«Hxq;q) = -x(l-q)q"^'LtrHxq;q) 
(4.8.7) 
(4.8.8) 
X rLW(x;q) (4.8.9) 
n=0 
4.9 CERTAIN CHARACTERIZATIONS : 
M. A. Khan [105 - 106] obtained some characteriz^ion of q-Laguerre 
polynomials (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) which are given in the forms of the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 4.5 : 
The only orthogonal q-polynomials of the form 
r+lTs 
-n far) (bs) 
q ,q^  ,q^  sx 
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where n is a non-negative integer and the a's and b's are independent of x and 
n, are the q-Laguerre polynomials ^Ly (x) (r = 0,s = 1). 
THEOREM 4.6 : 
The only orthogonal q-polynomials of the form 
r+l<l's 
-n (ar) n 
(bs) 
q^  ;^q 
where n is a non-negative integer and the a's and b's are independent of x and 
n, are the q-Laguerre polynomials ^V^' (xq",l) (r = 0,s = l). 
THEOREM 4.7 : 
If 
(i) Fn (q, a; x) is a q-polynomial of degree exactly n in x, 
(ii) q and a are independent of X, 
(iii) V Fn(q'a;x) = -—F„_,(q,a + l;x) 
and 
(iv) F„(q,a;0): 
where A^, f (x) = f (x)- f (xq) 
Then ¥„ (q, a; x) is the q-Laguerre polynomials qC"'(x) defined by (4.2.2). 
Relation (4.8.9) together with the relation ^ L^ "' (x) = [l + a] - - X 
(i-q) 
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The characterization is given in the form of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.8 : Let f^"^' (t) be a q-polynomial in t of degree m and an 
arbitrary function of the parameter a; also let f^"^  (t) satisfy 
{ fS(x t ) f» ' ( [ l -q '~x] tq - )x" ( l -qx) ,d (x ,q ) 
''m + n^ 
V n J 
^(g + m + l) q(P + m + l) .,,^,,^ 
j(a + P + m + n + 2) 
for all m, n > 0, then f^  ^ (t) is given by 
r=0 ( q ) „ (q'™), 
where Co,q and Ci q are arbitrary constants. In particular, if 
fS(<)=, i^r'(<)=[!+a]-
Then f 2 ( t ) = LW(t)forallm. 
(1-q) 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the one given by Carlitz [2]. 
4.10 SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE ROOTS OF 
Moak [138] obtained many properties of L;^(x;q) from the 
orthogonality relation as well as from the q-difference equation which is 
satisfied by Ly (x;q). Moak demonstrated now a number of theorems given 
by Szego [168] about the zeros of orthogonal polynomials can be applied to q-
Laguerre polynomials. 
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He also established some additional properties of the roots of Ly (x;q) 
and pointed out that the behaviour of these roots as n -> GO is important because 
the roots converge to the mass points of an extreme solution of the moment 
(4.6.8). The theorem of Szego [168] about the zeros of orthogonal polynomials 
and the corresponding results for q-Laguerre polynomials D"^(x;q) obtained 
by Moak [120] are reproduced below: 
DEFINITION: 
Let f and g two functions defined on (-^ », co). We say that the roots of f 
and g interlace if a root of f lies strictly between two consecutive and distinct 
roots of g and vice versa. 
THEOREIM 4.9 : Let {P„ (x)}°° be the set of polynomials orthogonal with 
respect to a positive measure dv|/(x) on the interval (a, b). Then the roots of 
each of the polynomials are real and simple and lie in the orthogonality 
interval. Moreover, the roots of Pn and ?„+] interlace for n = 1, 2, 3, ... . 
COROLLARY : 
Let 0 < x("„) (q) < x g (q) < ... < x ^ (q) be the roots of L^' (x;q). Then 
0<x! : l , (q )<xS(q )<x( t , (q )<xg(q )< . . . 
<x i l , (q )<xl ; ) (q)<xSt„(q) (4.10.1) 
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THEOREM 4.10 : Let {P„(x)}^_^ be the set of polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to a positive measure dv|/(x). Then for any n, Pn(x) has at most one 
root on any interval where i|;(x) is constant. 
COROLLARY: 
Let a and b be two consecutive roots of V^' (x;q), 0 < a < b. Then b/a > q~'. 
THEOREM 4.11 : Let co(x, x) be a weight function on the interval [a, b] 
depending on the parameter T such that ©(x, x) is positive and continuous for a 
< x < b, Xi < T < X2. Also assume the existence and continuity of the partial 
derivative © (^x, x) for a < x < b, Xi < x < X2, and the convergence of the 
integrals. 
f x" w(x,x) dx, v = 0,1,2, ... , 2 n - l , 
uniformly in very closed internal x' < x < x" of the open interval (xi, Xj). If the 
zeros of Pn(x) = Pn(x, x) are denoted by x, (x) < X2 (x) < ... < Xn (x), the y"' zero 
Xv (x) (for a fixed value of v) is an increasing function of x provided w/w is an 
increasing function of x, a < x < b. 
COROLLARY: 
Let a > - l , 0<g<l , and 
0<xff(q)<xg(q)<...<xS(q) (4.10.2) 
be roots of D"^(x,q). Then for any j , 1 < j < n, x]"^(q) is an increasing 
function of a and a decreasing function of q. 
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THEOREM 4.12 : Let {x5;^(q)|" betherootsof L(„"*(x,q). 
Then 
0 < x S ( q ) < x f r ^ ( q ) < x S ( q ) < x t ' H q ) < . . . 
• • •<xi l (q)<xi! ; ' i (q)<xS(q)<xi- ) (q) . 
4.11 THE q-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS SATISFIED BY 
Exton [69], in 1977, discussed certain properties and solution of a basis 
analogue of the Laguerre equation in which basic number is defined by 
[a] = ^  (4.11.1) 
1-q 
and basic differentiation by the operator 
V. .^(X) = ^ ^ M Z ^ (4.11.2) 
x(q- l ) 
where q is any number, real or complex, called the base. The inverse of basic 
differentiation is referred to as basic integration and is denoted by f. 
If a > - 1 , it has been shown in [69] that the solution of q-difference 
equation 
xV,%y + {[a + l]-q-'x}(V^,y)^^+[X]q°y(qx) = 0 (4.11.3) 
are orthogonal with respect to basic integration, the weight function and eigen 
value are respectively (qx)" Eq (-x) and A,. 
Ill 
Using the operator method, Cigler [62] obtained the following q-
differential equation for his q-Laguerre polynomials L„ (x): 
[a + n _ 
x ( s - D ) s - ' D - i : ^ s - ' D L :^Hx) = [n]Li:Hx) (4.11.4) 
He also gave the following q-differential equation for his inverse i^ {^) of q-
Laguerre polynomials (4.2.20): 
(q"^" xD'-xD + q"-'[a + l]D + [n])4"Hx) = 0 (4.11.5) 
In 1981, Moak [138] pointed out that for the classical orthogonal polynomials 
such as the Laguerre polynomials, one often derives result about the zeros from 
the appropriate differential equation using a comparisons theorem. But there is 
no convenient differential equation for U"'(x,q). The q-difference operator 
V,f(x) = f(q>^)-fM 
x(q- l ) 
turns out to be a good analogue of the derivative operator for q-Laguerre 
polynomials. Since 
hmV^ f(x) = f'(x) 
assuming that f(x) exists. Moak [120] stated a number of q-difference rules 
which are given below : 
V. ( fW + gW) = V/ (x)+Vjg(x) ) 
Vq (k(x)) = k(Vq f)(x) , k a constant 
(4.11.6) 
(4.11.7) 
V, (f(x)g(x)) = f(q(x)) (V^g)(x) (q-product rule) (4.11.8) 
f ( x ) l _ ( ( V ) W ) g W - ( K ( g ) ) ( x ) ) f ( x ) 
vsWy g(x) g(qx) 
(4.11.9) 
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g(x). g(qx) 9t 0 (q - quotient rule) 
V^(f(ax)) = a(V/)(ax) (4.11.10) 
(V^)(f(x) .q(x)) = Z " ( V r f) (q^ x) (v^ g)(x) (4.11.11) 
k=o > „ 
where 
rule). 
Mn 
(q;qX (q;q)n-
is Gaussian binomial coefficient (q-Leibnitz 
f(aqx) = f(ax) + ax(q-l)(v/)(ax) 
Kf)W-Mr(-'>^q'-q^-'>^q";f) 
0-q) 
(i-q)" In 
(4.11.12) 
(4.11.13) 
Here the square bracket quantity denotes the n''' order divided difference of f on 
points x, xq, ..., xq"; £, lies between x and xq". 
(^;f)W=:7 1 n / i \ n n n- /2 ^-^ 
X ( q - 1 ) q '' ' j=o 
Z (-1) q J J(J-l)/2 f(q"-Jx) (4.11.14) 
- I (v ; f ) (x ) = p"("-')'^(v;f)(p"x), p = q (4.11.15) 
V / _n-l , „n -2 
. V) ^  q"-'+q"''+ ... +q + l 
(4.11.16) 
The q-difference equation for q-Laguerre polynomials (4.11.3) derived by 
Exton [69] can be expressed, in the notation of Moak [120] as 
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xV5C(x;q) + (l-q"") (1-q) 
.q«-x V,LW(qx;q) 
+ i^q-'L(:)(qx;q) = 0 (4.11.17) 
Note that as q -^ 1 , (4.11.17) becomes 
xL^„"^  (x) + (a + l - x ) V^> (x)+ nLW(x) = 0 W, (4.11.18) 
which is the differential equation for the ordinary Laguerre polynomials. 
Moak [138] rewrote (4.11.17) as the q-difference equation without V^  
term. He let lc(x) be a continuous function on (0, oo) and for brevity, let 
L„(x) = L^„")(x;q), then for x>0, 
V,^(kW)Ln W = K Ln W ) k(x) + (q + l)(V^L„)(qx)(V^k)(x) 
+ Ln(q^x)(v^k)(x) 
By (4.11.12) 
K(H^))^A^) = (K Ln)W k(x) + [(v^k)(x) + (V^k)q(x)](V^L„)(qx) 
+ Ln(qx)(v^k)(x). 
Using (4.11.17) and doing some algebra, one gets 
k(q'x)-k(x) , ^, f l -q"") 
x(q- l ) ( l -q)x 
+ (^^')w-(r|l^"^''(^) Ln(qx) 
(V, k) (qx) 
(4.11.19) 
To make the V^  L„ (qx) coefficient vanish, he set 
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k(q^x)-k(x) = ( x ( q - l ) q - ^ + q - - l ) k ( x ) 
or k(x) = — 1 k(q\) 
q- ' ( l + x(q-l)q) 
one solution of the functional equation is 
k(x) = 
Now let 
k{x) = 
(-xq(l-q);q=) 
(a+l)/2 
(-xq)(l-q;qX 
and 
u{x) = 
(a+!)/2 
(-xq(l-q)q^)^ C(x;q) 
Substituting for k(x) and simplifying in (4.11.19), one gets 
(l + q) ( l+q"+xq~*"(l-q))(-xq'( l-q);q')_ {K ")('<) + 
x^(l-q)^q x^(l-q)^("^')'^(-xq(l-q);q^)^ 
.u(qx) = 0 (4.11.20) 
Moak [138] used (4.11.20) to derive some results about the roots of 
C(x;q). 
DEFINITION: 
Let u(x) e c (0, co). Then we say that the roots of u(x) are well separated 
if u(c) = u(d) = 0 and 0 < c < d implies that d/c > q~'. Moreover, if u(c) = u(d) = 
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0 and 0 < c < d implies that dc > q ^ then we say that the roots are very well 
separated. 
Moak [120] proved the following result; 
THEOREM 4.13 : The roots of L*^„"' (x;q) are very well separated. 
4.12 THE LIMITING FUNCTIONS AND THE EXTREME 
MEASURES : 
When a Stieltjes moment problem is indeterminate, the associated 
orthogonal polynomials then converge to an entire function, the roots of which 
are the mass points of an extreme measure. Moak [138] showed that the q-
Laguerre polynomials (4.2.14) converge to [x( l -q) ] J„(2.^x(l-q);q|, 
where J^/. •. is a q-analogue of a Bessel function. The roots of the polynomials 
also converge as n -> oo. 
THEOREM 4.14 : 
(q- ' ;q) „ (q-";q) q^^^-'^'^fq-^'xf (l-q)^ 
LetLy(x;q)=^, , "^ Y ^ ^ ' , , L±—lL (4.12.I) 
Then L^:^(x;q) converges uniformly in any bounded domain to the entire 
fimction. 
'^'^' (q;ql h (q"';qUq;q\ 
L„^ (x;q) is closely related to the q-Bessel function 
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Ja(^;q) = Z 
i-lfq''^'^' 
/ \2k+a 
v2y 
k=0 ,(k + a + l)i (k + 1) 
(4.12.3) 
In fact 
LL«'(x;q) = [x(l-q)r" 1 . (2 ]^ ; , ^ (4.12.4) 
Ismail [87], has derived a number of results about J„ (x;q) and its roots. 
Moak [138] pointed out that some of these results can be obtained form the 
corresponding results forLy (x;q), by letting n -»00. He shows that for each], 
limx"„^(q) = x"j(q) 
exists and is a root of U^' (x;q). So 
0<x("i(x)<x;- ')(x)<xg(x)<x(->)(x) 
Letting n -» 00 in (4.11.17), one gets 
< 
xVjLL"Hx;q) + ( 1 - q - ) 
(1-q) 
• q - ^ X V,L^:^(xq;q) 
(4.12.5) 
a+l 
+ .^—LL">(xq;q) = 0 
(1-q) 
(4.12.6) 
and X a+l)/2 (-xq(l-q);q^) 
- ( a ) Ly (x;q) satisfies 
»y 
{K")(-) + l + q (l + q«)(-xq^(l-q);q^)^ 
x ^ ( l - q ) ^ x^(l-q)^q(-»^^(-xq(l-q);q^)^ 
u(qx) = 0 
(4.12.7) 
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by (4.11.20), hence the roots of L'^ ^ (x;q) are very well separated. 
To construct the extreme measures for the moment problem (4.6.8), 
Moak [120] first obtained the Stieltjes transform of the measure 
I(z, i | /)-f ^ ^ (4.12.8) 
•' z - t 
Moak [138] pointed out that the role played by I (z, vj/) is solving 
moment problem was suggested by the following theorem: 
THEORElVi 5.15 : 
If v|/(t) is any solution of the moment problem 
jtMv|;(t) = ^ „, H„>0, n = 0,1,2,... (4.12.9) 
then I (z, \\f) is analytic in Im(z) > 0. Im (I (z, v|/)) < 0, and is asymptotically 
represented by the series 2] l^ n ^ " is any sector s<argz<7r-£, 0 < s < ~ 
n=0 2 
conversely, if f(z) is analytic in Im(z) > 0, Im(f(z)) < 0 in Im(z) > 0 and if f(z) 
CO 
is asymptotically represented by the series ^ fx^  z'""' is any sector 
7t 
eargz<7i -s , 0 < E < — , then there exists a unique solution \]){t) of the 
moment problem, such that f(z) = I (z, ^J), for a proof, one is referred to Shohat 
andTamarkin[158,P. 27-29]. 
To construct a function f(z) satisfying the above properties, Moak [138] 
considered the three term recurrence relation. 
xP„(x) = A„p,,,(x) + P„p„(x) + c,p„_,(x), n>0, Co=-^o (4.12.10) 
Po=l, P-i = 0 (4.12.11) 
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for the polynomials (p,, (x)l orthogonal with respect to a solution VJ;(X) of 
the moment problem. It can be noted that the (Pn(x)| _ and the equation 
(4.12.10) depends only on the moment {|^ n}°'^ o of the measure dv(/(x). next he 
let the sequence of polynomials (qn(x)} satisfy (4.12.10) with initial 
condition q_i = 1, qo = 0. it followed by induction on n that 
%{-)'L^~T^M'). n = 0,l,2.... 
z - t 
(4.12.12) 
Consequently, if Pn (z) = ^ a,^  z^, then 
k=0 
,n-2 q n ( z ) = (an ^ o ) z " " ' + ( a n \^X+\A V^OV ^ + -
- +(a„ ^n-i+a„-, ^n-2+ - +a, l^ o) 
qn(z) is called the numerator polynomial associated with Pn(z). 
LEMMA 1: 
The continued fraction 
fn(z.^) = 
(4.12.13) 
I 
(c ^ 
' z -Bo^ 
. Ao J 
^z-B, 
. A, 
\ 
) 
(C 1 
V A2 J 
^ z - B 2 
V A2 
\ 
J 
fr \ 
V ^ n y 
^z-B„^ 
V An y 
- a 
P„„(z)-aP„(z) 
converges as n -> co for each real value of a to I (z, ii/^ ), where v^^ is a solution 
of moment problem. 
For a proof one is referred to Shohat and Tamarkin [149, PP. 46-51]. 
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Now for the moment problem (4.6.8), P„(z) = L^"^(z;q). Moak [138] denoted 
the associated numerator polynomial as V^ "^^  (z;q) • He defined 
An+l(z) = -{^'•'<^i 
Bn..(z)^ 
C„,(z)^ 
D„,W^ 
(r;q).q-
(q"';q).q n+a+1 
-('^'•''^l 
(i"'^^b 
M'--< 
n+a+l 
P.W = 
K";ob 
^ q''(q;q)„ 
n+a+I 
vi:?(z;q) vf!j(0;q) 
Vf°)(z;q) vW(0;q) 
LtU ;^q) Vi:j(0;q) 
l(:)(z;q) vW(0;q) 
Vl:|(z;q) LW(0;q) 
vW(z;q) LW(0;q) 
LtUz;q) LtUo;q) 
L(")(z;q) L(«)(0;q) 
(4.12.14) 
(4.12.15) 
(4.12.16) 
(4.12.17) 
\ - ' 
k=0 
i^Vim) (4.12.18) 
Using the three term recurrence relation (4.5.21) but with CQ = -fio ^ ~^^ he 
obtained 
A„,W = ^ 2:fMv(»)(z;q)V<"»(0;q) 
j.o (q ;q)^ 
B„,W = -l + z i ; 0 5 f l<r){z;q)v;»)(0;q) 
J=o (q ;q)^ 
C„,(z) = l + z 2 ^ '^(^ '^'W(«){z;q)L^>(0;q) 
J=0 (q-;q), 
j=o (q ;qj^ 
(4.12.19) 
(4.12.20) 
(4.12.21) 
(4.12.22) 
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DEFINITION: 
Let dv}/i(x) and dv|/2(x) be two measures on the real line. Then dv[/i and 
dvj/2 are substantially equal if [ f(x) dif/,(x)= j f(x) d\|/2(x) for all 
continuous function f with compact support. 
! ( . , ) = £ M ) ,4.12.23) 
If v|/(t) is bounded variation, then the Stieltjes inversion formula will be 
-[H/(t,+0) + H/(t,-0)]--[v|/(to + 0)-M/(to-0)] 
= lim t ri(t + i£)-l(t-is)ldt 
(see Stone [167]) Thus v|;(t) is substantially uniquely determine by I(z, i|;). 
With these preliminary definition established, Moak [120] stated the 
following main theorems: 
THEOREJM 4.16 : 
The polynomials An+i(z), Bn+i(z), Cn+i(z) and Dn+i(z) converge 
uniformly in bounded domains to entire functions A(z), B(z), C(z) and D(z). 
Moreover the series 
' - t ^ LP(Z;,)^ (4.12.24) 
p(z) to (q"';q) 
Converges uniformly in every bounded domain. 
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THEOREM 4.17 : 
If \|/(t) is a measure which is a solution of the moment problem (4.6.8) 
then 
»o dv|/(t) , ^ A(z)-a(z)C(z) 
r - ^ - ^ = 1 z;M>) = - r T TT-T-T (4.12.25) 
0^0 2 - t ^ ^^ B(z)-a(z)D(z) 
where a(z) is analytic in half plane, Im(z) > 0, satisfying Im(a(z)) < 0 for 
Im(z) > 0. Moreover, a(z) is uniquely determined by the solution i|/(t). 
Conversely, for each function CT(Z) satisfying the above conditions there is 
substantially one solution v[/(t) of the moment problem which also satisfies 
(4.12.25). 
A(z) -aC(z) 
For each non-real value of z, the function —-— —- describes the 
B(z) -aD(z) 
circumference of a circle C(z) when the real parameter a describes [-oo, co]. 
The value of I(z; vj/] is always either on the boundary or in the interior of C(z). 
To each point to of the circumference of a circle C(zo) there corresponds a 
substantially unique solution of the moment problem vj;(t) such that I(zo; v|;) =to. 
It is given by (4.12.25) with a(z) replaced by the constant OQ determined form 
^0 = 
A(zo)-go C(zo) 
B(zo)-OoD(zo) 
The set of solutions \\i(t) satisfying I (ZQ; i|/) = xo, where XQ is on the 
circumference of C(zo) does not depends on ZQ. To each XQ interior to the circle 
C(ZO) there correspond continuously many solutions v|;(t) such that I(zo;v);) = XQ. 
THEOREM 4.18 : 
Let o £[-co, co] and \\i^ be a solution of moment problem (4.6.8) such 
that 
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A(z)-aC(z) , 
Then \\ia is a step function; the location of the mass points coincides with the 
set of zero of the denominator B(z) - a D(z), and the mass concentrated at each 
mass point Xj (a) is p(Xj(a)). The spectrum |x, (G) | _ interlaces with the 
spectrum jxj (x)| _ , x ^ G. For any real value of xo there is a unique value OQ 
of a, ^» < a < 00, such that XQs|xj(a)| _ . Moreover, for each j , xj(a) is 
continuous monotonic function of a. 
These theorems and their proofs are found in Shohat and Tamarkin [158, 
P 52-60], and Stone [167, PP. 577-614]. It follows that the measures {^f^•. -<x> < 
c < co} are external measures. 
These extreme measures have an important property stated in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.19 : 
Let v)/(t) be a solution of the moment problem (4.6.8). Then the q-
Laguerre polynomials L'"'(x;q) are complete in l} (d\|;) if and only if y(t) is 
an external solution of the moment problem (4.6.8). 
For a proof see Shohat and Tamarkin [158, PP. 61-62]. To calculate 
B(z) - a D(z) explicitly, Moak [138] used the following lemma : 
LEIMIMA : The following relations hold 
vMtO;,)-*'-^)"" 
C-^") 1 (q;q)" , a^O, n>0 (4.12.26) 
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D„.,(z) = z L r ( z ; q ) (4.12.27) 
B " W = - 7 3 ^ ^tHmh^p}^ z L r ' ( z ; , ) 
\ -'n+l (l-q") 
a?^0 (4.12.28) 
Infact he proved the following theorem : 
THEOREM 4.20 : 
Let v}/(t) be the measure which is a solution of the moment problem 
£ x " d v ( x ) = n. _KX1 
n+l 
O-q)" 
where a > - 1 and 0 < q < 1. 
Then vj/(x) is an external solution of the above moment problem if and 
only if for some value a, -co < a < co, \\)(x) is substantially equal to the 
measure vj/o(x), which has jumps of size 
'KV;q))= I jLi5j3i{d;.(.(".(„;,)) (4.12.29) 
at the point x^^' (a;q), which is the k'*' root (written in the increasing order) of 
the entire function 
G(")(z,CT;q) = L( :Hz;q) -aze ' ) (z ;q) (4.12.30) 
In particular 
^^O-qK^ 
( l -q°) (1-q") 
^L ' r ' ' ( z ;q ) . a > - l . «"(» (4-12-31) 
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For each real number x there is a unique real number CT, ^ o < a < co, such that 
V}/CT has a mass point at x, and a is given by 
if xD^ H^;q)^o 
= —00 if T&J'\T,q) = 0 
(4.12.32) 
Moreover, as a increases from -<o to 0, x, (a;q) decreases from 0 to - oo, and 
as increases from - oo to co, xy[o;q) decreases from x, '(q) to 0, and for 
k>2, x[° (^(7;q) decreases from x "^, (q) to x^ "^2 (Q)-
4.13 APPLICATIONS OF q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS IN 
PHYSICS : 
Consider a weightless elastic cable carrying n paint masses, where both 
the weights and the mutual distances of the successive masses decreases 
geometrically, and where the ratio is q, such that 0 < q < 1. See Hahn [83]. Let 
the discrete loads be Pj (1 < i < n), and suppose that gravity is the only force 
acting. It Kj is the distance between Pi and Pj+i and mj the mass of Pj, the force 
acting upon mj may be written 
K , - u , ) - r - ( " . - U M ) - ^ (4-13.1) 
where Sj is the tension on that portion of the cable joining Pj and Pj+i, and 
where Uj(t) = Uj is the displacement of Pj at time t. 
The equation of motion may be expressed in the form 
m , — ^ - u , , , -u , ) -^ - (u , -u^_ , ) -^ (4.13.2) 
dt kj ki_, 
where 1 < i < n and UQ = Up-i = 0. Seeking normal modes, we write 
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Ui = Yj cos (w'^  (4.13.3) 
So that Yi is determined by the set of hnear equations 
k, 
and 
(4.13.4) 
s,_, , . -s. 
^imiy ,=(y , -y i_ , )T^-(yw-y . ) 
"•i- l 
for 2 < i < n 
Now, let us suppose that 
nij = q'~'m, and kj = q'"' k,, 0 < q < l 
and, for convenience 
(4.13.5) 
(4.13.6) 
1 
g 
m, = — and k, = 
1-q 
The substitution 
(4.13.7) 
T,(^) = (-l)' n s . k - m - y , „ ( n ) 
r=l 
T_, = 0 and To = 1 
Then gives the equation 
%M- ' L^ i l l ' 
^ kq '^-^  kq '^-^  
(4.13.8) 
K q 
BY comparing coefficients of like powers of f.i, it will be seen that 
T,(^ ) = (-l)'q-(-)'^ {l-qy[i;q]! t ^ f ' ] ; / f ' l (4.13.10) 
r=o j[r;q]!} ( l -q ) 
which is a basic analogue of the Laguerre polynomials. 
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CHAPTER - V 
A STUDY OF GENERAUZED 
TROUGH THE OPERATORS 
6 AND TK 
CHAPTER - 5 
A STUDY OF GENERALIZED LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS TROUGH THE OPERATORS 
BAND TK 
3.1. INTRODUCTION: 
Burchnall [35], Carlitz [41], Chak [49], and Gould and Hopper [78] 
considered some differential operators which they used either to drive already 
known formulas or to obtain new ones. In particular, Chak [49] gives the 
operational formula 
L(„")(X) = X - " - " V ( X ^ D ) " ( X « V ) , D = — (5.1.1) 
as a special case of certain generalization of the Laguerre polynomials. Gould 
and Hopper employed their operator to obtain a generalization of the Hermite 
polynomials. Later on, L. Carlitz [41] expressed the Laguerre polynomial by 
the operational representation, 
Lt"H>^ ) = A n (xD-x + a + j). 
n! H 
W. A. Alsalam [10] define the operator as follows 
e = x ( l + x D ) (5.1.2) 
and 
e"{x""'}=(a + k + l)_^ x""'^ "" (5.1.3) 
where k is an integer, n a non negative integer, and a is arbitrary. 
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This operator is essentially that of Chak and is Clorely related to those 
employed by Carlitz and Gould and Hopper. One find it useful in deriving and 
generalizing some known formulas involving some of the classical orthogonal 
polynomials. As a striking example, Al-Salam [10] gave three very simple and 
brief proofs of the Hardy Hille formula. W. A. Al-Salam [10] also showed how 
apparently different generating functions and operational representation can be 
obtained from one another for Laguerre polynomials. 
Later, H. B. Mittal [130] considered a more general operator T^  = x 
(k+xD), k being a constant, and used results of generalized Laguerre 
polynomial, obtained some interesting results. 
Various authors have made efforts for finding new generating functions 
for known polynomial sets. By means of purely manipulative skill, some 
remarkably interesting results have been obtained. J. W. Brown [32] proved 
that, if there is a generating relation of the form 
i;c(x)t"=(i-tr-'F(xt) (5.1.4) 
n=0 
for given polynomials f" (x), then 
g (-l)"f(-"-^")(x)t" 
n=0 (l-4t) l + (l-4t)2 
a-2 
-4t 
X,-
l + (l-4t)2 
(5.1.5) 
H. B. Mittal [129] have obtained generating functions to generalized Laguerre 
polynomial, generalized Gould and Hopper, Generalized Bessel and Jacobi 
polynomials. Some other interesting special cases have also been given. 
On another occasion [130], H. B. Mittal dealt with the operator Tk and 
used the result of generalized Laguerre polynomials, and gave a class of 
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operational representations for the generalized Laguerre polynomials and 
proved that 
(5.1.6) 
where PY(X) being a polynomial in x of degree y, a being a constant. By making 
use of the methods employed in [130], the operational formulae for other 
polynomials are easily obtained. 
In view of the result Tascano [171], Brown [32] proved that for the 
Laguerre polynomials 
(a+mn)/„\^n _ \ / „-xv XLr"^(x)t"= 
n=0 (1-mv) 
(5.1.7) 
\m+l 
where v = t(l + v)*" , m being an integer. Also assuming 
XLr™^(x)t"=A(t)e xB(t) (5.1.8) 
n=0 
he proved that 
A(-<) 
?/^"-"™'" '«-T^- l -B(t) (5.1.9) 
Carlitz [47] extended the results of Brown and showed that (5.1.7) and (5.1.9) 
hold for all values of m. H. B. Mittal [132] gave general method of obtaining 
such generating relation, that generating relation of type (5.1.7) and (5.1.9) are 
inherent to all special functions which are defined by (5.7.1) 
5.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS THROUGH OPERATOR 9: 
W. A. Al-Salam, [10] defined the operator 6 as 
e = x (1 + xD). 
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Further he defined the properties of operator 9. He first noticed 
e"=x"n (s+j)' s = xD (5.2.1) 
and proved it by induction method {see [10], P. 127}. Further, he considered y, 
which has a Taylor series expansion and gave the following formal shift rules 
for function F(x). 
F(e){x" f(x)} = x° F(0 + ax) f(x) 
F(e){e^('') f(x)}=e^W F(0 + X V ) f(x). 
He also defined Leibnitz formula for this operator 0 as 
n I n 
vky k=0 I k 
e"{xuv}=x|; (0"-s) (0'u). 
Further, he obtained the following from (5.2.4) and (5.1.2) 
e'^ {xuv} = x(e'%) ( e%) 
a+k+l (l-xt) 
respectively. 
Hence, he obtained the following general identities 
,t9 {x"f(x)}= r f 
^ ^ ^^  (l-Xtf' 
^ X ^ 
pF. t0 x^  = x^  F 
a,,a2,---,a_,Y + l; 
P„P2,-,Pa; 
tx 
(5.2.2) 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
(5.2.5) 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
(5.2.8) 
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u ^ u p q 
C l^ 5 0 ' ' 2? ' 
_ P l , P 2 r 
• ' « • ; 
' te 
•A' J 
CO I — X I 
k=0 Ji' 
a|,a2,---,a.,a + k + l; 
PpP2,--- ,Pa; 
tx 
(5.2.9) 
, F, [-; a +1; t0] x^e"'' = x^e-"""' QF, F-; a +1; -x' t (5.2.10) 
1 
Later, he wrote the inverse of the operator 9 as — and defined the following 
M-'h^-' ' x - ^ H (5.2.11) 
1 , , logx , 
y^  
a+l (a + l), X - - ' (a ;^-1,-2,...) (5.2.12) 
Thus 
uK p 1 
apOtj,' 
[Ml,-
• • ' S ' <!> 
t -
• ,P , ; 0 .a+l 
a+l p+1 q+1 
a,,a2,---,ap,p + l; tx 
p,,p2,---,(3c,,a + l; y 
In particular, he gave the following special cases 
(5.2.13) 
V 6 , X a+I a+l 2^1 
c,P + l; ty 
a + l; X 
(5.2.14) 
\" 
1-t- r 
X a+l 
a+l 2'-\ 
-n,P + l; ty 
a + l; X 
(5.2.15) 
r (() 
i - t -
N-a- l 
a+l a+l 
1- — 
-p-i 
(5.2.16) 
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Formula (5.2.16) implies that 
1-t-
V 0y 
F(y)x- a-! , - a - l ( ty^ 1-— 
( xy ^ (5.2.17) 
{ x - - } = x - - o F , 
- ;a + l;-
t (5.2.18) 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAL, THROUGH AL-SALAM OPERATOR 9: 
W. A. Al-Salam [10] remarked that the operator 5 admits the following 
shift rules. 
F(6){x"f(x)} = x"F(8 + a ) f (x ) 
F(6){x^('')f(x))=e^WF(5 + xg')f(x) 
He [10] also showed that Carlitz's formula [41] 
(5.2.19) 
n (6-x + a + j) = n! i ; - -Lt ;^)WD^ 
j=l k=0 K! 
and Gould and Hopper's formula [78]. 
n (5 + a + j) = X 
j=l k=0 
fr^\ 
vky 
^n + a^ 
vn-ky 
k T-vk (n-k)!x^D 
(5.2.20) 
(5.2.21) 
are equivalent. He operated by means of (5.2.21) on e " f(x) and obtained the 
following 
n (6 -x + a + j)f(x) = X 
J=l k = 0 
f^\ 
vky 
'^ n + a^ 
vn-ky 
(n -k ) !x ' (D- l ) ' f (x ) 
k=0 
fr.\ 
Ik 
^n + a^ 
vn-ky 
f\.\ 
(n-k)!x^2; . ( - i r D ' f ( x ) 
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= n!Z -lt-'(x)DT(x) 
J=0 J 
which is CarUtz's formula (5.2.20). On the other hand, he suggested that if one 
operates e'' f(x) by means of (5.2.20), one obtains (5.2.21). In obtaining 
(5.2.21), one has to make use of the identity 
j=o r-
(5.2.22) 
m! 
which can be verified directly by means of (1.6.1). Again, with the help of 
(5.2.1) he defined the following equivalent forms 
(0 + ax)" f(x) = x " n (5 + a + j ) f (x) 
(e + a x - x ^ ) " = x " n (6-x + a + j) 
(5.2.23) 
(5.2.24) 
Further, he obtained the following identity by use of the resuh (5.2.20) 
G"{x" e-'' f(x)} =x""" e"" n l ^ -—L^^X'\X)DH(x) (5.2.25) 
k=0 
W. A. Al-Salam defined the Hardy-Hille formula as follows 
oF,(-;a + l;te(t)){(xy)"e-''-
.«^-><^-«'t'J p X e e 0^1 - ; a + l;-x^t(j) y"e-^ 
- va<:^-'<o-«'t> j ^^ao-Yo-" y X W^'^ y W ^ V, _;a + l;-x^ y^ t . 2 , , 2 . 
(l-xyt) 
On the other hand 
a+l exp 
x + y 
l-xyt 
oF, - ;a + l; 
x^^t (5.2.26) 
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,F,[-;a + l;te(t)] (xy)"e-^ ^-x-y 
n=o n! (a + l)_^  •(e"xV)((|)yV^) 
•{-yT^-'t ^L(rnx)L(r^(y) (5.2.27) 
n=0 
Hence, h 
( i - tp 
e obtained 
-1 
exp 
"(x + y)tl 
1-t oF, 
- ; a + l;-
xyt 
(i-,r 
n! 
= E 7-^L*r(y)Lr(x)t" 
n=0 0 + «)n 
(5.2.28) 
Further, he wrote the famihar generating function for the Hermite polynomials 
in the following manner 
e-'^=f;M^t"e-- (5.2.29) 
n=o n! 
and replaced t by ty, multiplied both side by y" and then operate with (j)"". He 
derived the following 
(a + 1) 
m! 
m p 
2 2 
a + m + 1 a + m + 2 
; ' t ^ 
a + 1 a + 2 
CO 
e - = X H „ ( x ) L ( r ) ( 2 x t ) 
n=0 
(5.2.30) 
Rainville [150; P. 134] states the following 
eV(xt) = i ; a„(x)t" (5.2.31) 
n=0 
where 
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M/(u)-Zy„u" 
n=0 
then ( l - i y F 
where 
( V Xt 
1 - t ; „.o 
- Z (C)„^n(x)t' (5.2.32) 
F(^ 0 = Z M.yy 
k=0 
By replacing t by t(t) in (5.2.31) and operate on y" e -, W. A. Al-Salam [10] 
obtained the following generating function for Laguerre polynomials. 
X n i a „ ( x ) L r ( y ) t " = ( l - t r ' e x p 
1-t 
11=0 1 - t J v i - t y 
5.3 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE GENERALIZED 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
THE OPERATOR T^: 
H. B. Mittal [130] defnied a more general operator by 
T, =x(k + xD). D d 
d^ 
(5.3.1) 
where k is a constant. Further, he defined the general properties for T^  as 
follows 
T:^{x"^^}=(a + y + k) ,^x-^- (5.3.2) 
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where y is an integer, n a positive integer and a is arbitrary and 
n-l 
Tk = ^ " 0 (S + k + j), 5 = xD (5.3.3) 
j=i 
He proved the above results by induction [See, [133] P, 46]. Further, he 
considered a function f(x) which has a Taylor's series expansion; then he 
obtained the following formal shift rules 
F(T,){x«f(x)} = x«F(T,+ax)f(x)) 
F(T,){e^Wf(x)}=:e^WF(T,+xV(x))f(x) 
and the analogue of Leibniz formula for the operator T^  
n ^ n ^ 
Tnxuv} = xX (Trv) (T /u) 
(5.3.4) 
(5.3.5) 
(5.3.6) 
where Ti = 0 = x (1 + xD) is the operator of Al-Salam, further he obtained the 
following results from (5.3.6) and (5.3.2) 
e'^ ^{xuv} = x{e'^''u} {e'^ 'v (5.3.7) 
e''^{x«f(x)} = 
a+y 
( l-xt) a+y+k 
(5.3.8) 
respectively and hence, he gave the following general formulae 
J\ {x- f(x) 
( l -xt) a+k 
^ X ^ 
Vl-Xt; 
(5.3.9) 
X i-t"T,"{x"-"f(x)}=(l + t r % « f [ x ( l + t)] 
n=o n! 
(5.3.10) 
Also from (5.3.2), 
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pF. 
CX.| ,0.2^''' jOCp, 
tT. 
a,,a2,---,ap,Y + k; 
tx (5.3.11) 
which gives 
„F., p q 
a,,--
LPI»-
Nt tp ; 
•• ,Pq; 
tT, (xV')=x«il:^,,F, 
7=0 I • 
a„---,ap,a + Y + k; 
tx 
(5.3.12) 
1 
Later he wrote the inverse of the operator T^  as — and defined the following 
'fx-iJ-')-' r , - a - v (a-k + n (5.3.13) 
and 
-{(k-l)logx + l } = - ^ 
^k ^ 
(5.3.14) 
Again, he considered S^  =y( l + yD ), D = — , and T|.=x(k + x D j , 
^ • •^  dy 
D^ = — and defined the following results 
' dx ^ 
^s,Y(/i i-in^+i\f • " ( 
V k^ y 
+y 
x" ( a - k + 1) X a+y 
( a7 ik - l , k -2 , . . . ) (5.3.15) 
pF. 
«!>•••,ttp; s, r 
X 
— F 
a p+1 q+1 
a,,---,ap,p + l; - ty 
P,,---,(3 a - k + 1; x 
f Q ^-a+k-1 
1 - t ^ y 
r ,,^ -B-f 
1 + t 
V -^ y 
y 
X 
(5.3.16) 
(5.3.17) 
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( s,^ i - t — 
V \ j 
Y_ 
,a 2M 
c; P + 1; _ y_ 
a - k + 1; X 
(5.3.18) 
He suggested that the above resuh reduced to those of Al-Salam 
operator for k = 1, also if one takes k = 0, then one gets corresponding result 
for the operator of Chak [49]. 
THE GENERALIZED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
Mittal, H. B. [130] considered a generalization of Laguerre polynomials, 
defined by the Rodrigues formula 
a Jyi^) I^;;)(x) = -x-"e'^^^''^D 
n! 
j^n+a g-Py(x) offrom(2.11.7) 
In paper [130], he proved the following operational representation for the 
polynomials !*„ (^) 
" x^  
n (xD-xp;(x) + a + j)y = n!X ~T%'!])(x) D^y, (5.3.19) 
i=l s=0 S! 
and hence 
n<"H^) = n (xD-xp;(x) + a + j).l (5.3.20) 
-P (x) 
Further, he considered a differentiable function y of x, operated on x" e ^ y 
with the operator T^ ", and obtained the following 
^-a-n gP,(x) ^nf a e-''^ <''U = f l (§ + « + k - xP; (x) + j - 1 ) y . (5.3.21) 
Again, by comparison of (5.3.19) and (5.3.21), he got the following result 
-a-n Py(x) ^ n ( a -Py(x) 
,,.> T," x« e-^ '^^ V = n! X —T.;--)""'(x) D^ y^ 
m=n m! 
(a+k-l+m) J 
y(n (5.3.22) 
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Also, he put y = 1 in above, 
T|„""'^ -')(x) = i-x-"-" e'^ "^' T,"(x" e"'^ '-"^ ) (5.3.23) 
which gives a class of operational representations for the polynomial T^ "^' (x). 
By replacing a by a - k + 1 in (5.3.23), he obtained the following 
Again he put k = a + 1 in (5.3.24) and let T^+i be the operator corresponding to 
k = a + 1, then operational representation given by him as follows 
C{e"'^^^^j = n! x" e-'^ "^^  T'^^X) (5.3.25) 
Again he used (5.3.4-5) in (5.3.23) and obtained the following 
(T,+ax-x^p;(x)) .Un!T-^- ' (x) 
From (5.3.23), he obtained the following by operating on both sides with 
T : jx" - e-'^ '^ '^ Ti" '^-') (x)} - - * ^ ^ ^ x"^ "'^ " e-''^ "^^  T^ f^ .t)'^  (^) • (5-3.26) 
Since 
T"{x« e-''^ '^'''} = x"^" e"'^ '^"^  n! TI:''-'\XK) 
He defined the following from (5.3.6), with u = x^^ '^ e'''^ ^^ '^  and v = x'^ e"''^ '^'^  
s=0 
(5.3.27) 
He took ?i = 1, |i = 1 in (5.3.26), and obtained the following 
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^ . „ -p- , -ng2P,(x) T^n ( a . p . , g - 2 P , ( x ) j ^ ^ , ^ T fP ; ' ^ ) ' ^ ^^ ) X js "^^^ ) ( 5 - 3 - 2 8 ) 
s=0 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS : 
H. B. Mittal [135] established the generating function as follows 
Since 
JL 1 
s=o s! 
From above he defined 
gtT, |^ag-p,(x)|^^ it^T,^{x"e-''^W| 
X" -Py\~\ - 1 
e ^l-O ^ 1 ^ ±f x"^ s g-p„(x) g, T{""k-i)(^ >j 
(1-x tp S s! 
t 
Further he replaced t by —, and obtained the following generating function 
X 
( 1 - t p ' e'^ "^^  e"'^^*'"^"Lg t^  T^«)(x) (5.3.29) 
s=0 
Since 
T," {x«-^ '^ e"'^ *''^ } = x"-'"'"" e"'^ '^') n! T*;)(x) 
For another generating function he operated on both sides with e'^ '' in (5.3.24) 
and observed the following 
00 1 , , a-k+l+n _ 
E ^'"^""' '"""^"'" 'HTrT^^ '^ '-«^!T '^ x(l-x.r 
in=0 m! ^ ^ ( l - X t j L -^ 
Further he replaced t by —, and got the following generating function 
X 
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m=0 
'^ m + n^ 
V n J 
t"^en)W=(i-tr-"e-^^L-^^'-^^'"Jxir'rx(i-t) 
(5.3.30) 
Again, since 
n=n n=n n ! ^ ^ 
By use of (5.3.10), he found the following generating function 
Z t"Ti;'-"){x) = (l + tf e'^ '''^ e-'^ W-)] (5.3.31) 
n=0 
Multiplying by x'"'*'^ ' e'''^ '^'^ , and operating on both sides with T^ '", in (5.3.31) 
he defined the following 
T,-"!; t" x«-^ '^ e"'^ '^'' Ti:-")(x) = (l + t f T,"' {x"-^ '^ e-'^ '^^ '-'^ }^ 
n=0 ^ ' 
and hence because of (5.3.26), He obtained the following generating flmction 
'^ m + n^ 
n=0 
" ^Py('^),-PT['^(l-t)] T« E t" T(t„,(x) = (l + treWe-^W'-t)J T;[x(l + t)] (5.3.32) 
V n J 
The above generating functions were deduced by a different and less elegant 
method in [130] 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS: 
H. B. Mittal [130] defined the recurrence relations as follows 
Since 
-n-l ^ a ^-Py(>') T J i r x" e-'^ ^^ M^ = r x"e~'^ k ^k 
- P v X 
= n!x"""e"'^^'^T^""'-')(x) 
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He, obtained the following recurrence relation 
nT;«Hx) = {a + n)T;;i,(x)-xp;(x)T;;^_,)(x) + xDT;;^ _,)(x) (5.3.33) 
Again he wrote 
jn ( a g-Py(x)) ^ ^ n j ^ . ^m_ ^a -m-1 ^-P,(x 
and used (5.3.6) with u = x"" and v = x"""" ' e ^^ "^'^ , he obtained the following 
n! x""" e"'^ '^' T ( " * M ( X ) = X X {T^^X'") {T/X"-'"-' e-'^ '^ H 
s=o [s)' ^ ^ 
Hence he got the result 
X yn 
s=0 S! 
y(a-m-l)/ \ 
S(n-s) l^j (5.3.34) 
Further he put m = 0, k = 1 in above expression and obtained. 
TrW = ZTr'(x). ( a - l ) ; (5.3.35) 
s=0 
Again he put m = m - k + 1 in (5.3.34) and finally defined the following result 
. (a+k-l) , Tr"'w=s ^ ("^  + l)s . ( a . 
fl S! 
 q-.(a+k-m-2) 
~ S(n-s) ( X ) (5.3.36) 
POLYNOMIALS RELATED TO THE T ;^) (x): 
L. Carlitz [43] studied the set of potynomials A; ' (x) defined by 
| ; A W ( x ) e ; ' ( x ) = 0 (n>l) 
r=o 
Aj(x) = l 
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.(X) C[' (x) being the ultraspherical polynomial of degree n. In this section, H. B. 
Mittal [130] considered the set |A|,"'(X,P^ (X)) | of polynomials defined by 
|;A;^)(X,P^(X))T(1JX,P^(X)) = 0 (n>l) 
k=0 } (5.3.37) 
AW(X,P^(X)) = 1 , 
where we have written T^ "^  (x,p^(x)) for T*„"^  (x) in (5.3.37). From (5.3.7), he 
got 
zi;A;«)(x,p,(x))T\i,(x,p.,(x))t" 
n=0 k=0 
00 00 
ElA;j'(x,p,(x))TW(K,p,(x))t"-
n=0 k=0 
= SAS*(x,p,(x))t'(l~.r'e' ' ' '- 'e a-1 ^P (^x) ^-Py[''0-0 ' ] 
k=0 
and hence 
i A W ( x , p , ( x ) ) . ' = ( l - t ) - e - « " e " ' H ' - ' 1 (5.3.38) 
k=0 
Further, he compared (5.3.29) and (5.3.38), and obtained the following 
AS:^(X,P,(X)) = T(:°- ' ) (X,-P^(X)) (5.3.39) 
Again, from (5.3.29). he wrote the following 
i T M ( x , p , ( x ) ) , » = ( l - , r ' e W e " ' ' f - " - " 1 
OO (30 i:Tr*"(x,2p,(x))t».j:A;«(x,p,(x))t" 
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Hence, he obtained the following result 
n CO 
TW (X,P, (X)) = X At« (x,p, (x)) = S T K " ('=.2P,{>')) • (5-3.40) 
k=0 n=0 
Again he used (5.3.39) in (5.3.30) and established the following 
t\'^.P,Mht Ti;'-"(x.-P,{>^))TK"(>'.2P,(>')) (5-3-41) 
k=0 
From (5.3.39) it is evident that the polynomials A^°Ux,p^(x)), defined in 
(5.3.37), have properties similar to those of T^ "^  fx,p^ (x)j. 
Further, he suggested that if one puts Py(x) = x, then all the 
aforementioned results reduce to the ones for Laguerre polynomials. 
5.4 SOME OPERATIONAL GENERATING FORMULAE : 
H. B. Mittal [129] defined the operational generating formulae as 
follows 
Firstly he considered f (x) = ^  a^x ,^ and the sum 
y=0 
n=0 " • 
b+y+n 
n=o n ! 
= Xa/-(l-xt) ._a-b-y-l 
n=0 
b-1 
^x^O-xtp""' f 1-xt 
and hence, he got the general result 
00 t " 
S -T : ,{x ' f (x )} = x ' ( l - x t ) - ' - ' f 
n=o n; 1-xt 
(5.4.1) 
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Again 
t ^ T : , n { x ^ f W H i ; ^ a ^ ( a + b4-y + n)^x b+y+n 
,2n a + b + y 
Jn 
a+b+y+1 
,b+y+n 
Jn 
n,y=0 n ! (a + b + yX 
= S x^ ^^ a^  ,F, 
n,y=0 
a+b+y a+b+y+1 
a + b + y; 4xt (5.4.2) 
Also, one knows that 
2F, 
y + 1 
y,——;2y;z :{1-Z) 
l+( I -z ) 
2y-l 
(5.4.3) 
By using (5.4.3) and (5.4.2) he obtained the following 
n=o n' y=0 
•a+b+y-1 
I + {l-4xt)2 
t ^T.-„{x'f(x)} = x^{l-4xt)T 
n=0 n ! 
- la+b-l 
l + (l-4xt)2 
2x 
l + (l-4xt)2 
(5.4.4) 
Also, since 
t ^ T : . { x ' f ( x ) } = | : i l a , ( a + b + y-n)„x 
n=o n! ' n_^=o n! 
b+r+n 
= 1 -^sH"(i-a-b-y). 
n,y=0 n ! 
,b+y+n 
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a+b+y-1 
= 1 Sx^ ^^ O + x t f ' 
n=0 
Thus he obtained 
00 t " 
I -T:. ,{x^f(x)}=[x(l + xt)J(l + x t r ' f [ x + (l + xt)] (5.4.5) 
n=0 ri! 
Next he considered the following 
n=o ni n=o n: 
(5.4.6) 
n o2n 
z 
. a , ( - i r 2 r i - a - b - r 2 - a - b -
Vn 
X 
b+y+n 
/ n 
n,y=o n ; ( 1 - a - b - y X 
= Z a^ x^^ ,^F, 
n,y=0 
1 - a - b - y 2 - a - b - y 
; 1 - a - b - y; -4xt 
Further, he used (5.4.3) in (5.4.6) and obtained the following 
t -^T:_,4x^f(x)} = | ; a / ^ ^ ( l + 4xt)-i 
n=o n y=0 l + (l + 4xt)2 
-a-b-y 
and hence, general operational formula 
I -T;_,„{x^f(x)}:=(l + 4xt)-ix ' 
n=o n! 
- i -a-b 
l + (l + 4xt)2 
l + (l + 4xt)2 
(5.4.7) 
Since a is independent of n, one can write (5.4.1) in the following form 
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e ' ' -{x ' ' f (x)}=x ' ' ( l -xtp ' ' " 'F 
1-xt 
Also since 
n=o n! ' n=o n! ' ' 
Hence, he got the generating function 
" t" 
I -T3T{x^ f (x )}=e ' ^ - f c{x ' ' f ( x )} 
n! 
(5.4.8) 
(5.4.9) 
which is a generalization of (5.4.1) in (5.4.9), one first evaluate X^ ", jx'' f (x)| 
and then use (5.4.8) to gets the relevant generating function. 
GENERALIZED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
H. B. Mittal [129] suggested that if one puts p/x) = x in (5.3.5), then 
one gets a new operational representation for the Laguerre polynomial and if 
one puts py(x) = px ,^ one gets an operational formula for the generalized 
Laguerre polynomial of Chaterjea [55]. 
Again he put b = o p^ (x) = e'''^ ^"' in (5.4.1), (5.4.4), (5.4.5), (5.4.7) and 
(5.4.9) then he got respectively, the following generating function for the 
generalized Laguerre polynomials 
-^' M^). E tX"Hx) = (l-tpe^^^^^e i-t 
n=0 
I - T r ' ( x ) = ( l -4 tP 
n=0 n! 
2 
l + (l-4t)i 
a 
e'^ '^ ^e 
2Y 
1 
l+(l-4t)i 
(5.4.10) 
(5.4.11) 
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Z tX~"^i^)={^+^Y^'^^ Pr(''L-Pr['<0«)] (5.4.12) 
n=0 
z 3Tr"'('<)=(i+''tp 
n=0 
l + (l + 4t)2 
a+1 
-P^ 
Pjx) 
e ^ e 
x(l+(l+4t))2 
(5.4.13) 
n=0 
^ra + n^ 
V n J 
t'TitM={i-ir-\'^^% 1-t r(0 ym 1-t (5.4.14) 
Further, he put Py(x) = x in the above generating functions, and got the 
following generating flinctions for the Laguerre polynomials 
a-l X t"TrHx)=(i-tr-'e>-' (5.4.15) 
n=0 
t t"L(r)(x) = ( l-4t)-I 
n=0 l+(l-4t)2 
exp 
-x( l - ( l -4t ) )^ 
l + ( l -4 t ) i 
CO 
z t"L(r)(x)=(i+tre-
(5.4.16) 
(5.4.17) 
n=0 
X t"L(r")(x) = (l + 4t) 
n=0 
-la+l 
l + (l + 4t)2 
/"m + n"^  
n=0 
Z t"L(l(x) = (l-tr^-'exp 
V n J 
exp 
- x t 
1-t 
-2xt 
l + ( l + 4t)2 
(5.4.18) 
•W X 
1-t 
(5.4.19) 
The results (5.4.15), (5.4.17) are well known [66], the results (5.4.16), 
(5.4.18) were given by Toscano [171] and (5.4.19) has been proved by 
Rainville [160, P. 210] by a different method. Again he suggested that by 
putting p (^x) = px^  in (5.4.10) (5.4.11), (5.4.12), (5.4.13) and (5.4.14) then one 
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gets generating functions corresponding to the generalized Laguerre 
polynomial of Chatterjea [55]. 
OPERATIONAL GENERATING RELATIONS : 
H. B. Mittal [132] considered a class of polynomials F„ (x,a,m,P^(x)j, 
defined by the Rodrigues formula 
F„(x,a,m,P^(x)) = x V ^ ^ ' b " ^mn+ag-Py(x) (5.5.1) 
a, m, being constants, Py(x) being a polynomial in x of degree y. It is 
immediate that the above polynomial reduces to the generalized Laguerre 
polynomial [133] for m = 1 and to the generalized Gould and Hopper 
polynomial [78]. It is easily seen that 
D" mn+a -Py(x) = x-"n (5-j){x™"V'''^ ''^ | 
= n (5 + j) x™-"e 
j=0 ^ 
n.-PyW 
=x^-'n (s+j+k){x 
j=0 ^ 
mn+a-n~k+l ~Py(x) 
using (5.3.3), one gets 
T-^ n mn+a -Py(x) _ k-n-1 j n ( mn+a-n-k+I -Py(x)) 
From (5.5.1) and above result, he obtained the following class of operational 
formulas 
F „ ( x , a , m , p ^ ( x ) ) = x ' -"-"- ' e'^*'^ y^ n ( mn.a-n-k.l ^-PyW) ^ 3 5 2 ) 
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giving different values of k in (5.5.2), one gets different operational 
representations for the polynomial F|^fx,a,m,P^(x)V Further he took 
k = mn + a - n + l, 
T;:-,)n.aJe-^^W) = x - ™ e-^^(^'F,(x,a,m,P,(x)) (5.3.3) 
From which, by giving different values to m, one gets operational formula for 
different polynomials. By making use of the Laguerre expansion formula 
^a + (b + l ) ; (i+vr'=i+(a+i)i; 
n=l 
\" 
n-1 
(5.5.4) 
where 
v = t(l + v f , v(0) = 0 
L. Carlitz, proved that 
\a+l (l + v r ^ | , fa + (b + lX 
1-bv n=0 n-1 
(5.5.5) 
(5.5.6) 
vb+l 
where v = t(l + v) . Again H. B. Mittal [132] consider a fimction f(x) and it 
given as 
f(x) = i; a y 
y=0 
(5.5.7) 
Thus he obtained the following 
Z - r V M n - ^ ' f W H l ^ ^ ( b + Y + (m-l)n + a + l)^x b+Y+m 
n=o n n,y=0 
" n,y=0 n=0 n! 
b + y + mn + n 
n 
\ 
|-n j^b+y+n (5.5.8) 
and further reused (5.5.6) in (5.5.8) and obtained the following 
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^n / i \b+y+p+l 
where v = xt(l + v)", from (5.5.7) above equation reduces to 
a+b+l 
Z -iV. 
n=0 n! 
(m-l)n+a+l f (X)) . 
x^(l + v) 
I - (m- l )v f(x(l + v)) (5.5.9) 
where v = xt(l + v)*". Again from (5.5.4), if b = m - 1, 
r (i+vr=i+(a+i)i; 
n=l 
a + mn 
n-1 
(5.5.10) 
where v = t(l + v)". Putting a = 0 in (5.5.10), one gets 
v = E 
n=l 
^mn^ 
vn-ly 
(5.5.11) 
Similarly, for a = - 2 
V 
T+V m=l 
^mn-2^t" 
V n-1 ; 
(5.5.12) 
Again, following Carlitz [47], H. B. Mittal [132] defined 
B(t,c) = - S 
n=l 
(c + l)n 
n -1 
(5.5.13) 
and 
A(t,a,c,d =-5^  ^ ^ , 
^ ^ l + cB(t,c) 
a+d+l 
(5.5.14) 
In view of (5.5.11), (5.5.10) and (5.5.14), the generating function (5.5.9) 
becomes 
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" f E -7T(;-.WaJ^' f(x) =x^A(xt,a,m-l,b) frx(l-B(xt ,m-l)) 
n=0 n! KO" 
(5.5.15) 
Again, as is sliown by Carlitz [47] 
-B(-t,c) 
B(t , -c- l ) : 
l-B(-t ,c) (5.5.16) 
and 
A( t , -a , -c - l , -d) = A(-t,a,c,d) 
l-B(-t,c) (5.5.17) 
From (5.5.17) and (5.5.16), the generating function (5.5.15) becomes 
Z-TV,,„,{^"fW} 
n=0 i^' 
X ''A(-xt,a,m-2,b) 
l -B(-xt ,m-2) x<^  1 + 
B(-xt,m-2) 
l -B(-xt ,m-2) (5.5.18) 
-Pv(x) Now, let b = 0 and f (x) = e^  ^^  ^ in (5.5.9), then 
Z ^,T(;.,)„.a..{e -PJx) 
(l + vj a+1 
l - (m- l )v exp{-p^[x(l + v)]} (5.5.19) 
where v = xt(l + v)". Using (5.5.3), (5.5.19)reduce to 
\a+l 
t V. (x ,a ,m,P, (x) ) = ^ < i i ^ e W e - ' ' [ ' l ' " ' « (5.5.20) 
n=0 n! l - (m-l)^ 
where v = x'^"'t(l + vf . 
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For another operational generating relation, H. B. Mittal [132] 
considered f (x) = ^ a x^  to be uniformly convergent in (P, 5) and following 
y=0 
sum 
QO t 00 f \ CO 
n=0 " • n=0 n ! ly=o 
b+y 
where m is a constants. 
Because term by term differentiation is justified, he interchanged the 
order of summation, 
t ^ T ; , ) _ , { x ^ f ( x ) } = f ; a / - | ; (b + y + (m-l)n + a + lX 
.^0 n! y=0 n=0 
=1 ^x'-E 
y=0 n=0 
x"t" 
n! 
b + y + mn + a 
n 
x" t" (5.5.21) 
making use of (5.5.6), (5.5.21) reduces to 
,b+y 0") b+y+a+1 I^W.4'''fW}=Iv' ,_(„_,), 
where v = xt(l + v) , m being a constant. Hence, he obtained the following 
operational generating formula 
E 3T,; (m-l)n+(x+l 
b /•• \a+b+l 
„=o n! -- -' ^ • '' l - (m-l)^ 
Further he obtained the form of the result when m is negative as follows. 
From (5.5.4) and (5.5.5), by putting b = m - 1, 
va+I (i+vr=i+(a+i)2: 
n=l 
a + mn 
n-1 
(5.5.23) 
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where v = t(l + v)"", m a constant. Taking a = 0 in (5.5.23) 
n=l 
'^  mn "^  
vn-ly n 
(5.5.24) 
Similarly, for a = -2, (5.5.23) gives 
^mn-2^t" 
1 + v S V n-1 J n 
(5.5.25) 
In view of (5.5.24), (5.5.13) and (5.5.14), the relation (5.5.22) takes the 
form 
I ^ T ; _ , ) „ , ^ „ { X ^ f(x)} = x^A(xt,a,m-l,b) f [x( l -B(xt ,m-l))] 
(5.5.26) 
Again making use of (5.5.16) and (5.5.17) in (5.5.26), he derived the following 
I -TTVon-a.ijx"' f(x)} = x-^A(-xt,a,m-2,b-l) f 
n=o n ( l -B(-xt ,m-2)) 
(5.5.27) 
where m is a constant. Again, if one uses (5.5.16) and 
A(t , - l , -c- l , -d) = A(-t,a,c,d-l) 
in (5.5.26). One gets 
1 
n=o n 
(m-l)n-o+l 
, ,^  X ''A(-xt,a,m-2,b) f (x = 5_^-^ 1_Z f 
^ ^^  l -B(-xt ,m-2) ( l -B(-xt ,m-2)) 
(5.5.28) 
The operational formula (5.5.27) and (5.5.28) are precisely the same 
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5.6 GENERALIZED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS DEFINED 
BY OPERATIONAL GENERATING RELATIONS : 
H. B. Mittal [131] remarked that in (2.11.7), Py(x) being polynomial in x 
of degree y. T^ " (x) reduced to the generalized Laguerre polynomials of 
Chatterjea [55] for Py(x) = px'' and to the Laguerre polynomial for py(x) = x : 
In terms of the polynomialF^ (x,a,m,p^ (x)) one gets 
F4x,a,m,p^(x)) = n!T;")(x) (5.6.1) 
The operational formula for the generalized Laguerre polynomial is defined by 
him is 
Ti:i {e"'^ "^^ } = n! x" e^ '^ "^^  T^\x) (5.6.2) 
Py(x) being a polynomial in x of degree y, a being a constant. Further he took m 
= 1 in (5.5.20), and used (5.6.1), he got the following generating function for 
the generalized Laguerre polynomials 
-rTi,Hx) = ( l - t ) e^^'e L J (5.6.3) 
n=0 n! 
Again he used (5.6.2), (3.5.19) and obtained the following general generating 
function 
f _ t ;^^(a>- l )n) . , ( i + V r ^P,(x) ^-P, [xQ.v)] ^^ ^ ^^ 
n=o n! ^ l - ( m - l ) v 
where v = t (l + v) , m being a constant. 
Again he suggested that for m = 1, (5.6.4) reduces to (5.6.3) and from 
(5.6.4) one gets the generating function for the generalized Laguerre 
polynomials of different order. 
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Further he took b = 0 and f(x) = e~'^ '^^  in (5.5.18) and used (5.6.2), 
obtained the following result 
y t"T^"' 
Z_i yn 
nr|.(-a-(m-l)n) 
(" ) 
n=0 
A(-t,a,m-2,0) p^^ (, 
l -B( - t ,m-2) e ^ exp x< l^ + 
B(-t,m-2) 
l -B( - t ,m-2) (5.6.5) 
The result in (5.6.4) and (5.6.4) are the generalizations of the results of 
brown [32] and Carlitz [47]. Again he [131] used (5.5.3), (5.6.2) and obtained 
F„(x,a,l,P^(x)) = x('-"^)"F„(x,a-(m-l)n,m,P^(x)) (5.6.6) 
From (5.6.6), one gets readily the relation between the generalized Laguerre 
polynomial and the other polynomials, further H. B. Mittal [132] obtained a 
class of operational representation for the set of polynomials T^ " (x) from 
(5.2.24). In particular he put m = a + 1 in (5.2.24) 
T:..{exp(-p,(x))}=n!x" exp{-p^(x)} TW(X) (5.6.7) 
He noticed that if b = 0 and f(x) = exp|-p^(x)l in (5.5.22) and by using 
(5.6.7) one gets the following generating function for the generalized Laguerre 
polynomial 
\a+! 
I ; x ( : * ' - ' W ( x ) t » = i i ^ ^ e x p { - p , ( > c ) ) exp{-p,[x(l + v)]}(5.6.8) 
n=0 
Also if b = 0 and f (x) = exp|-p^(x)| in (5.5.27), one gets 
A(-t,a,m-2,0) ( . .) f 
l-B(-t.m-2) MvA4M-P; l -B( - t ,m-2) (5.6.9) 
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In particular if Py(x) = x in (5.6.8), (5.6.9) to gives the following generating 
relation for the Laguerre polynomial 
\a+l 
^ " ^ ^ l - (m- l )v n=0 
£ L t - ( -W( , ) tn = A(-t a,m,0) | -xB(- t ,m) ^^ 
^ " ^ ^ l-B(-t,m) ^ l l - B ( - t , m ) ' n=0 
For m, a positive integer, the result (5.6.10) and (5.6.11) were initially proved 
by Brown [32], Carlitz [47] showed that [5.6.10) and (5.6.11) hold for all m. 
5.7 CHARACTERIZATIONS: 
00 
Let f(x) admit a formal power series expansion f (x) = ^  a^ x^  and let 
r=o 
C{f (x )}=n!x"g(x) fW(x) (5.7.1) 
where T^ ,^ = x(a + I + xD), a being a constant and g(x) being a function of x 
alone H. B. Mittal [131] gave the following characterization for f„^ "' (x). 
THEOREIM 5.1 : A necessary and sufficient condition that fi"^(x) be 
defined by the generating relation 
t f M - W ( x ) , - = [ g ( x ) ] - ' - i ! ^ ^ f[x(+v)] (5.7.2) 
n=o i-(^m-ijv 
where v = t(l + v)"" and m is a constant, is that it be given by (5.7.1). 
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PROOF : The proof is simple one can get the result by using (5.5.22) and 
(5.7.1). The generating function (5.7.2) can be rewritten in various other forms. 
As for examples, let 
G(x,y(t))= [g(x)]-'flxy(t)]. (5.7.3) 
where y(t) is some function independent of x, in view of (5.7.3), (5.7.2) 
becomes 
n=o l - ( m - l ) v 
Again, if F(x, t) is a fianction of x and t, and if 
G(x,t) = F r„ (^-0 (5.7.5) 
then from (5.7.4), one gets 
(1 + v) 
y ff"^^"-''"Vx)t" , , 
n=o " ^ ^ l - (m- l )v 
putting m = 1 in (5.7.6) 
V 1 + Vy 
(5.7.6) 
Z f i " ) ( x ) t " = ( l - t r ' f ( x , t ) 
n=0 
Again, putting m = -1 in (5.7.6) 
f;fl"-^"'(x)t"=(i+4t)-2 
n=0 
l + (l + 4t)2 
o+l 
(5.7.7) 
4t 
1 Y 
l + (l + 4t)2 
(5.7.8) 
where (l + 4t)2 -> 1 as t ^ 0. In view of theorem (5.1), he gave the following 
result 
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THEOREM 5.2 : A necessary and sufficient condition that fn"^(x) have a 
generating function of the form (5.7.8) is that it be given by (5.7.7). 
A result similar to theorem (5.2) has been derived by Brown [32] a 
number of interesting special case of theorem (5.1) occur in his doctoral thesis. 
Further, he replaced a by - a and took m = -b in (5.7.6) 
n=0 " ^ ^ l + (l + b)v 
X, 
1 + v 
(5.7.9) 
In view of theorem (5.1), again, he gave the following result 
THEOREM 5.3 : A necessary and sufficient condition that ff"^(x) have a 
generating relation of the form 
^ * " ^ ^ ' l + (l + b)v* n=0 
X,-
1 + v 
(5.7.10) 
where v(l + v) = t is that it be given by (5.7.7). 
5.8 ON SOME PROPERTIES OF Tk: 
A. K. Shukla and J. C. Prajapati [164] obtained the following generating 
relations of (5.3.23) 
l:T<r-"(x>"=(i-t)^-' exp L{x)-pjx(i-tr') 
n=0 L ^ ' 
(5.8.1) 
XT<r«-"(x>" =(l + t r < " " exp [p , (x ) -p4x( l + t)}] (5.8.2) 
n=0 
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''m + n^ 
m=0 V n J 
^ ( a + s - l ) / \ m 
^k(n+m) y^) ^ 
:(l + t r - e x p [ p , ( x ) - p , { x ( l - t ) } ] T ( r ' ) { x ( l - t ) } (5.8.3) 
^m + n^ 
m=0 V " ; 
^ ( a - m + s - l ) / \ m 
^k(n+m) l ^ ; ^ 
= (l + t r - ' exp[p,(x)-p,{x(l + t)}]Ti™-'){x(l + t)} (5.8.4) 
they proved the above resuhs as follows. 
PROOF OF (5.8.1) : From (5.3.23), one consider 
| ;x"Ti—)(x) t" =x-exp{p,(x)} e'^^[x«exp{-p,(x)}" 
n=0 
and using (5.3.9), above equation reduces to 
g x - t " - ' ) (x) t" = x-«exp{p, (x)} X" (1 - xt)-("^ )^ expf-p, {x(l - xt) 
n=0 
= (l-xtr("^^'expL(x)-p,{x(l-xt)- '} 
t 
replacing t by —, which gives (5.8.1) 
X 
PROOF OF (5.8.2) : From (5.3.23), one consider 
Ti"-"^^-"(x) --x-^"-"^-" expjp,(x)}T;[X«-"exp{-p,(x)}; 
or 
i;Ti™"'H>^>" =x-" exp{p,(x)}e'^^[x"-exp{-pax)} 
n=0 
By using (5.3.10), above equation reduces to 
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| ; T < ™ - ' ) ( X ) t" =X-« exp{p,(x)}x«(l + tr<"^^^exp[-p,{x(l + t)} 
n=0 
(l4-tr<"-^exp[p,(x)-p,{x(l + t)}] 
PROOF OF (5.8.3) : Again from (5.3.23), one considers 
tT, T-n 
e"^  T X" exp{-p, (x)}] = n!x-"exp{-p, (x)} t " - ) (x) 
or 
e'^ ^ ( T ; exp{-p, (x)}) = n!e'^ ^ [x" - exp{-p, (x)} T^;-) (x); 
or 
^ni'-r'n 
=0 m! 
{x"exp{-p,(x)} 
n ! x - " ( l - x t ) - ( ' ' - - ^ x p U { x ( l - x t ) - ' } l T r - " { x ( l - x t ) 
Therefore, one gets 
1 
S ; ; 7 ^ ( " ^ - ' " ) ' " ™ " exp{-p,(x)} T ( r / ( x ) t " 
,=0 m! n 
x-"(l-xt)-("^^-) exp -p,{x(l-xt)- ') Tr- '^{x( l -x t ) 
hence above equation reduces to 
m=0 
^m + n^ 
V n J 
r"r:v(x)t'" i(a+s-l) 
'k(m+n) 
= (l-xt) -(a+s+n) exp p,(x)-pjx(i-xt)-'nT(r'^{x(i-xt) 
replacing t by t/x, which gives (5.8.3) 
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PROOF OF (5.8.4) : Again from (5.3.23), one considers 
x"exp{-p,(x)}] = n !x -" exp{-p,(x)} TirH^) 
Replacing a by a - m 
T-Tl x"-"^exp{-p,(x)} = n ! x ™ " exp{-p,(x)} T ( ™ - ' ) ( X ) 
or 
tT.(T;[x-E„{-p,(x)}]) = n! e'^{x(-")- exp{-p,(x)} Ti™-')(x)] 
using (5.3.10) 
xm-ym+n 
^ ^fr[''°""'^''p{-p.('')}] 
n=o m! 
n!x-"(l-xt)"-- 'exp[-p,{x(l + t)}]T(™-'){x(l + t)} 
Therefore, one gets 
j£, (m + n)! 
V^ _\ /_ +a-m+m+n 
m=o m! n! 
expf-p^x)) T t r r ' C x j t " 
= X"" (1 +1)°"-' exp[-p, {x(l + t)}jT;r" '-" {x(l + t)) 
which reduces to (5.8.4). 
Also A. K. Shukla and J. C. Prajapati [164] obtained the following finite 
summation formula for (5.3.23) 
1 
^irH-hi: -(a-PLT(rj;(x) 
=0 m! 
(3.8.5) 
" 1 Tr-'H-)-Z ::^ KTf(l)(x) 
n=o m! 
(3.8.6) 
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PROOF OF (5.8.5) : One can write (5.2.23) as 
X X" Tr"" (>^) t "=x- exp(p,(x))e'^^rx"exp{-p,(x)} 
n=0 
= x-" exp{p,(x)}x"(l-xt)-*""'exp - p j x ( l - x t ) 
-(a+s) ( l - x t r ^ ^ ^ e x p P , ( x ) - P J x ( l - x t ) v-I 
Applying the result 
P OO 
( l - a t ) - a=( l - a t ) - aX 
m=0 
^a- (3^ 
V a y 
at) 
m! 
which yields 
Xx"Tr- 'Hx) t"=( l -x t ) -^^^"^i ; ( a - p ) 
n=0 m=0 •" m ! 
exp PkW-Pkp(l-xO''| 
x't" 
= Z (a-P)„^exp{p,(x)}(l-xt)-(^^^)exp -p Jx ( l -x t ) - ' 
n=0 n i ! L v n=0 
using (5.8.1), above equation reduces to 
X x " T r - " ( x ) t " = I (a-p) 
n=0 m=0 
X^t" 
•" m ! 
exp {p, (x)} x"Pe'^ = [xP exp {-p, (x)} 
^m^m 
= 1 (a-P)„^exp{p,(x)}x-PT;[xPexp{-p,(x)} 
00 n 1 Y 
I I -:T{«-P) 
-P+m 
n=o m=o rn' (n-m)! 
exp{p,(x)}Tr[xPexp{-p,(x)}; 
equating the coefficient oft" 
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n 1 v-P+f" 
Tr-"(x)= I ( a - p ) „ ^ - — exp{p,(x))Tr" x^xp|-p,(x)! 
m=o ni; (^n-mj! 
,11 T ( « + S - 1 ) | 
Therefore, 
" 1 
Tr- 'Hx)=Z - ( a - P ) 
=0 m ! 
,-P(-n-m) 
(n-m)! exp{p,(x)}Tr[x^xp{-p,(x)}; 
and applying (5.2.23) then the above equation immediately leads to (3.8.5). 
PROOF OF (5.8.6) : Again, one can write (5.2.23) as 
^ir'^ (x) = -x-"-"exp{p, (X))T: [XX"-' exp{-p, (x)} 
using (5.3.6) and (5.3.3) above equation reduces to 
T r " 'Hx) = - x — e x p { p , ( x ) } x X 
n! m=n 
n! 
„ o m!(n-m)! 
[(s + xD)(s + l + xD)(s + 2 + xD)---(s + ( n - m - l ) + xD)]exp{-Pk(x)} 
x'"[(l + xD)(2 + xD)---(m + xD)]x"-' 
T r - " W = exp{p,(x)}X 
1 n-m-l 
— — - - n (s + i + xD)exp{-p,(x)}(aX 
m=o m!(^n-mj! j=o 
(5.8.7) 
putting a = 0 and replacing n by n - m in (5.2.23) which reduces to 
'^k(n-m)(x)- (n-m)! x-("-"^'exp{p,(x)}Tr[exp{-p,(x)}; 
Thus, we have 
1 
(n-m)! exp{-Pk(x)} ^ Tf"'> (x) exp{Pk(x)} '*""'"' 
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using (5.3.3) 
1 n-m-l 
- n (s + i + xD) exp{-p,(x)}j- . 
(n-m)! ,=0 ^ ' '-^ exp{p,(x)J 
The use of (5.8.8) and (5.8.7) gives complete proof of (5.8.6) 
'^kfn-m)!'') 
(5.8.8) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS : Some special cases of T(„"""''(X) 
polynomials given by them [164] are as follows. 
He replaced a by a + 1, pk(x) = x and s = 0 in (5.2.23), then this equation 
reduces to 
Ti"^(x) = L(:)(x) = Z:(x;l) = Y«(x;l) 
where Z"(x;l) is Konhauere polynomials of second kind (Srivastava [162]) 
defined as 
z:(x;k) = 
r(kn + a + l) " 
n! 
rn\ 
iJ r(kj + a + l) 
where k is a positive integer and Y"(x;k) is Konhaurer polynomials of first 
kind (Sristava [162]) defined as 
-kn-a-l 
Y"(x;k) = ^^  e''(x'"'D)nrx""'e-'' ' 
where k is a positive integer. 
Again they replaced a by a + 1, pk(x) = px*^  in (5.3.23) and obtained 
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Further they look a = 1 - n, Pk(x) = x^ , s = 0 in (5.3.23) and used the result 
(x'D)'{f(x)}-x"^'D"{x"-'f(x)} 
[Srivastava and Manocha [163] verified this result by using induction method]. 
They get the following result 
Tr(x) = ^ H , ( x ) . 
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CHAPTER - VI 
A STUDY OF q-LAGUEMRE 
Tk,q^OPERATOR 
CHAPTER - 6 
A STUDY OF q-LA GUERRE POL YNOMIALS 
THROUGH THE Tkq^'OPERATOR 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In 1964, W. A. Al-Salam [10] defined and studied the properties and 
f d ] 
applications of the operator 9 = x 1 + x— . He used this operator very 
V dx; 
elegantly to drive and generalize some known formulae involving some of the 
classical orthogonal polynomials. He also gave a number of new results and 
obtained operational representation of the Laguerre, Jacobi, Legendre and other 
polynomials. Further he showed how apparently different generating functions 
can be obtained one from another. 
relation T^  = x r, d^ k + x — 
dx 
In 1971, H. B. Mittal [130] generalized the operator 9 by means of the 
where k is a constant. He used this operator to 
obtain results for generalized Laguerre, Jacobi and other polynomials. 
In 1992, M. A. Khan [112] defined and studied q-extension of operator 
Tk. He obtained several applications of this operator for finding operational 
representations for various q-polynomials. 
M. A. Khan, obtained the result which are q-analogue of those proposed 
by W. A. Al-Salam [10], H. B. Mittal [130] and E. D. Rainville [150], While 
the rest are believed to be new he denoted the operator by T^  q x. 
00 
Hahn [79] defined if f (x) = X a, x^  then 
r=0 
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f([x-y]) = I a ^ ( x - y ) . (6.1.1) 
r=0 
l ^ - y ] r=0 ("-y). 
(6.1.2) 
In 1960, Carlitz [41] gave the following operational formula for 
Laguerre polynomials. 
j=i k=o i^- QX 
and Goulds Hopper [78], in 1962, established the formula 
(6.1.3) 
j=i k=o V'^y ^n-k 
(n -k ) !x 'D ' ' . (6.1.4) 
For the notations and various definitions one is referred to the Paper of 
W. H. Abdi [2], W. Hahn [79], M. A. Khan [110-112] and the book of L. J. 
Slater [170]. 
6.2 Tkqx OPERATOR AND ITS PROPERTIES : 
In 1992, M. A. Khan [112], introduced q-extension of the operator T^  by 
means of the following relation 
TM,x-x(l-q){[k] + q^xD ,^4 (6.2.1) 
where k is constant, | q | < 1, [k] is a q-number and Dqx is a q-derivative with 
respect to x. He also remarked that if q -> 1, (6.2.1) reduces to 
T. =x(k + xD), D = — 
^ ^ ^ dx 
and for k=l, it becomes 6(operator). Further M. A. Khan [112] showed that 
T^n -^  n T^n 
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where T^ "^  ^ defined as 
Tk.q.x = Tk,q,x (Tk ,q !x ) ' n > 0 (6.2.3) 
and X is not depending on x. From (6.2.1), he found the following result 
TM,x{x"^'^}=(q'''"^') x"^'"" (6.2.4) 
where X is an integer and a is arbitrary. Further, he derived the following 
properties of T q^x 
T .^,x iS^^[(a,);(bJ;x] = x"(q^)^ , J : l [ ( a J , n + k;(b3),k;x] (6.2.5) 
and 
eq(T,q,)>S^^[(a.);(b.);x] = ^ ^ - - ^ > : (q) (a.) ,(bj ; [l-xq^ (6.2.6) 
again he suggested that the following can be proved by induction 
TM,x=x"(l-q)"n ([k + j] + q^^^xD,,,) 
j=0 
= x"(l-q)"nx-(l-q)-*T,,^,^,, 
j=0 
(6.2.7) 
Further, he considered a function F(x) having a Taylor series expansion, and 
derived the following formal shift rule 
F(T,,^J{x"f(x)}=x«F(T,,„,^,,)f(x) (6.2.8) 
Also, for function u and v of x, he observed the following 
T,^^,{xPu(x).v(x)} = xP[u(x)T,^,v(x) + q^(qx)T,^,u(x)] (6.2.9) 
Hence, he gave q-analogue of the Leibnitz Rule for the T^  ^ ^ is as follows 
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ir,,,{xPu(x)v(x)} = xf ^n^ 1 q'^  T,"- v(q^x)T;,^,,u(x) 
r=o I r i \^J 
(6.2.10) 
He pointed out that (6.2.10) can be proved by induction. Further, he used 
(1.4.23) and (6.2.9) and defined special cases of (6.2.10), as follows 
n fn^ 
T,",,{x^(x) v(x)} = x^X q'^  T^i v(q^x)TpXx) (6.2.11) 
=^0 \^l 
and 
n ^ n ^ 
T,V{u(x) v(x)} = X q"^  T,- v(q^x)To;^u(x) (6.2.12) 
Formula (6.2.10) implies 
e , ( t \ , , ) { ^ ' 4 x ) v ( x ) } 
CO fq^' 
=^0 IPir.p 
— :q'^';tT^,q,x 
v(q^x) (6.2.13) 
where the o+i<l^ i+i function on the right of (6.2.13) represents a "bi-basic" 
hypergeometric function in the numerator and the denominator of which the 
terms before the colon are on the base p and those after it are on the base q. 
Further he took p = q in (6.2.13) 
t^ q"^  . . 
e,(tT,,,,){xPu(x) y{x)} = x'Z j ^ T^^X^) e^(t\^J v(q^x) 
r=o iq j , 
(6.2.14) 
1 
Similarly, he took p = — and replaced t/q in (6.2.13) 
q 
E,K, , ){xPu(x)v(x)} 
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(-trq -r(r-l)+l<r 
r=0 (q), 
T;, ,u(x)E,(q ' tT^„)v(q'x) (6.2.15) 
Further, he used P = k in (6.2.14-15) and obtained the following 
^^..,kr 
S(tTM,x){x^u(x) v(x)} ^ x ^ l ; 1 3 ^ T,^^,,u(x) e,(tT,,,,) v(q^x) 
and 
E,(tT,,„){x''u(x)v(x)) 
-T {-')'l' 
r(r-l)+kr 
r=0 (q), 
respectively, by means of formula (6.2.4), one gets 
n=0 (P l , 
i x " t " 
when he set p = q in (6.2.18). It reduces to 
(6.2.16) 
T,^,,u(x)E^(qMT,,^,,)v(q^x) (6.2.17) 
(6.2.18) 
( l-xt) k+a+X 
(6.2.19) 
1 t 
Agam he set p = — and replaced t by — in (6.2.18), and obtained 
q q 
E,(tT,,,){>^"^i = x"^ \<j)o 
q*="""\-x-
-,q 
(6.2.20) 
Hence, M. A. Khan [113] obtained the following general identity 
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e,K,){^"fWH (1-xt) k+a (l-xtq'^") (6.2.21) 
He verified it by means of (6.2.4) and "Heine's theorem" for the summation of 
,<})(, function that is 
Z 
n=0 
" n 2 t"q 
n(n+l) 
(q). 
•TM {x'-"f (X)} = x»(l + tq)^ ^^„ f ([x + xtq'*']) (6.2.22) 
From formula (6.2.4) also he gave the following operational identity 
> ! " 
(Ctr);t\q,x x^  = x\J:^ (aj,y + k;xt 
.(Ps); ^ 
which yields 
A? («r);f\q,x 
( P s ) ; ^ {^'%{-4- n=0 (q)n 
(6.2.23) 
r+lYs 
(ar),k + y + n;xt 
(6.2.24) 
and 
A (q) 
(Ps);^ n=o (qj„ 
(ar),k + y + n;xt 
(Ps) ; ^ 
(6.2.25) 
In particular, by putting (otr) = 0 == (PJ and A. = 0 and replaced y by a in 
(6.2.24) and (6.2.25), he obtained the following 
e,(tT,„.){x"e,(-x)) 
- X 
('-<„ 1-xtq k+a (6.2.26) 
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^(tTM.){^"E^WH7J 
X" 
( \ 
- X 
(1-xt) k+a 1 - xtq k+a 
(6.2.27) 
Similarly, he put (ar) = 0, s = 1, Pi = k + a, A. = 0 in (6.2.24) and used the value 
of i(j)o-flinction, 
(^i^)[-,k + a;T,^^^,]{x«e^(-x)} = x«e^(-x)e^(xt) ,^, ----xV'"' 
, , -(l-a-k) 
e,H)e,{xt)(q)^^^_, J„,,_,(2xVF) (6.2.28) 
He defined inverse of the operator Tk,q,x by and obtained following 
4:,q,x 
results 
( i \ " Tn(n+l)+n{p-k)-p-n 
(<!'"''I 
' {(l-q-)logX-q"logq)=i^ 
^k.q,x 
and again, from the above results he established the following 
(6.2.29) 
(6.2.30) 
T, ^" j.p.y 
k,q,x ) 
r 
vn -n(n+l)+n(r-k) 
V /n.p 
(q'n-) 
\ /n,( 
rY+n 
Further, he replaced p by q in (6.2.31), which yields 
j.p.y 
T 
y 
. , sn -n(n+l)+n(Y-k) . . 
(-0 q' (q^'J.y (3+n 
('>'*'-'). 
,y+n 
1 
also he replaced p by —, which gives the following 
q 
(6.2.31) 
(6.2.32) 
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^ 1 j , - , y 
q 
k.q.x 
fyP] q"0+i'-P-'^ -J)(qP+J) yP+" 
( 1 ' * ' - ' l ,y+n 
(6.2.33) 
From (6.2.32), he obtained the following 
AH'B 
qW- T 
q(^^; \ q , x 
y^  
<1>E A+lYB+1 
V^U'^ ^ ;-tyqVx' 
q^^U'^ -^ q 
(6.2.34) 
Similarly, from (6.2.33) 
AVB 
Q W - T 
4 ' • j+k ^j,l/q,y 
(b) ^ T 
(|)E A+ITB+l 
q(^),qP^i ; ytq'*^-
q^  Sq ; ^ 
(6.2.35) 
In particular, he found the following results 
1 
l _qk tT j ,q ,y 
^i 
' p 1 p 
y y 
T, k,q,x J^ 
y , y 2<)>1 
X^ X^ 
X 
^1+Y-k. 
(6.2.36) 
1-q 
tT 
T 
y^  y 
7 2^1 
q ' q ; — 
l+y-p 
X 
,I+Y-k. 
(6.2.37) 
tT 
I qk+j ^^j,l/q,y 
I k.q.x y,+^_k^ 
>< 
y y^  1 + 
ytq 1+?. A 
J, ij 
1 + 
ytq I+a A 
7-p 
T 
P _ (q) 
fk-p 
P-k)|^k+p q-'P-k [€ 
(6.2.38) 
(6.2.39) 
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6.3 SOME OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF q-
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS : 
M. A. IChan [116] gave certain operational formulae and drive certain 
results for q-Laguerre polynomials. He also derived certain operational 
representation for some other polynomial in his paper [116]. 
From (6.2.7), he obtained the following equivalent form 
x( l -q") + q%^,^)"f(x) = T,V, , f(x) 
n-l 
= x " ( l - q ) " n x - ' ( l - q r T , 
j=0 
k+a+j,q,x f(x) (6.3.1) 
q"(l + x ) T , , , + x ( l - q « ) - x V f f ( x ) = x " ( l - q ) " n 
x(l + x ) q ' " - D „ - ^ + [k+a + j] f(x) (6.3.2) 
and 
n-l 
n 
j-o 
x'q' q ° \ , , + x ( l - q « ) - ^ f(x) 
n-l 
x"(i-im 
j=0 
xq'^ "^ ^ D^ ,x -
xq' + [k + a + j] f(x) (6.3.3) 
He suggested that formula (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) are obtained by applying (6.3.1) 
to eq(-x) f(x) and E^[x) f(x), respectively 
Further, he remarked that the left hand side of (6.3.2) can also be written as 
E, (-^)T,V.x {e, (-x)f (x)} = x -E , ( - X ) T ; , {x'^ e^  (-x)f (x)} 
Thus he obtained the following identity 
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TM.{x%(-x)f(x)} 
= x-"(qXe,(-x)Z f^,Ltr^(xq--^-M)T;: / (x) (6.3.4) 
r=o [q)^ X 
Similarly 
TM,x{x%(x)f(x)} 
- n \ ^ q 
•(k+r) 
= x™(q),E,(xq")E - ; ^ ,L t r ' (xq" )T i , f (x ) (6.3.5) 
r=0 iqj^X 
Next, M. A. Khan [116] considered the operator gCJ), Fq '^^ -^tTi^  ^ ^ , and 
obtained the following operational formulae 
o(j)i[-,q ;-tT|^ _q^Jx =x ,(t),[q ,q ,-xt_ (6.3.6) 
(t),[-q"^'';Tkq^] (1-xt) 
k+a i^-<.a 
X 
[l-xtq^-] 
and 
o^\ 
- T 
' k,q,x 
q ;q ( l -xt) k+a (l-> t^)^ k+a 
-xq 
1-xtq k+a 
(6.3.7) 
(6.3.8) 
Now he concluded the aforementioned results in the following q-
Laguerre polynomial 
q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS :- M. A. Khan [116] obtained certain 
formulae and operational representation of q-Laguerre polynomials. He set 
f(x) = 1 in(6.3.4) and (6.3.5) and took different values of a and k, he got 
numbers of operational representations for the q-Laguerre polynomials 
qD"^(x;l) and ^Ly(x), as shown below 
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TM,{X" e^(-x)} = X - " (q)^ e^(-x) ,L(r^- ')(xq—M) (6.3.9) 
TM,X{X" E^(X)} = X - " (qX E^(xq") .L^r'^xq'^) (6.3.10) 
By a simple change of variable, he also noted that 
T,"^,,{x\(-^x)} = x-"(qXe^(-Xx) / r - ' ) ( X x q — , l) (6.3.11) 
and 
T , V { x " E , M } =x-"(q)„E^(Xxq") / r ^ ' H ^ x q " ) (6.3.12) 
also he wrote (6.3.11) and (6,3.12) as follows 
{q"(l + ^ x ) T , ^ , + x ( l - q ° ) - U V } ^ l = x"(qX ^Lr^H^^q"'"^'" ' 1) 
(6.3.13) 
and 
{q"T,,,,+x(l-q«)-Xx^}".l = x"(q)^,Lr-'>(^xq") (6.3.14) 
Further, (6.3.9) gives 
r 
1 T^,, {x-"e^ (-X) ^Lf^-') (xq--^-M)} = T™ ,^ 
Hence, he obtained 
TM,x{x"^"eJ-x),L(r^-"(xq--^-',l) 
(q)„ 
T;,, {X\( -X)} 
= y y ^ X— ej-x) qLtt'^ fxq™ "^^ ""^ -',!) (6.3.15) 
Similarly, (6.3.10) gives 
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TM,xk'%K)aLr"^K) 
(6.3.16) 
By using the q-analogue of Kummer's transform (6.3.6), M. A. Khan [116] 
obtained the following 
oct), r - ; r ^ - t T , ^ J x - " = x - " e J - x t ) , ( t , . 
q ;q 
Further he rewrote above result as follows 
•, [ - ;q" ' ' ; - tT, , , ]x"" = j ^ x " " e,(-xt) / r ' ' " ' ( ' ' " l "°* ' " ' ' l ) 
(o '™l 
(6.3.17) 
Similarly 
A\ 
-;-tT, k.q.x 
q"^^ q 
{^)S 
Also, he obtained the following 
•x"^"E^(xtq'^")/r'''H^tq'^") ^^'^-^^^ 
' t ^ 
1 + -
T 
V k,q,x y„ 
-a -k 
, - a - k /^N Z ' t „a+n ^ 
^ (q)n L(«) 
( o - l q n 
tq° (6.2.19) 
V / 
As consequence of the Leibniz formula (6.2.12) and the relation (6.3.9), 
he got 
fP+O L(-P-k)^^qn.a.p.k^jj^£ H qKk-)(i^.^)^ ^Ltr^(xq"^"^''-',l) 
V ' J 
(6.3.20) 
By using (6.2.12) and (6.3.10), he obtained 
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,L'. 
a+p+k) 
r=0 
^P + r^ 
V ' J 
q'^''"\LtV\m") (6-3.21) 
Formula (6.3.20) is obtained by putting u = x '^  and v = x^e^ (-x) in (6.2.12) 
while (6.3.21) is obtained by putting u = x'"^ *^  and v = x^E^ (x) in (6.2.11). On 
the other hand M. A. Khan [116] put u = x"Eq(|i,x), v = x"eJ-A,x) in 
(6.2.12) and then employed (6.3.11) and (6.3.12), he got the following 
addition-like theorem, involving the q-Laguerre polynomials D"^(x,l) and 
,L':'(x): 
A (a+p+k-l) ([X + n]xq--P^^-M) 
r(k+a) /"i , T, \ 
° I \ , ^ r ' ' ,Lt?-"(Xxq-".l).,L'r"(Mxq') (6.3.22) 
r=0 ( i - M'X j ^ 
From (6.3.13) and the shift rule (6.2.8), he obtained the following formulas 
(q) 
( q ' " l (^). 
r=0 
^n^ Mt r(r+a+k-l) 
v ^ y , (q-«)^ 
^L(n+r.a.k-l)^^qm.n.r.a.k-i^^J ( 6 . 2 . 2 3 ) 
Similarly, he derived the following 
(q) (a+k-l) , (.)„(.-)/-- (""^^SlSn''™"^""^'"" 'm+n T( q m+n 
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6.4 q-ANALOGUES OF CERTAIN OPERATIONAL FORMULAE: 
M. A. Khan [108] dealt with q-analogues of certain operational formulae 
for Laguerre polynomials due to Gould and Hopper [78], Carlitz [41] and 
Rainville [150]. 
He defined, that the operator xDq.x admits the following shift rule 
F(xD^J{x"f(x)} = x"F([a] + q«xD^,,)f(x) (6.4.1) 
and q-analogue of (6.1.3) as follows 
n [a + j]-xq-' + q" 'xD„ =[n]-X - 5 ^ , e , " ( ( l - q ) x ) D ; 
r=o [ r j . q.x j=i 
and 
(6.4.2) 
n {[a + j ] -xq-^+q-^( l + (l-q)x)xD^,, 
n x^ q^ (^ "") 
[41 -4ir-(i+(i-^)4 ,i^r;H(i-q)^q™'OD;,x (6.4.3) 
r=o [r\'-
Further,, he defined q-analogue of (6.1.4) as follows 
n {[a + Jl + q"'xD,,4 = X 
j=l k=0 
n 
V /q 
n + a 
n - k 
[n-k] !q '* ' ""VDj , (6.4.4) 
He also remarked that in the notation of (6.2.1), formulae (6.4.1 - 4) can 
also be written as 
F(xD^,){x«f(x)}=x«F(x-'{l-qr'T„,^,,)f(x) (6.4.5) 
j=i r=o [r j! 
(6.4.6) 
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J=l 
n (i+a-q)>^)x"'(i-qrT„,^,,x-x 
A x^q (^^ "°) 
H' Z -hr('^('-^H ,Lt7'((l-q)xq-M)D^, (6.4.7) 
r=o [rj! 
and 
j=l ^ ^ k=0 
fr^\ n ; n 
Ik; 
n + a 
n - k 
[n-k]!q '^ '""VD5, (6.4.8) 
respectively. 
PROOF OF (6.4.3) : To prove (6.4.3), M. A. Khan [108] considered a 
function y of x whose n q-derivative exist uniquely, and let 
Q„y = x -«E^(-x( l -q) )D;4x-X(-x( l -q) )y} 
where Q^y = y, further he used the following result 
e4(l-q)x^q^) = ( l - ( l -q)xX\ e j ( l -q )x^) (6.4.9) 
and obtained the following 
"n.,y = x-«E^ (-x(l -q))D;;' {x--'e^ (-x(] -q))y} 
= x-«E^(-x(l-q))D;,{[a + n + l Jx-- 'e^(-x( l -q))y 
= x-«E^(-x(l-q))D;,[x-"e4-x(l-q)){[a + n + l] 
-xq-->+( l + ( l - q ) x ) x q - " X x } y 
= Q„{[a + n + l ] - x q - - ' + ( l + ( l - q ) x ) x q - - ' D ^ 4 y 
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Hence, he reached to the following result 
"ny = f l {[a + j]-xq"^J+(l + (l-q)x)xq-^D^,4y (6.4.10) 
j=i 
Again, with the help of (1.4.44), he defined the following 
rnA 
Q„y = x - « E ^ ( - x ( l - q ) ) i T q ^ ^ ^ D ^ W f " e , ( - x ( l - q ) q ^ ) } D ; y 
r=0 I r i ^ ' 
v v 
r^\ 
n„y = x-«E,(-x{l-q))i " D " {(xq')""e,(-x(l-q)q')}D;,y 
K ' J 
^n^ 
Q„y = x-«E^(-x(l-q))2 [n-r]! (xq^f' e^(-xq^(l-q)) 
=^0 V y q 
,LtV)((l-q)xq™,l)D;,y 
Also he used (6.4.9) and reduced the above equation as 
r(r+a) 
Q„V = 
n X q 
(6.4.11) 
Hence from (6.4.10) and (6.4.11), he got (6.4.3). He remarked that the 
proof of (6.4.2) is similar to that of (6.4.3) while (6.4.4) can be proved by 
induction. 
PARTICULAR CASES : For particular cases M. A. Khan [108] took 
y = 1 in (6.4.2) and (6.4.3) and established the following results 
H-' qL';H(l-q)x) = n {[a + j]-xq-^ + q-^ xD^^.l (6.4.12) 
j=i 
and 
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[n]! / : ) ( ( l - q )xq« - , l ) = n {[« + j ] - x q - ^ + r ^ ( l + (l-q)x)xD4.1 
j=i 
(6.4.13) 
and hence, he obtained 
H ,LW((l-q)x) = {[a + n]-xq-"+q-"xD^4 A W - ^ » (^AH) 
and 
[ n ] / : ) ( ( l - q ) x q - M ) ^ [ a 4 - n ] - x q - " + q - " ( l + ( l -q)xD, , ) 
,LW((l-q)xq—,1) (6.4.15) 
M. A. Khan [108] also proved formula (6.4.3) from (6.4.4) and vice-
versa, as follows 
He operated (6.4.4) on eq(-x(l-q)) f (x) and used (6.4.9) and (1.4.44) 
and found the following result 
f l {[a4-j] + q-JxD^,4e,(-x(l-q)){[a + l ] -xq - '+ ( l + ( l - q ) x ) x q « X x } f W 
E 
k=0 
fn) fn + a^ 
vky Vn-k; 
rk-
[n-k]! xV^^-^X q^ ^^ "'^  D j : e,(-xq^{l-q))D;, f(x) 
r=o ^r ; 
(6.4.16) 
Further, he applied successive reduction on the left hand side and used (6.4.9) 
on the right of (6.4.16), and derived the following 
fl {[a + j ] -xq-^+(l + ( l - q ) x ) x q " X . } f W 
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k=0 
rr,\ 
v^A 
'^ n + a^ 
vn-ky 
rv\ 
[n-k]!xV(^-)X ( - i r ( l + (l-q)>^),D;f(x) 
r=0 \T J 
^ ^ ^ r ! ^ ^ ^^  ^^  ^ ^ ^ ^ n - k ! 1 + a J k - r ! 
vk+r (k+r)(k+r+a) 
fnll f tlfiUl-M D' fix) y t'^°l~t-'')"'^ 
A x'q'<'"l 
which is formula (6.4.3). On the other hand he operated E (-x(l-q)) f(x) 
by means of (6.4.3), he obtained (6.4.4) 
He also established q-analogue of a formula due to Rainville [150, Page 
210] as follows, 
[m + n]! ,L(^L((l-q)x) = n {[a + jj-xq-^+xq-J D^^.l 
m . n 
= n {[« + n + j ] -xq-" -^+xq-^-D^,4n {[a + k]-xq-^+xq-^ D^.j.l 
j=l k=I 
m 
= [ n ] ! n {[a + n + j]-xq-"-^+q«-^xD,,4 .L^r^ftl-qjx) 
Further, he took n = tq and used the following result 
D ; , . X = ^ " D ; . X 
and obtained the following 
m 
= [ n ] ! n {[a + n + j ] - tq-^+q--^tDj ^Li«)((l-q)tq") 
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t'q'l™' 
=H H E ^ ,Ltr"((i-<!)') D;. ,L '^((i-q)«q") 
r=o [rj! 
By substituting the value oft, one gets 
m j.r r(r+a) 
r=o [rj! 
By use of the fact 
K. ,L '^((>-q)> )^ =(-!)• q"-""'" .LtV'a'-q)'^) 
he established the following 
Z 
m=0 
m + n 
n 
t" ,L'.t((i-q)x)=E ^=^^H^ ,e"((i-q)x) 
r=0 ["^J-
Z t^LL™)((l-q)xq-") 
m=0 
m=0 
m + n 
n 
t™A1„((l-q)x) 
0-t), 
But since 
f 
X 
V 
(1-
1-
q)q 
fq] 
-n 
J 
I y -r(3r-l)+r(a-n) 
i \7.''. ...„> ,e;'(o-q)-) 
- [r]! (l-tq'~")_ 
rf [r]!(l-tq'*""[ 
(q'-)„ ^ (q-"Ux(l-q)r 
(q). ™^o ( q ) J q - '*" 
q-";-tq°"/[l-tq 
-; q 
1+a+n 
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{r\ ^ (q-"L(x(.-q))" 
(q). ™=. (q)„ (q'") 
1+ tq° 
m V 
1-tq l+a+n 
,1 
and thus he obtained 
h [r]! (l-tq—)^ '"- ^^ ^^ ^ ^ " 
, , xt(l-q)q" , 
x(l-q)+r. ..'...-i.^ [l-tq'""""]^ 
(6.4.18) 
Consequently from (6.4.17) and (6.4.18) finally he found the following 
m=0 
m + n 
n 
^m T(a) ((i-q)x) 
( i - t ) l+a+n 
X 
V 
0-
1-
q)q' 
fti 
n 
J 
f 
V 
x(,-<,).^i(li3hl,, 
(l-tq'^«"") (6.4.19) 
This result may be treated as a q-analogue of a result due to E.D. 
Rainville [150, Page 2110]. M. A. Khan [115] suggested that result similar to 
(6.4.16) and (6.4.19) can similarly be worked out for the other q-Laguerre 
polynomials ^Ly(x,\). 
6.5 OPERATIONAL GENERATING FORJVIULAE FOR q-
LAGUERRE POLYNOIMIALS : 
M. A. Khan [115] gave the generating function for operational formula 
as follows, 
firstly he considered the function f(x) as 
CO 
r=0 
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be an absolutely convergent series. Further considered the following sum 
00 4.n 00 00 * n 00 4.11 00 00 fU 
b+r+n 
= S a^ x^ -
r=0 i^-^A.,.r (1-^0 a+b VL 1-xtq a+b 
(6.5.1) 
and hence he got the following operational formula 
l^j'M^i^^jdk:^^ 1 - xtq a+b 
Again, 
E^^^T;„,{x^f(x)} 
n=0 
/ „ l - a - b - r \ / + \" „ b + r + n / a + b + r \ " 
n=0 r=0 iqj„ 
Za,x^-( l-xtq) 
r=0 
a+b+r-l 
<K t " n 2 „ a"("i)] 
I ^ ^ T — T . " _ . { x ' f W ) = x ' ( l + x + q)„,_, f([l + xtq"']) (6.5.2) 
Since a is independent of n, therefore (6.5.1) can be written as 
r 
e,KJ{x^f(x)} = ^ 
1-xtq a+b 
(6.5.3) 
Also since 
00 (.n 00 I " 00 4." 
S 7VT.7Kf(x)} = i:^T.",{T;x'f(x)} 
n=o iqj„ n=o iqj„ 
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He got the following generating relations 
CO j-n 
S 7 ^ T - " { x ^ f ( x ) } = s K J T,^{x^ f(x)} (6.5.4) 
n=o (q;„ 
which is a generalization of (6.5.1). In (6.5.4), one first evaluate T^ "^  jx'' f (x)| 
and then use (6.5.4) to get the relevant generating fiinction. 
Further, he put a = 0 and k = a + 1 in (6.3.9), (6.3.10), he obtained the 
following operational representation for the q-Laguerre polynomials 
T„V{e<,(-x)} = x"(q)„ e,(-x) ,LW(xq-M) (6.5.5) 
and 
T„V,{E.WH^"WnE,(xq"),LW(xq") (6.5.6) 
where a is arbitrary. 
Again in (6.5.1), (6.5.2) and (6.5.4), he used b = 0, a = 1 + a and f(x) = eq(-x), 
then he got the following generating functions for q-Laguerre polynomials 
respectively, 
00 1 
It\L(r^(xq-M) = —l--E,(-x) 
1-tq a+l 
(6.5.7) 
t f q^ "^ ""' ,Lr)(xqM) = (l + tq)„ E^tq^) (6.5.8) 
n=0 
and 
n=0 
^m + n^ 
V n J 
^ q^m+n\Xq ,1 
E,(-x) 
+m+l 1-tq 
-X 
a+m+l 
xq" 
' l - tq a+m+l 
(6.5.9) 
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To obtain (6.5.7 - 9) one can also use (6.5.1) 
Similarly, he put a = a + 1, b = 0, f(x) = Eq(x) and used (6.5.2). He got 
respectively, the following generating function for the q-Laguerre polynomials 
,Ll"'(x). 
Z 
n=0 (!-)„ A\^'^')- (i-tL, e,(x)E^ 1-tq a+l 
-n(n+l) 
n=0 \i X_;^ 
and 
M^_LE. 
(1-t), a+m+1 
xq" 
VL 
1-tq a+m+l q m 
xq" 
VL 
•tq a+m+I 
Result (6.5.9) and (6.5.12) are q-analogues of a result due to Rainville [150, P. 
120] for classical Laguerre polynomials. 
6.6 GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
M. A. Khan [121] obtained some generating function for q-Laguerre 
polynomials, to find new generating function, he considered identity 
e , ( -x )E , ( -x t )=e^ ( - [ l - t ]x ) 
and he wrote, above as 
t \ ; ^ x - e ^ ( - x ) = x"e^(-[l- t]x) (6.6.1) 
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He operated T^""^  ^ on both side of (6.6.1) and then replaced x by xq' "" ° '^  and 
t 
t by —, and obtained the following generating function 
X 
lr(r- l )+r( l -m-a-k) 
GO i n 
E ^ ( - t q — ) ,L(r-'*([x-t],l) = I ^ — .L^r^-'H-qM) 
r=o iqjr 
(6.2.2) 
Similarly, he considered the identity 
Z 7 4 - x " - E , ( x ) = x " E , ( [ l - t ] x ) (6.6.3) 
and operate T^ ^ ^ on both sides of (6.6.3) and finally replaced x by xq""" and t 
t 
by —, he established the following generating function 
x 
e,(t) ,L<r - " ( [x - t ] )=S - A _ , L l r ' - " ( x ) (6.6^4) 
Next, he considered the operational formula 
e , K J { x « e ^ ( - x ) } =t - i - T ; ' , ^ , { X X ( - X ) } 
and he suggested that each term on the right hand side can be evaluated by 
means of (6.3.9) and on the left hand side by means of (6.2.21). This 
immediately yields the generating functions 
-X 
^ 1-tq'"" 
E.(-> )^ = 0 - t U i ; ,L^ "^Hxq"^ "^ ^M)t" (6.6.5) 
n=0 
Similarly, he considered the expansion 
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e,(tT,,,){x"E,(x)}=|; 7-rTM.{x"Ejx) 
n=0 (1). 
and obtained the following 
e.WE, 
VL 
1-tq k+a =(i-'L„l:7-7-,Lr-"(xq") n=0 [^)„ 
(6.6.6) 
Further he gave another way of driving (6.6.5) is by means of the relation 
X » (q t 
operated on both sides with Q(^^ \-; q"'^ '^ ;!. k,q,x , then evaluated the left hand 
side by means of (6.3.7) and right hand side by means of (6.3.17) and finally he 
-t 
replaced x by - x and t by — he got (6.6.5). 
X 
Similarly, he gave another way of deriving (6.6.6), he assumed the following 
(i-q>^t), k+a n=0 U). 
He operated on both sides with 
oH'i 
-• T 
' k,q,x 
Later he evaluated left hand side by (6.3.8) and the right hand side by 
- X - t 
(6.3.18) and replaced x by — and t by — , and got (6.6.6). 
q q 
He remarked that formula (6.2.5), in particular, yields 
^, L-; q^^^ tT , ,^ ,J {x \ ( -x ) j = x % ( - x ) e^(xt) ^.j, -; - x M q 
k+a-2 
„ a + k . 2 
q ; q 
(6.6.7) 
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which is equivalent to generating function 
eq(0 o<t'i 
- ; -x tq 
q ; q 
a+k-2 
n=0 
J— ,L(r-')(xq--^M) (6.6.8) 
he obtained above by simplifying the left hand side of (6.6.7) and then replaced 
t , 
t by —. Again in (6.6.8) he replaced t by tT^qx and operated on y , and used 
X 
(6.2.23). He finally obtained the following resuh 
iK.) y'A q'''; -xytq"^'-' 
q ; q 
y^ Z KW^ ,iir'H-q"^ "^ -^M) 
n=0 (^'"l 
By virtue of (6.2.21), M. A. Khan [121] obtained the following generalizing 
function 
/ ^ k + b \ ^.n f ^^ ^ & 
k+b 
k+b. -Xtq 
a+k-2 
l-tq^^"] 
^ k + a . 1 
q ; q 
(6.6.9) 
Further, he set b = P - k in (6.6.9) and got 
00 fqP) t" 
n=o (q j ^ (l-t)3 iVl 
-Xtq 
q ; 
a+k-2 
[1-tq^] 
q " " ; q^ 
(6.6.10) 
Again, he put f(x) = eq(-x) in (6.2.22) and used (6.3.9) on the left hand side, he 
got the following generating function for L;^(x) 
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S t"q^ "^^ " /r"*""H>^q""-M) = (l + tqU_, E^(xtq-") (6.6.11) 
n=0 
t „ . 
For another result he again put k = 1 and replaced t by — and x by xq in 
q 
(6.6.11) 
" -n(n+l) S t"q^  
n=0 
,iirHx,i)=(i+t)„ Ejxt) (6.6.12) 
also he muhiplied (6.6.11) by t''eJxtq''^") and operated on the variable t by 
T : , , , he got 
l:q^"'"*",Lr-'-"'('«i"'".i)TM,,!t-(xtq->) 
n=0 
• T^.t {t^  A _ q'-^-'^-S-tq"^^ 
hence he obtained the following generalization of the generating function 
(6.6.11) 
-n(n+l) X t"q2 ' ' ^Lt^-'-")(xq-^-',l) ^L(^--k-')(_xtq-'^—2k-,^^ 
n=0 
E , ^ ' " ) ; * , ^1-a-k . „k+b+m. „k+b t „ k + a q ;q ,q ;-tq (6.6.13) 
Similarly, he put k = 1 and replaced x by xq"^  and t by — in (6.6.13), he 
q 
derived the following generalization of (6.6.12) 
£ ( - t ) " q ^ " ' " " " , L r ) ( x , l ) , L ( r ( x t q ' ™ « , l ) 
n=0 
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E,(-xt)A[q-;q '"™;q'* ' ; tq"] (6.6.14) 
Also, for k = 1, (6.6.11) reduces to 
,L<r")(xq»)=(l + tq)„ E,(x,q'") 
n=0 
n^i"M) j(a-n), (6.6.15) 
Again he multiplied (6.6.15) by x'^ ""'' eq(-x), and used (6.3.9) to 
express the q-Laguerre polynomial on the left hand side of (6.6.15) by its 
operational representation and then operated on both sides with T™^  ^, fiirther 
he used (6.3.11) in (6.6.15), he finally obtained the following 
n=0 
rm + n^ • 
V /q 
."q^°'"*" ,Lt:>(xq«™,l) 
= (I + tq)^ E,(xtq'*«) ,LW([l + t q ' " ]xq"M) (6.6.16) 
Similarly, he put f(x) = Eq(x) in (6.2.22) and used (6.3.10) on the left hand side, 
he got the following generating fiinction for ^L" (x) 
(6.6.17) 
Further multiphed (6.6.17) by x'^ """" E^{x) and operated with T^^^, and 
l-a 
replaced x by xq and t by tq , he foirad the following result 
-n(n+l)-n(l+a) . . 
'^ 2 ' m + n^ t"q 
n=0 (q). V n J 
(«), &j(^q"Hi^t,-lc^M A\[i^t]x) 
(6.6.18) 
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6.7 RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
M. A. Khan [121] found the Recurrence relation for q-Laguerre 
polynomials as follows 
by using the resuh \"q_^  =\,q,^ (TM'K)' ^e wote (6.3.9) and (6.3.10) in the 
following manner 
T,,,x { T C {x"e^ (-x)}} = X-" (q)^ e^  (-x) ^L^^'') (xq—^M) (6.7.1) 
and 
T, , , {V::, {x^E, (x)}} = X-" (q)^ E, (xq") ^L^r^-') (xq") (6.7.2) 
In view of (6.3.9) and (6.3.10), results (6.7.1) and (6.7.2) give the 
following recurrence relations 
[n + a + k-l]- xq 
, n+a+k-l 
0-q) • + x( l + x)q""""'^-'D q.x > ^Ltr')(xq--^-M) 
= H,L(r-)(xq--'=-M) (6.7.3) 
and 
xa""' [n + a + k - l J - T ^ - ^ + xq"^ "**^ -' D 
(1-q) q.x / - - ) ( x q - ) = [ n ] / r ' n < ) 
(6.7.4) 
He put k ^ 1 and replaced x by xq'""" in (6.7.3) and x by xq~" in (6.7.4) he 
obtained neat form of (6.3.3) and (6.3.4) 
Further, he wrote the following 
TM,X { X \ (-X)} - Tl^, {x^  . x"^  . x-™-^  e^  (-X)} 
and 
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TM {^"E, W} = T," ,4x^ XV x « - ^ E^  (x)} 
by making use of (6.2.11) with u == x"^  and v = x" "" '^  eq(-x) in former case and 
V = x"""^ '*^  Eq(x) in the latter case, he obtained the following from 
x""(qX6,{-)c),L<:*'-'»(xq"««M) 
x'E 
n=0 
rn^ 
v^y 
kr+r(r-n) Jrpr 
TM,«x"}T:;,,{(x,'r-'.e,(-xq')j^ 
and 
x»"(q).E,(xq»),Lr-"(xq") 
- 1 q"""-"»C,{(xq'r'.E,(xq')}{TM,«x"} 
n=o v.r / I ; 
H e n c e 
r(a-m) / k+m \ /"l , y~\ 
r=0 
/ k+m\ r(a-m) 
,i^r-"(xq")=E ^^-J^y—A:r\m') 
Further he took m = 0 and k = 1 in (6.7.5), 
,LW(xq-M) = | ; q-(l + x)^  ,L t ;^ (xq" - , l ) 
r=0 
Also he replaced x by xq"^  in (6.7.7) 
CO 
,Li"^(xqM) = S (q"+x) Lt"(xq"-M 
r=0 
(6.7.5) 
(6.7.6) 
(6.7.7) 
(6.7.8) 
Similarly, he took k = 1, m = 0 and replaced x by xq " in (6.7.6), and obtained 
the following result. 
(a+l) , CW'Zq-ATCx) (6.7,9) 
r=0 
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